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Preface
PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION (2012)
by Michael W. Belin, MD
Tucson, Arizona (USA)
It’s been over three years since the first edition went to press. In the intervening period
the technology has improved and numerous maps/displays have been added. In the second
edition every chapter has been updated and new chapters have been added to reflect the
expanded clinical use of Scheimpflug imaging. As in the first edition, we have attempted to
keep the reading easy and hopefully, for some, enjoyable.
PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION (2008)
by Michael W. Belin, MD
Albany, New York (USA)
The last thing I wanted to do is write a book. There is a saying “Those who can…
Do .. and Those who can’t … Teach.” I feel about the same about writing text books. It
is a thankless job that usually means you have too much free time or nothing better to do. I
wish that was the case. Constant nagging by my current research and clinical fellow (Stephen
S. Khachikian, MD) about the need for a book on elevation topography and promises that it
would not be that much work eventually wore me down. Well, in hindsight, he was half right.
Elevation based topography (or Tomography) is a new and comprehensive way of
looking at the cornea, its structure, shape and performance. For many practitioners used to
relying on anterior curvature analysis it may initially appear foreign. It is the authors’ belief,
however, that cross-sectional Scheimpflug analysis offers significant advantages in treatment,
diagnosis and patient safety.
We tried to make the book easy to read and comprehend and filled it with numerous
color figures. Each chapter was designed to stand on its own, though for those with time and
inclination the chapters are arranged in an orderly progression. We hope we have met our
goal.
The book was made possible in part by an unrestricted educational and research grant from the
Sight Society of Northeastern New York, Inc and the Lions Eye Bank at Albany (New York). The authors are
indebted to their continued support.
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Chapter
1

Introduction and
Overview
Michael W. Belin, MD, FACS
Stephen S. Khachikian, MD

Why a book on elevation topography, and now, why a second edition?   While
curvature analysis is understood by most refractive surgeons, there are essential differences
between curvature analysis and elevation analysis.  To properly utilize modern elevation based
systems it is essential to understand these differences.  Often users of elevation systems rely
only on the curvature maps and as such are not making full use of the increased information
offered by elevation systems.  It is the hope of the authors that this book will give the reader
a better understanding of the wealth of information available with optical cross sectioning
based topography.   While the book will deal almost exclusively with the Oculus Pentacam
(OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany), the principles presented are applicable
to any elevation based topography system.  (The samples used throughout this book are from
multiple sources and represent both the authors’ private practice and cases sent to the authors
for consultation. Because of the diverse source of the maps there is some inconsistency in the
location of the individual maps in the composite display.)
Topography/Tomography (Tomography refers to systems that can generate a threedimensional reconstruction of the anterior segment using a series of optical cross-sections)
is considered an essential part of every refractive surgery evaluation.   Original topography
systems were based on reflective technology and relied on the digitalization of a Placido image
and determined slope as the basic unit of measure.   The topographic data was presented
as the first derivative of slope (curvature) which was initially more intuitive for the general
refractive surgeon.  Those systems were relatively inexpensive, however, they had a number
of limitations.    
Placido based systems rely on the analysis of a reflected image. This precludes
obtaining data from both the peripheral cornea and the posterior corneal surface.  Additionally,
without information about the posterior corneal surface, complete pachymetric evaluation is
not possible. While ultrasonic pachymetry can give you central or isolated readings, a full
pachymetric map requires accurate data from both the anterior and posterior corneal surface
(pachymetric computations are based on the spatial difference between anterior and posterior
surfaces).   Moreover, the posterior corneal surface is now being appreciated as a sensitive
indicator of corneal disease (ectasia) and can often be abnormal in spite of a normal anterior
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corneal surface.  While the refractive power of the cornea is determined in large part by the
anterior surface, the anatomical or mechanical properties of the cornea are at least equally
dependent upon a thorough understanding of both anterior and posterior corneal surfaces.1
The Pentacam Anterior Segment Analysis System (OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH,
Wetzlar, Germany) and its forerunners (PAR CTS (PAR Technology, New Hartford, New York)
and Orbscan (Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, New York)) represent a significant advancement in
corneal and anterior segment imaging.  The Pentacam and the Pentacam HR (High Resolution)
are Scheimpflug imaging devices which utilize two cameras.   The central camera is used
for fixation monitoring and pupil measurement.   The second, rotating Scheimpflug camera
provides 25 or 50 cross sectional corneal images (operator dependent) during a scan of less
than two seconds duration.   Each image typically contains 500 elevation points with the
standard Pentacam and 2,760 elevation points for the Pentacam HR which is then analyzed
to yield up to 25,000 or 138,000 total data points respectively.  The cross-sectional images
generated by the rotating Scheimpflug camera (FIGURE 1) are used to locate the anterior and
posterior corneal surfaces as well as the iris and anterior lens surface.2
The OCULUS Pentacam was neither the first elevation based corneal analysis system
or the first to utilize optical cross-sectioning.  Elevation based systems were first reported to
have benefits over Placido based systems in 1991.3   The PAR CTS   used a projection grid
system to measure anterior corneal elevation.  It had advantages over Placido based systems in
that accurate measurements were possible on distorted cornea that could not be fully analyzed

Figure 1. Scheimpflug cross sectional image of a normal eye. Edge detection software shows the anterior
corneal surface (red), posterior corneal surface (green), anterior lens (yellow) and surface of the iris (blue).
Lens clarity, anterior chamber depth and angle estimation can also be computed.
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by reflective systems.  Additionally, the PAR CTS was capable of full corneal coverage.  The
PAR CTS required the instillation of  fluorescein onto the tear film for the grid to be viewed
and relied on the distortion of the grid pattern to determine elevation by a technique similar
to triangulation called rasterphotogrammetry (FIGURE 2).  Because it was a projection based
system, measurement of the posterior corneal surface or deeper structures in the anterior
segment was not possible.  
Optical cross sectioning was first introduced commercially in the mid 1990’s.   The
Orbscan utilized parallel segmental cross-sectioning (no shared points) and relied on a Placido
image to augment the anterior surface measurements and reportedly to assist in image
registration.  A rotating Scheimpflug imaging system offers certain advantages.  Because each
image shares a common point (center of rotation), image registration should be more accurate  
(FIGURE 3).

Figure 2. Projection onto the fluorescein stained tear film showing the grid from the PAR CTS.

Figure 3. Diagram of the Pentacam (left) and Orbscan (right) showing the radial imaging of the Pentacam
and the parallel imaging of the Orbscan.
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Precise image registration is a prerequisite for accurate tomographic data.  Because the
distance travelled during rotation is less in the center, the point density is greatest in the central
cornea (typically the area of concern) and decreases in the periphery.  Additionally, the edge
detection software on the Pentacam appears less susceptible to corneal haze than the Orbscan
and the system does not suffer from the inaccuracy in locating the posterior corneal surface
common to the Orbscan in the acute postoperative cornea.4
While initially designed primarily for refractive surgery, the Pentacam also provides
cross-sectional visualization of the cornea and the anterior chamber, as well as an objective
lens densitometry assessment.   It calculates the pachymetry of the cornea from limbus to
limbus with an accuracy of +/-5µm.  True elevation measurements allow for computations of
anterior and posterior sagittal (axial) and tangential (local or instantaneous) curvature, anterior
and posterior elevation maps, anterior chamber depth measurement, angle approximation,
corneal and anterior chamber volumes and anterior surface derived Zernike polynomials.  
The authors’ goal is for this book to serve as both a primer and reference for the
corneal refractive and anterior segment surgeon.  Subsequent chapters will deal with the use
of elevation based tomography in the assessment of screening patients for potential refractive
surgery as well as others uses in the anterior segment (e.g. cataract grading).   
CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Refractive surgical screening is the most common clinical application of topography/
tomography.  Screening should be rapid, technician friendly and accurate.  The vast majority of
patients can be quickly and safely screened with the 4 map composite (refractive) display or with
the Belin/Ambrosio enhanced ectasia display. The recommended maps in the composite display
include anterior and posterior corneal elevation using a best-fit-sphere, corneal thickness map
(pachymetric distribution) and anterior sagittal curvature.  Screening requires consistent scales,
colors and settings to allow the practitioner to rapidly evaluate the pre-operative map.  Each of
these will be discussed in greater detail later, but consistent colors/scales/maps are key to rapid
and safe screening of patients.  Our recommended settings for refractive surgery screening are
shown in TABLE 1.  These settings are chosen to maximize sensitivity and allow for a quick visual
screening based on color and pattern recognition. It should be understood that when screening
for refractive surgery the goal is to identify patients that are not “normal.”  The recommended
settings below are designed for that purpose.  (In a pathology oriented practice the scales have
to be widened to encompass the more diverse range and shapes seen in abnormal corneas).
It is important to realize that what we call an “elevation” map does not really display
the actual raw elevation data, but shows the elevation data against some reference surface.  
The most commonly used (and recommended for refractive screening) reference surface is
a Best-Fit-Sphere (BFS).  While other shapes can be utilized, they are all based on the same
raw elevation data and so their differences are more qualitative than quantitative.  The shape,
scales and colors should be chosen to simplify screening.  Different scales, shapes and color
bars may be appropriate for other uses.  
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TABLE 1 - Recommended Refractive Surgery Screening Settings
DISPLAY

COLOR

SCALE

SETTINGS

OPTIONS

ANTERIOR
ELEVATION

Belin
Intuitive

±75 microns

BFS Sphere, MAN,
Diameter -8.0, Float

Max diameter 9.0mm
(applies to all), Numeric
values, Thinnest Point, Pupil

POSTERIOR
ELEVATION

Belin
Intuitive

±75 microns

BFS Sphere, MAN,
Diameter =8.0, Float

Numeric values,
Thinnest Point, Pupil

PACHYMETRY

Ambrosio 2

300 - 900
microns,
Absolute

Show thinnest, Numeric
values, Pupil

SAGITTAL
CURVATURE

Belin
Intuitive or
Ambrosio 2

Absolute
Normal Scale

Numeric Values

How the BFS is computed is critical to a thorough understanding and will be discussed
in greater detail in a separate chapter.   The Pentacam has both an AUTO (Automatic) and
MAN (Manual) setting.  The understanding of how these differ is vital for proper assessment of
the maps.  The MAN setting utilizes the data within the user specified optical zone (e.g. MAN,
Diameter = 8.0 mm uses all the data with the 8.0 mm optical zone centered on the apex).  It
uses all the data whether the data is accurate or extrapolated.  Varying optical zone sizes will
significantly affect the maps both qualitatively and quantitatively as the BFS (reference surface)
will change.  Because the normal eye is a prolate asphere, a larger optical zone results in a
flatter BFS and a smaller optical zone a steeper BFS.  As long as you have a good quality scan,
without extrapolated data within the area used to compute the BFS, the MAN setting allows
for comparisons over time and allows for the computation of normal values for a defined BFS
diameter.
The AUTO setting utilizes all the data in an optical zone that is 90% the size of the
largest optical zone obtainable without extrapolated data.  In other words, the system draws
the largest possible circle centered on the apex that does not include any extrapolated data
and sets the optical zone used for the BFS computation to 90% of this value.  The value of the
AUTO setting is that it only uses “valid” data points, however the limitation is that the area
used to define the BFS will be different between patients and different between exams of the
same patient.  This is a significant difference that limits the clinical usefulness of the AUTO
setting.  The MAN utilizes all data, including extrapolated data at a defined zone, while the
AUTO uses only validated data but can have a varying zone.  A varying optical zone in the
AUTO setting makes establishing normal values and screening parameters problematic.
Our current recommendations are to use the MAN setting with the reference surface
set to SPHERE and the DIAMETER set to 8.0 mm.   It is important to insure that there is
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minimal or no extrapolated data within the 8.0 mm zone.  Extrapolated data appears as either
white areas or black dots (user selectable, authors recommend “white area”).   To assist the
inspection of the maps, we recommend that the display be limited to show only the central
9.0 mm (this is an option in the drop down menu “max diameter 9.0 mm”).  There are two
numbers here that often lead to confusion.  The “max diameter 9.0 mm” from the drop down
menu refers only to the area of the cornea displayed on the maps.  Often there is more of the
cornea covered, but this setting will only show the central 9.0 mm, which is easier to read and
adequate for refractive screening.  The “max diameter 9.0 mm” has nothing to do with the
BFS computation and only relates to how much of the cornea is being shown.
A 9.0 mm map without extrapolated data can be considered valid.   These “valid”
maps will have reproducible BFS computations.   All discussions that follow and suggestions
for screening parameters are based on an MAN setting, BFS set to SPHERE, DIAMETER = 8.0,
and Float and no extrapolated data within the central 8.0 mm zone.   
The composite screening display outlined above has significant advantages for
identifying ectatic change.  Keratoconus, for example, is a progressive disorder, the hallmarks of
which are stromal thinning, conical protrusion, corneal scarring, decreased spectacle corrected
visual acuity, Fleisher’s ring, and in advanced cases Vogt’s striae.5 The identification of patients
with keratoconus is essential when screening refractive surgery candidates.  LASIK and most
refractive procedures are contraindicated in keratoconus patients due to the potential for
the disease to progress rapidly after surgery. “Forme fruste keratoconus” or early “subclinical
keratoconus” may also be considered a contraindication to LASIK due to the likelihood of
progression into clinically significant disease. Knowledge of the posterior corneal surface and
full pachymetric maps are obviously of great clinical benefit.
The original Placido based keratoconus screening programs relied only on data from
the anterior corneal surface.  Earlier topographic systems either did not provide information
on the posterior corneal surface or did so inaccurately, leading many to conclude that this
information was not clinically important.  It is now understood that changes on the posterior
corneal surface are critical and often the earliest indicators of ectatic disease, in spite of normal
anterior curvature maps and most likely predate other indicators (e.g. epithelial thinning)
limited to the anterior surface.     
FIGURE 4 is a 4-view composite map (4 Maps Refractive) of an asymptomatic
patient presenting for refractive surgical evaluation.   The map demonstrates the importance
of both the posterior corneal surface and the pachymetric distribution map.   The patient
had 20/20 best spectacle corrected vision, a normal Placido based topography and central
ultrasound pachymetry (520 microns) and was considered normal.  The Pentacam composite
display reveals the limitations of relying on anterior curvature and central corneal thickness
measurements alone.  The anterior elevation (upper right) and anterior sagittal curvature (upper
left) are all normal, both maps displaying a small amount of astigmatism.   The pachymetric
map (lower left) shows a normal central reading of 517 microns.  The pachymetric distribution
is significantly displaced, however, where the thinnest region (502 microns) is infero/temporal
to the central cornea.   The difference between the thinnest reading and the apical reading
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Figure 4. A Pentacam generated 4-view refractive composite map of an asymptomatic patient presenting
for refractive surgical evaluation. Anterior and posterior elevation, sagittal curvature and pachymetry
maps are shown. In spite of a normal anterior surface (both elevation and curvature) the posterior
elevation and pachymetric maps demonstrate an early ectatic change.

is 15 microns.  The posterior elevation (lower right) is clearly abnormal.  The posterior map
shows a well-demarcated, paracentral island of positive elevation (+30 microns) off the bestfit-sphere representing an ectatic change.  The thinnest point displacement corresponds to the
area of posterior elevation further increasing its significance.
Similarly, the patient depicted in FIGURE 5 would have a completely normal exam
if one relied solely on ultrasound pachymetry and Placido based topography.   The sagittal
curvature (upper right), the map most commonly displayed on a Placido system, is completely
normal.  The curvature map is symmetric and shows minimal astigmatism.   
The simulated keratometry readings are in the 39-40 D range. Central ultrasound
pachymetry readings were 511 microns.  All of these values would be considered well within
the normal range (TABLE 2).   This is, however, an incomplete picture.   The pachymetric
distribution is distinctly abnormal with a marked inferior displacement of the thinnest region
(lower left).  The thinnest area of the cornea is 482 microns, 29 microns thinner than the apical
reading.

8
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Figure 5. A Pentacam generated 4-view refractive composite map of an asymptomatic patient presenting
for refractive surgical consultation. Evaluation of the images reveals that the area of posterior ectasia and
the thinnest corneal region coincide.

The posterior elevation map (lower right) shows a well circumscribed, clearly
demarcated, island of positive elevation (> 30 microns off the best fit sphere) representing
the area of ectatic change.   The area of posterior ectasia and the thinnest corneal region
coincide.  This patient has sub-clinical keratoconus in spite of normal Placido topography and
normal ultrasound pachymetry (sub-clinical meaning retains good spectacle vision in spite of
apparent anatomical changes).  The Pentacam clearly reveals the shortcomings of the original
incomplete corneal analysis.  
The literature is replete with numerous articles of iatrogenic post LASIK ectasia in
patients reportedly with normal preoperative exams.6,7   How many of these “so-called
normal” exams are truly “normal” and how many had undiagnosed changes on their posterior
corneal surface is unknown.   Additionally, reported residual bed computations based on
central ultrasound readings may significantly over-estimate the actual residual bed.  Like flap
thickness unpredictability, pachymetric distribution inconsistency may represent a previously
unrecognized confounding variable.8
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Table 2

The Pentacam’s complete corneal analysis is also advantageous in characterizing
keratoconus morphology.   Traditionally, the morphology of the cone was categorized by
descriptions based solely on anterior curvature analysis.  Sagittal curvature, however, is a very
poor indicator of cone location and morphology.  FIGURE 6 reveals the limitations of curvature
analysis in the assessment of cone location.   Sagittal curvature maps, whether generated by
Placido systems or generated by elevation systems, do not depict shape and do not accurately
locate the cone.   One can see that the sagittal curvature map (upper left) would incorrectly
place the apex of the cone below the limits of the 9.0 mm display.  The true apex of the cone,
however, is slightly below the pupillary margin as shown in both the pachymetry map, and the
anterior and posterior elevation maps.
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Figure 6. A Pentacam generated 4-view refractive composite map of advanced keratoconus. The true
apex of the cone is shown on the elevation maps and pachymetry map. The sagittal curvature map
exaggerates the cone displacement leading to the erroneous diagnosis of Pellucid Marginal Degeneration.

Accurately identifying cone location and knowing the corneal thickness at the proposed
incision sites is critical in planning INTACS surgery and corneal transplantation.  Elevation maps
are inherently more accurate in depicting the morphology of the cone than sagittal curvature
displays and should be used to classify keratoconus.  The recent increase in reports of Pellucid
Marginal Degeneration (PMD) is partly due to inaccurate cone location by curvature analysis
and many of PMD patients are found to have typical inferior keratoconus with appropriate
elevation analysis.9,10
As noted earlier, the Pentacam is capable of anterior segment analysis.  The individual
Scheimpflug images can be used to create a three-dimensional image of the anterior segment.   
FIGURE 7a shows the placement of INTACS segments used to treat a patient with contact lens
intolerant keratoconus.  The image is of sufficient quality to clearly see the hexagonal shape
of the insert and can be used to determine the depth of placement (here at a depth of 396
microns) (FIGURE 7b).  

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW  
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A

B

Figure 7 A-B. Pentacam generated Scheimpflug image showing the placement of INTACS segments in the
cornea. The magnified image can be used to determine the depth placement in the cornea.
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FIGURE 8 shows the value of the Scheimpflug image in visualizing the additive surgery
of Descemet’s Stripping Endothelial Keratoplasty (DSEK).  These cross-sectional images can be
utilized to both follow patients’ progress (i.e. showing continued graft thinning) or to assist in
the diagnosis of interface fluid or a partial dislocation.

Figure 8. A magnified Scheimpflug image 1 week after Descemet’s Stripping Endothelial Keratoplasty
(DSEK).

CONCLUSION
The development of elevation based imaging systems which allow assessment of both
the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces marks an evolutionary change in computerized
corneal analysis.   Accurate assessment of both corneal surfaces and complete pachymetric
distribution significantly enhances our knowledge and should allow for better and more
complete pre-operative refractive evaluations.   We hope that the subsequent chapters and
clinical atlas aid the reader to make maximal use of this new technology.
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INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of refractive surgery and the high success rates for corneal
transplantation there has been a growing need to understand the corneal contour.
Keratoconus, irregular astigmatism, contact lens-induced warpage, and occult ectatic disorders
are conditions that must be detected prior to refractive surgery. Tomography has also been
used to facilitate the understanding of the optical performance of the eye, though this has been
supplanted, in part, by wavefront analysis.1,2 Currently, corneal tomography is considered
mandatory by most surgeons for the preoperative evaluation of patients undergoing refractive
surgery, and it is strongly recommended in the postoperative assessment of problematic cases.
The term corneal “topography” is, for the most part, a misnomer. True topography
implies knowledge of the exact contour or shape. Most corneal topographical systems are
Placido-based, analyzing rings that are reflected off of the corneal surface. These systems
measure the angle of reflection (slope) and compute curvature. Other systems directly
measure elevation and utilize a grid projection system or an optical cross-section. The systems
measuring surface elevation derive all their subsequent maps from this data.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Despite numerous advances in corneal imaging over the past few decades, the ability
to qualitatively and quantitatively assess corneal shape has been fraught with difficultly.
Although there are many measurement methods, the fact that the cornea is aspheric, irregular
and asymmetric limit the utility and reliability of simple measurement techniques.3 While
the introduction of videokeratoscopy in the 1980’s paved the way for modern day refractive
surgery, we still face many of the limitations encountered by those who studied corneal shape
centuries before.
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Keratometry
Keratometry is based on the principle that the radius of curvature of a convex surface is
proportional to the size of the image reflected. In 1619, Father Christopher Scheiner observed
that shiny glass spheres of different radii produced reflected images of different sizes. He
created a series of spheres with progressively larger curvatures and made efforts to determine
corneal curvature by matching the size of the image of a window frame reflected from a
subject’s cornea with that produced by the calibrated spheres.4
Descartes in 1637 published le Diopterique, a work that presented, based on
experimentation, basic principles of optics.5 More importantly, this work described the optics
of the cornea and eye in detail. In 1796, Ramsden built a device to measure corneal curvature
to determine if the cornea changed shape during accommodation, a theory proposed
by Keppler. Ramsden later added a magnification apparatus and also introduced the
doubling device, in which the examiner matched the corneal reflection to itself,6 eliminating
inaccuracies generated by eye movements and observer estimations. Although this method is
still used in modern keratometers, it was not universally used until 1854 when the instrument
was “reinvented” by Helmholtz. The Helmholtz “ophthalmometer” as he called it, measured
the curvature of the cornea. In 1881, Javal and Schiotz improved on Helmholtz’ device and
built a keratometer designed for clinical use. With only minor changes, the same design is still
in use today as the Haag-Streit ophthalmometer.7
Helmholtz applied the term “ophthalmometer,” which has led to some confusion
because it suggests measurement of the entire eye rather than the cornea alone. Today
ophthalmometer is the generic name for the instrument as well as the trade name used by some
manufacturers (e.g. AO Scientific Instruments and Haag Streit AG). The term “keratometer”
(the Bausch and Lomb trade name for their machine) (FIGURE 1) better describes the true
function of the instrument, and it is the term most commonly used today in the ophthalmic
literature.
The ability of the keratometer to measure the corneal radius of curvature is based on
the ability of the anterior corneal surface to behave like a convex mirror and reflect light.8
This is essentially the same technique that was used by Scheiner in 1619. The optical design
of the keratometer allows the examiner to measure the size of the reflected image and
thereby determine the radius of curvature of the anterior corneal surface. The accuracy of the
keratometer is conditional on the uniformity of the central corneal curvature over the area
measured. It also assumes that the mires are measuring directly over the pupil. The formula
used by the keratometer assumes that the cornea has a sphero-cylindrical surface with a single
radius of curvature in each meridian and a major and minor axis that are orthogonal. Any
corneal surface irregularities from dry eye syndrome to anterior membrane dystrophy can
cause mire distortion and difficulty in determining the end points. Significant scarring and/
or corneal irregularity often precludes meaningful measurement.9 The modern keratometers
in use today are very similar to those used over a century ago and the same limitations apply.
Additionally, keratometry provides no information about areas central or peripheral to the
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Figure 1. Bausch and Lomb keratometer. The illuminated mires reflect off the corneal surface and allow
the clinician to measure the central corneal curvature. The keratometer does not allow measurement
outside the central 3mm of the cornea and minimal corneal irregularity is required for accurate
measurements.

points measured, it is based only on four localized data points within the central 3mm of
the cornea. In most normal eyes, the curvature over the visual axis is fairly uniform, and this
simple measurement is sufficiently descriptive. This explains why most surgeons still utilize
keratometry data for their standard intraocular lens (IOL) computation formulas.
The keratomoter was deemed adequate for measuring the corneal surface for IOL’s,
fitting contact lenses and managing low levels of astigmatism in normal corneas. Simple
keratometry, however, is not useful for measuring corneas that are likely to depart from
sphero-cylindrical optics, as commonly occurs both in ectatic disorders and after refractive
surgery.10
Keratoscopy
Because of the small area over which keratometers can obtain corneal measurements,
additional imaging modalities which provided qualitative information about the shape of
the entire cornea were needed. This led to the development of keratoscopy. While the
keratometer only analyzes approximately 6% of the corneal surface, keratoscopy can evaluate
about 70% of the total corneal area (limited by the optics of the eye as you cannot reflect light
from the peripheral cornea back to a central observer or camera).
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The technique of keratoscopy was first described in the 1820’s by Cuignet.11 With
this early method, only gross abnormalities of corneal surface could be identified. English
Physician Henry Goode described the first keratoscope in 1847.12 Goode reflected a square
object from the patient’s cornea and viewed the reflection from the side of the keratoscope
target. Antonio Placido, however, was the first to photograph these corneal reflections. Placido
used a series of illuminated concentric black and white rings as a target in the 1880’s. This
device was unique because it has a viewing tube in the center used for alignment. In general,
the reflective mires of the Placido disk will appear closer together on steeper parts of the
cornea and farther apart in flatter areas. Corneal astigmatism will show up as an elliptical
flattening of the reflected circular object rings. This Placido disk was used in 1889 by Javal in
an attempt to quantitate corneal shape. In 1896, Allvar Gullstrand was able to quantitatively
analyze keratoscopic images of the cornea.13
While the Placido disk was introduced over 100 years ago in an attempt to determine
corneal shape, the method of measurement has changed little since that time. The Placido disk
remains the most common device for measuring corneal curvature. Collimating keratoscopes,
which used the Placido disk in a more “cone shaped” fashion place rings in different planes
along the interior of a column and in this way are able to maximize the amount of corneal
surface that can reflect the target mires.14 Most modern corneal topography instruments
are of the collimating variety. The advances have been substantial with the incorporation of
computerized algorithms into the analysis.
A significant limitation of this technique, however, is that in order to produce an obviously
distorted image, the cornea must be quite distorted itself. If distortion is only minor, while
it may have a drastic effect on a patient’s vision, it is not likely to be visible by this relatively
crude modality. It is generally accepted that astigmatism of at least 3 diopters (D) must be
present to be detected by traditional keratoscopy.9 The major advantage of keratoscopy over
keratometry is that it provides information from a larger portion of the corneal surface and
provides permanent photographic documentation.
Videokeratoscopy
While keratoscopy provided qualitative information, it was the union of rapid computer
analysis and digital video by Klyce in 1984 that transformed the gross examination of the
cornea into the high-speed world of computer imaging.15 The first color coded map of corneal
curvature was published in 1987 and led to multiple commercially available computerized
videokeratoscopes.14 Computerized videokeratoscopes are capable of digitizing information
from thousands of points on the corneal surface to produce detailed color-coded maps
depicting corneal curvature (FIGURE 2). Videokeratoscopy has become an essential clinical
tool for assessing corneal anatomy.
The most commonly presented video keratoscopic map is the axial (sagittal) map.
The basic assumptions of keratometry, however, are still present when creating these
videokeratoscopic images. The basic keratoscope algorithms are based on spherical geometry,
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Figure 2. Image of the Placido rings. These uniform concentric rings are reflected off the corneal surface
and the reflection is measured. A change in the spatial relationship or configuration of the rings is
evaluated by a computer program and this information is used to determine the curvature of the cornea.

and the keratoscope assumes paraxial optics. This makes the axial maps most suitable for
determining regular corneal astigmatism and assessing overall irregularity. The ability of the
axial map to depict other aberrations, convey true shape or focal abnormalities is limited.16
Many algorithms were created to overcome this spherical bias and attempt to more
accurately reconstruct the surface of the normal aspheric cornea. The necessity of accurate
corneal height and curvature maps for refractive surgery forced the development of more
complex algorithms that were less spherically biased. Tangential, or instantaneous curvature
maps were produced to meet this demand. The tangential curvature maps of the cornea
provide more detailed information necessary for corneal surface reconstruction. Additionally
newer algorithms allowed for more accurate measurement of corneal elevation and shape.17
While the development of these algorithms improved on the performance of simple
axial curvature maps, the limitations of the Placido disk were still present. Working distance
of the videokeratoscope and Placido disk size are components that affect the focus of the
rings, as does the alignment of the instrument with the patients’ cornea. All the rings must
be in focus for accurate data acquisition, and this becomes more difficult in the peripheral
cornea. Central corneal data cannot be obtained, and no information is available from a
circumferential perspective.17 Additionally, when the cornea is irregular there is a small
amount of error introduced into the data. Most of the error may be muted by these advanced
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algorithms, but the more irregularity present the more difficult it is to overcome. Once the
surface quality diminishes to the point where the keratoscope rings merge or cross, all data is
lost. Additionally, data for the posterior cornea cannot be obtained.
With regard to the creation of elevation maps from curvature data, accurate imaging
is essential for the 3 dimensional reconstruction of a surface from 2 dimensional algorithms.
Elevation reconstruction from curvature data requires certain geometric assumptions. While
these assumptions are reasonably accurate in normal cornea, they can be a significant source
of error in the irregular cornea. Over the last two decades major advancements have been
made in the development of non-Placido-based imaging technologies.
Elevation-Based Topography Systems
The basic determinant of corneal optics is the shape of the cornea and lens and the index
of refractive of these structures.17 The traditional curvature maps discussed above, however,
do not measure shape directly. True “topography” implies shape and requires the generation
of an X, Y and Z coordinate system. Placido-based systems create such a coordinate system
from curvature data by making geometric assumptions about the cornea.18 A better way to
determine shape would be to measure the X,Y and Z coordinates directly.
The first true elevation based system was created in the 1960’s by Bonnet who took
stereo photographs of the cornea and measured elevation based on the differences in the
photographs.19 This technique was later replicated and made commercially available in the
1980’s with the PAR Corneal Topography System (PAR Technology, New Hartford, NY).
The PAR Corneal Topography System (no longer commercially available) utilizes a raster
photography method to determine corneal elevation. The PAR system projected a grid of
known geometry onto the anterior corneal surface. This grid was then viewed by a camera
from an offset axis and elevation could be calculated using triangulation. Unlike Placido
systems, this technique did not require an intact corneal epithelium for reflection; however it
did require fluorescein staining of the tear film.20
In 1995, the Orbscan (Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY) was introduced which used
optical cross-sectioning to measure elevation. Using a slit-scanning beam, the curvature and
elevation of the anterior and posterior surfaces of the cornea could be assessed. By utilizing
these measurements and triangulation techniques, the Orbscan computes data for the anterior
and posterior corneal surfaces.21 The slope and curvature at any point can then be calculated
from these data. The mathematical computations and the techniques of direct stereotriangulation are essentially similar to the PAR CTS and the methods of displaying elevation
followed those first introduced by Belin on the PAR CTS.18 The generation of elevation data
on the Orbscan, however, depended on additional information from a standard Placido-based
videokeratoscope due to limitation in its ability to accurately measure elevation. Posterior
corneal curvature maps and imaging of the peripheral cornea, however, must be done without
the assistance of a Placido-based reflection and were prone to error.
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Figure 3. Oculus Pentacam. The Pentacam is currently the only Scheimpflug corneal topographer that
is completely elevation based. The Pentacam images the cornea by photographing optical cross sections
using a rotating camera. These images are then analyzed to create elevation and curvature maps of the
cornea and a three-dimensional reconstruction of the anterior chamber.

The only commercially available purely elevation based system is the Oculus Pentacam
(FIGURE 3).
The Pentacam uses the Scheimpflug principle to obtain its cross-sectional images. This
technique is also incorporated into the assisted Galilei Topographer (Ziemer Ophthalmic
Systems (Port, Switzerland)) and some newer devices (e.g. Tomey TMS-5 (Nagoya, Japan),
CSO Sirius (Firenze, Italy)). It is believed that the Scheimpflug technique captures images with
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a better spatial accuracy than a traditional camera containing a coaxial lens and film optical
system. On the Pentacam, the Scheimpflug camera rotates 180 degrees around a single
point of fixation as the patient focuses on a central light source. By rotating around the point
of fixation, it reduces the artifact created by small movements during image acquisition. In
addition, the Pentacam contains a second camera that detects any residual eye movements,
which are corrected for by the Pentacam’s software. The Scheimpflug camera completes
several rotations before coming to a steady speed lacking any acceleration or deceleration.
Capturing images at a fixed speed reduces vibrations and image artifact that might occur
during acceleration or deceleration. The computer uses up to 2,760 data points for each
image obtained (depending on model) or up to 138,000 total analyzable points to generate
the individual elevation maps.
The term “topography” is used loosely in ophthalmic imaging. It derives from Greek
words “to place” (topo) and “to write” (graphein) and classically related to the study of Earth’s
surface shape and features or those of planets, moons, and asteroids. While ingrained in
Ophthalmology, it has been incorrectly applied to curvature maps which do not convey
information about surface shape. Partly to avoid confusion with curvature systems and partly
to convey the additional abilities of newer technologies to digitally reconstruct the anterior
segment the “Tomography” has been used. Tomography derives from the Greek words “to
cut or section” (tomos) and “to write” (graphein). In Medicine, the Computed Tomography
(CT) scanning is used for referring to the x-rays techniques for imaging a section of an
internal solid organ, producing a three-dimensional image. Corneal Tomography should be
applied to systems capable of producing examinations of the front and back surfaces of the
cornea, corneal thickness, lens and iris and the ability to merge this information into a three
dimensional reconstruction of the anterior segment.22
The techniques of corneal imaging are constantly evolving to provide the more accurate
information to the physician. The information provided, however, is for naught if it is not
conveyed in a manner that is easily interpreted by the clinician.
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INTRODUCTION
If you were to give a spectacle lens to an ophthalmologist and ask for a description of
the properties of the lens, he/she would likely put the glasses into a lensometer and tell you
the power of the lens. If you give the same lens to an optician or optical engineer and ask for
a description of the lens, you would likely get a reading of the anterior and posterior curvature
with a Geneva lens clock, a measurement of the lens center thickness, overall diameter, the
location of the optical center, a description of how the shape transitions from the center to
the periphery and the lens material. Both descriptions are correct, but one is more detailed.
The ophthalmologist’s reading of the single power of the lens (in air) is optically correct but
tells us very little about how the lens actually performs and would not allow us to make an
exact copy. The optician’s description was actually devoid of any power description. By
knowing the physical properties supplied by the optician, however, you could reconstruct the
exact lens and compute the lens power. There are, however, an infinite number of lenses
that can be constructed with the same optical power provided by the ophthalmologist. If
you wanted to duplicate the lens, the single power reading is insufficient. Often forgotten is
that characteristics such as anterior lens curvature and center thickness affect how the lens
performs when placed on the patient. Do you ever wonder why some patients come in
with the same prescription in two pairs of glasses (e.g. I just got a second pair of glasses), but
complain that one is better than the other. Anterior lens curvature, center thickness, and lens
material affect image magnification. The location of the optical center affects induced prism.
These are all items we need to take into account (but rarely do).
Experienced contact lens fitters are familiar with the difference between power, shape,
size and thickness. Contact lenses are typically described by posterior curvature (whether in
diopters or radius of curvature in mm), the lens diameter, and the lens power (e.g. 44.0 D
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/ 9.6 mm / - 3.50). The actual power of the contact on each individual eye, however, may
vary greatly from eye to eye (more applicable to RGP lenses that do not conform to the corneal
surface). We know that the effective power of the contact will change depending on the shape
of the underlying cornea. A – 3.50 D contact will have a different effective power on a flat
cornea than it would on a steeper cornea. Additionally, even if you were to keep the “power”
of the contact constant, you could change its effective power by altering its base curvature.
This is the concept of lens vault. We should know that if we alter one physical property (e.g.
base curve) we often have to make a compensatory adjustment in another (e.g. power). The
relationship between physical properties and optical properties here is well understood.
When we drive to the office, most of us looked at our speedometers. In older cars,
speed is determined by the rotation of the tires. There is a simple gear/cable mechanism that
measures the rate of tire rotation. Most people were not aware that if you changed the size
of your tires or even change from summer to winter tires you could affect your speedometer’s
accuracy. The speedometer was still just as precise in measuring what it was meant to measure
(how fast the tires are rotating), it is just that our assumptions (the size of the tires) were
wrong. Newer cars come with GPS navigation (Global Positioning System). GPS uses a series
of orbiting satellites and triangulation to determine where you are at any instant on the earth.
The process of triangulation is amazingly accurate and standard personal GPS devices have an
accuracy of about 10 feet (e.g. it can tell which side of the road you are on). GPS devices can
also give us the speed that our vehicle is traveling. There are no physical connections to the
car, no measurement of the tires, and no knowledge of how fast the tires are rotating. What
is known, however, is where you are at any instant. If you know your location in space over
time, you can easily compute the speed of the vehicle (FIGURE 1).

Figure 1. A sample of a GPS device showing how speed can be displayed if the change in location is
known over time.
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We can obtain the same information from the GPS device that we get from the
speedometer. The difference is that the speedometer makes certain assumptions (e.g. tire size,
etc.). GPS doesn’t really care about these properties. It simply knows where you are and
where you were. With that information it can compute speed, acceleration, direction, and
location. No matter how accurate your speedometer is, it can never give you a location. Our
brains, however, are use to thinking in speed. The next time you are pulled over for speeding
you are unlikely to hear the officer say “Do you know where you were 30 seconds ago?”
What do any of these examples have to do with elevation topography? They all
demonstrate the disparity between routine measurements and the physical properties of the
object being measured. Ultimately, we will show you how this relates to the differences
between measuring the corneal curvature versus measuring its elevation.
As final food for thought let’s look at how we traditionally measure corneal thickness.
Ultrasound is clearly the most commonly used device for measuring corneal thickness and
the “standard” (unfortunately) by which most new technologies are compared. Ultrasound,
however, is a terrible standard. If one had to design a device to measure the thickness of a
biologic tissue that varies in hydration, consistency, shape and composition one would not
choose the speed of sound through that tissue. Can you imagine trying to determine the
length of two beams (one steel and one wood) by measuring the speed of sound through
the objects? Why then do we persist in using a device which has so many limitations? First,
ultrasonic pachymetry is easy to perform, typically portable and relatively inexpensive. These
are all features necessary for the routine clinical use. We do, however, have to recognize
the obvious limitations of ultrasonic pachymetry and realize that ultrasonic measurements to
determine corneal thickness should not serve as the standard by which other technologies
are judged.1 We don’t “dumb down” a CT or MRI scanner because it doesn’t agree with an
X-Ray machine. CT scanning and then MRI scanning were quickly adopted by the medical
community not because they agreed with standard radiologic exams, but because of the vast
amount of new information they provided.
The term corneal “topography” is, for the most part, a misnomer. True topography
implies knowledge of the exact contour or shape. Most corneal topographical systems
are Placido-based, analyzing rings that are reflected off the corneal surface. The term
“videokeratoscope” more accurately reflects the technology of these instruments. These
systems measure the angle of reflection and compute curvature as its first derivative. As with
the power description of the spectacle lens discussed above, a curvature description alone
does not allow us to reconstruct the corneal shape.
Two homes may have both been built on flat land (i.e. same curvature), but if
one was 15 feet below sea level and the other 100 feet above (different elevations) their
“performance” through a severe hurricane would be dramatically different. There is a reason
topographic maps of the earth are elevation based and not curvature based. The same is true
when screening for refractive surgery where we are interested in obtaining knowledge on the
physical properties of the cornea, not just its optical performance.
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CURVATURE LIMITATIONS
There are significant limitations in trying to depict corneal shape with a curvature map.
First, there are the physical limitations of a Placido based, reflecting type system:
1 – The area of corneal coverage is limited to about 60% of the corneal surface eliminating
important data for peripheral or para-central pathologies (i.e. pellucid marginal
degeneration, keratoconus)12 (FIGURE 2 - 60%).

Figure 2. The image above shows the typical corneal coverage of a Placido map (TechnoMed C-Scan).
Placido topographers only gather curvature data from the central 8-9 mm of the cornea. This limited
coverage can exclude many peripheral corneal abnormalities.

2 – There is no information about the posterior corneal surface. It is believed that many
ectatic disorders present with changes on the posterior surface in advance of any
changes on the anterior corneal surface.
3 – Without measurement of the anterior and posterior surfaces, pachymetric maps
depicting the distribution of corneal thickness cannot be made.
Additionally, there are limitations in attempting to reconstruct the corneal surface
based on curvature measurements (similar to the measurement of the spectacle lens in the
introduction).12 The appearance of the standard topographic curvature map (axial or sagittal
curvature) depends on the measurement axis. It is not a unique property of the cornea. The
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same shape can have many different “curvatures” depending on which axis is used to make
the measurement (similar to changing the effective power of a spectacle lens by inducing tilt)
(FIGURE 3 - Reference Axis Bowtie).

Figure 3. Representation of corneal axial curvature analysis. A change in the reference axis can create
different axial curvature maps from the same shape. The map on the left appears as a “normal” symmetric
astigmatism. The map on the right appears “abnormal” with a highly asymmetric bowtie pattern. Both
images, however, were generated from the same astigmatic test object.

Most of us visualize the eye as a Gullstrand reduced eye, assuming that the eye is
symmetric, with the line of sight, center of pupil and corneal apex all crossing at a common
point. This, however, is not the case.4,5 More so, we assume that the measurement axis of
the Placido system also coincides. Most people do not look through the center of their cornea.
The line of sight and the measurement axis of the videokeratoscope are not the same.14,15 The
infant with pseudo-strabismus demonstrates these principals. The child looks as though their
eyes are not straight (their line of sight does not go through the corneal apex) and when you
perform a Hirschberg test the reflected light appears displaced (a Placido based measurement
system is effectively a Hirschberg with more data points). But when you perform a cross-cover
test, the eyes are straight. This is because a reflected image (the same as in a Placido based
video-keratoscope) needs to align normal to the corneal surface. When the apex and the
line-of-sight differ, the reflected image appears abnormal (in the adult imaged on a Placido
videokeratoscope this would appear as an asymmetric bowtie) (FIGURE 4 – Symmetric vs.
Asymmetric Bowtie), but the eye is physically normal.
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Figure 4. A Compare 2 Image composite map of the same patient with a normal astigmatic cornea
(Oculus Pentacam). The right eye shows a symmetric bowtie curvature pattern and a normal anterior
elevation map. The left asymmetric bowtie pattern seen in the curvature map is created by a normal
astigmatic cornea when the corneal apex and the reference axis do not coincide. The anterior elevation
map shows that the apex of the cornea is slightly displaced but the elevation pattern is normal.

This is the problem with trying to reconstruct shape from a curvature measurement.
There are other methods of depicting curvature (i.e. instantaneous or local) that obviate some,
but not all, of the above limitations. Sagittal (axial) curvature, however, remains the most
commonly used and the most problematic.
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ELEVATION BASED TOPOGRAPHY
True topographic imaging implies shape and requires the generation of an X, Y and Z
coordinate system. The first commercially available elevation based system was the PAR Corneal
Topography System (PAR CTS) (PAR Technology, New Hartford, NY). The PAR CTS used a stereotriangulation technique to make direct measurements of the corneal surface. The PAR CTS used
a grid pattern composed of horizontal and vertical lines projected onto the anterior corneal
surface. In order to visualize the grid, the PAR system required a small amount of fluorescein
placed in the tear film. From the known geometry of the grid projection and imaging system’s
optical paths, rays can be intersected in 3-D space to compute the X, Y and Z coordinates of the
surface.16 Because the system projected a pattern onto the cornea it was limited to measuring
only the anterior corneal surface. While, the system is no longer commercially available, it was
the first system to utilize elevation data in a clinically useful form and had documented accuracy
at least two-fold greater than Placido based systems at that time.17
The first elevation system with the capability to measure both the anterior and posterior
corneal surfaces utilized a scanning-slit technique of optical cross-sectioning. Measuring both
corneal surfaces potentially offered diagnostic advantages and allowed the computation of a
pachymetry map (as corneal thickness is the difference between the anterior and posterior
surfaces). Numerous articles have since outlined the limitations of this specific device,
particularly in locating the posterior corneal surface and the underestimation of corneal
thickness after refractive surgery.18-26
Currently, a number of systems use a form of optical cross sectioning to triangulate
both the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces. The three in wide use are the Bausch &
Lomb Orbscan (Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY), which utilizes scanning slit technology and
the Oculus Pentacam (OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) and the Ziemer Galilei
(Port, Switzerland) which utilize rotating Scheimpflug imaging. The rotating Scheimpflug
technique does not appear to suffer from the same limitations as the scanning slit device with
regard to post refractive measurements.27-33
While differences exist between the systems they all display elevation data in the
fashion that was first introduced with the PAR CTS in 1990 (FIGURE 5 – PAR Elevation).
Commonly, the clinician views elevation data not in its raw form (actual elevation
data) but compared to some reference shape. The maps typically display how actual corneal
elevation data compares to or deviates from this known shape. This magnifies the differences
and gives the clinician a qualitative map which will highlight clinically significant areas. The
method of depicting the elevation data and the reference shapes commonly used (best-fitsphere (BFS), best-fit-ellipse, and the best-fit-toric ellipsoid) were first introduced by Belin
in 1990 (University of Rochester Annual Eye Meeting, Rochester, NY 1990) on the PAR CTS.
The reason for viewing elevation data in this format is that the actual raw elevation data lacks
qualitative patterns that would allow the clinician to easily separate normal from abnormal
corneas. In other words, raw elevation data for normal eyes look surprisingly similar to the
raw elevation data in abnormal eyes (e.g. Keratoconus) (FIGURE 6 – RAW Composite).
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Figure 5. Elevation & Profile map (PAR Technology CTS). The map on the left is a standard map showing
central corneal flattening post PRK . The image on the left is an elevation profile of the principle meridians
(red, blue) as compared to a more spherical profile.

Figure 6. Raw elevation maps generated using data from a normal cornea (6a) a mild cone (6b) and an
advanced cone (6c) (PAR Technology CTS). A side by side comparison of the raw elevation maps from
three different corneas shows that adequate qualitative comparison is not possible without comparing
the data to an appropriate reference surface.
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This is not an uncommon approach. When one wants to highlight an abnormality,
you typically attempt to remove the “background noise.” In the case of elevation data,
the “background” noise is any shape that will help demonstrate the clinically significant
abnormalities. This is similar to looking at a topographic map of the earth. The most commonly
used reference surface is a sphere at sea level. Cartographers chose sea level because it was
intuitive (easy for the user to comprehend), but also because it conveyed information in a
fashion that was quantitatively useful. Maps could be redrawn using the center of the earth
as a reference point (as opposed to sea level). The maps would be just as accurate. The
information would be just as valid. The reader of the map, however, would have a hard time
differentiating Mount Everest from the Dead Sea. The height difference between the top of
Mount Everest and the bottom of the Dead Sea is the same regardless of whether you use “sea
level” or the “center of the earth” as the reference. To a computer the difference looks the
same (slightly over five miles), but to the observer’s eye the difference between 8,000 miles
and 8,005 miles (using the center of the earth) is not discernible (FIGURES 7A & 7B - Graphs).

A

B

Figure 7 A-B. Elevation bar graphs. The graphs A and B show elevation data for the same four points on
the earth’s surface. Graph A uses sea level as the reference surface and allows the observer to clearly see
the elevation differences between the four locations. (Graph B) When using a different reference surface
(the center of the earth) the elevation differences cannot be detected by visual inspection.
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The same is true when depicting elevation maps of the corneal surface (the terms
“Elevation Maps” while ingrained are incorrect. A better term would be an “Elevation
Subtraction Map” since we do not look at the actual elevation data, but only the data after
subtracting out some reference shape). As with the maps of the earth, the accuracy of the maps
is not dependent upon the reference surface. It does not matter what surface is removed.
The elevation difference between two corresponding points of the cornea (as with Mount
Everest and the Dead Sea) remains the same. The reference surface affects the qualitative
appearance, but not a quantitative one. As with the topographic map of the earth, the key is
to choose a reference surface that best highlights the clinical abnormalities we are looking for.
For refractive surgery screening and for most clinical situations using a best-fit-sphere
gives the most useful qualitative map (i.e. easiest to read and understand). Computing the
best-fit-sphere (BFS) to the central 8.0 mm zone appears best, as this provides adequate data
points and most users should be able to obtain maps without extrapolated data out to this
zone. Since the normal eye is an aspherical prolate surface the central 8.0 mm zone yields a
reference surface that allows for subtle identification of both ectatic disorders and astigmatism.
Larger zones would typically yield a flatter BFS and smaller zones a steeper BFS. While other
shapes may have some clinical utility, shapes that more closely approximate a cone (e.g. toric
ellipsoid) will actually mask the cone as the best-fit-toric ellipsoid more closely matches the
cone contour (FIGURES 8A & 8B – Sphere v. Toric Ellipsoid).

A

B

Figures 8 A-B. Side by side comparison of the effect of different elevation reference surfaces (Oculus
Pentacam). The elevation map on the left shows corneal elevation data from a patient with advanced
keratoconus as compared to a best fit sphere (8a) . The cone and associated area of elevation can clearly
be seen. Figure 8b shows the same elevation data using a toric ellipsoid as a reference surface. While the
area of the cone is still visible, it is muted by the use of a suboptimal reference surface.
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SAMPLES ELEVATION MAPS
By definition, an astigmatic surface is one that has two meridians of different curvature.
When these principal meridians are orthogonal (90º apart) the surface is said to be regular.
Regular astigmatism shows a classic pattern where the flat meridian is raised off the BFS and
the steep meridian is below (or depressed) the BFS (FIGURE 9 – Schematic ASTIGMATISM).

Figure 9. The figure above depicts elevation data of a cornea with regular astigmatism. The upper image
shows the flat and steep meridians as compared to a best fit sphere in profile view. The steep meridian
(red) is below the best fit sphere and the flatter meridian (blue) falls above the best fit sphere. The
elevation map below shows the flatter meridian elevated above the best fit sphere (warm colors) and
the steeper meridian below the best fit sphere (cool colors).

The larger the astigmatism the greater the difference between corresponding points on
the principal meridians. Additionally, the further you go out from the center the greater the
deviation from the BFS (FIGURES 10A & 10B – SAMPLE Astigmatism LOW & HIGH).
Irregular astigmatism is by definition where the principal meridians are non-orthogonal.
This is readily apparent in the standard elevation map. Mild changes may still be associated
with good best spectacle corrected vision (BSCVA), but larger amounts of irregular astigmatism
are typically associated with a reduction in BSCVA (FIGURE 11 – SAMPLE Mild Irregular
Astigmatism).
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A

B

Figure 10 A-B. The figures above show how different amounts of astigmatism are seen in elevation
maps. The elevation map in 10a shows little deviation from the best fit sphere in the periphery, with
the elevation difference along the principle meridians increasing. Figure 10b also shows the elevation
difference along the principle meridians increasing in the periphery, but by a significantly greater degree
(Oculus Pentacam).

Figure 11. The 4 image selectable map (Oculus Pentacam) above depicts very mild irregular astigmatism
seen on both the anterior curvature and anterior elevation map (upper left and upper right respectively).
While each astigmatic axis can be identified, the principal meridians are not orthogonal (90 degrees
apart). The lower left map shows a better fit with a toric ellipsoid suggesting that the patients BSCVA
would only be minimally reduced.
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In this example, fitting a toric-ellipsoid (lower left) has some clinical utility. While the
BFS is still best for screening, a toric-ellipsoid can mimic what is correctable by spectacles (both
sphere and cylinder) and differences from the toric-ellipsoid should correlate to the reduction
in BSCVA (this is effectively what some have called an irregularity map).
Irregularly irregular corneas are so distorted that the principal meridians can often
not be identified. These corneas are almost always pathologic, associated with a significant
reduction in BSCVA and may be seen in conditions such as keratoconus, anterior dystrophies
and corneal scarring (FIGURE 12 – SAMPLE Irregular Astigmatism).

Figure 12. The elevation map above reveals an irregularly irregular cornea where the principle meridians
are difficult to identify (Oculus Pentacam).
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An ectasia is a protrusion of the corneal surface often associated with localized
thinning. This can occur on the anterior corneal surface, the posterior surface or both. In
keratoconus when a BFS is fit to the cornea the apex of the cone appears as a circular or oval
area of positive deviation off the BFS (“island”) (FIGURE 13 – SAMPLE Island). We refer to
this as a “positive island of elevation off the BFS”.
This pattern (“island”) is distinct from the positive elevations seen on the flat meridian
of an astigmatic eye and the distinction between elevation changes due to astigmatism and
elevation changes due to ectatic disease is critical for proper patient screening. The purpose
of utilizing the reference surface is to allow for qualitative separation of normal and abnormal
corneas. The magnitude (height) of the island corresponds to the degree of elevation off the
more normal cornea. The size of the base of the island corresponds to the extent of the cornea
involved in the ectatic process. The location of the “island” (from the elevation map) more
clearly demonstrates the location of the cone than what can be determined from a curvature
map (see below).

Figure 13. Anterior elevation map of a patient with keratoconus. The central island of elevation is
clearly visible and it corresponds to the location of the cone. The degree of elevation off the best fit
sphere corresponds to the severity of the disease when compared to a standardized reference surface
(e.g. sphere based on central 8.0 mm zone) (Oculus Pentacam).
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The above patterns can be seen on both anterior and posterior surfaces. It should be
realized that since the posterior surface contributes minimally to the overall refractive power
of the cornea, changes on the posterior corneal surface may not cause visual complaints. It is
not uncommon to see an astigmatic pattern on the posterior surface but a relatively spherical
anterior cornea. Additionally, early ectatic changes may be seen solely on the posterior
cornea (e.g. keratoconus or post LASIK ectasia) prior to any changes on the anterior corneal
surface. These patients have abnormal corneas in spite of excellent BSCVA. We refer to this as
“subclinical keratoconus”. The patient has true keratoconus but is relatively asymptomatic due
the minimal loss of BSCVA. The posterior corneal surface may serve as an earlier indicator of
ectatic changes than the anterior corneal surface (FIGURE 14 – SAMPLE Isolated Posterior).		

Figure 14. An Oculus Pentacam generated 4-view composite map with anterior and posterior elevation
maps, sagittal curvature and pachymetry shown. In spite of a normal anterior surface (both elevation and
curvature) the posterior elevation and pachymetric maps demonstrate an early ectatic change.
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While not an elevation map, the corneal thickness (pachymetric map) represents the spatial
difference between the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces and as such is totally dependent
on accurate elevation data. In addition to identifying thin corneas, the overall pachymetric
distribution may be another indicator of pathology. Normal corneas are typically thinnest in
the central region and thicken in the periphery. Displacement of the thinnest region is often
seen in keratoconus and may at times predate changes on either the anterior or posterior
surfaces (FIGURE 15 – SAMPLE Isolated Pach Displacement).

Figure 15. The 4-view composite map (Oculus Pentacam) above shows an asymptomatic
patient presenting for refractive surgical evaluation. Although there are no obvious abnormalities in the curvature or elevation the large displacement of the thinnest point from the corneal
apex may suggest early ectatic disease.
DISPLACED APEX SYNDROME
Previously we discussed some of the limitations of trying to use curvature to depict
shape. Early studies in patients seeking refractive surgery reported an incidence of “form
fruste” keratoconus or “keratoconus suspect” as high as 17% of apparent normal individuals.34
Certain investigators initially pointed out that this high false-positive rate was related to the
limitations of sagittal or axial-based curvature reconstructions and Placido-derived topography
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systems.12,35 Curvature maps on asymmetric corneas are prone to pattern errors due to the
difference between the curvature map’s reference axis, the line of sight, and the corneal
apex.4,5 Many of these so-called keratoconus patients have what is now recognized as a
displaced corneal apex (commonly inferior).1 These patients demonstrate an elevated I-S ratio,
inferior corneal axial power > 1.5 D steeper than the comparable superior corneal region.
However, they have no other clinical or topographic (elevation) aspects of keratoconus.
These patients have a more normal topography pattern when imaged on an elevation based
topography system and commonly do not meet the keratoconus criteria of some of the newer
keratoconus detection subprograms (FIGURE 16 - SAMPLE Displaced Apex) (FIGURE 17 –
SAMPLE Displaced Apex SUPERIOR).

Figure 16. A four-image composite map (Oculus Pentacam) of a normal astigmatic cornea. The
asymmetric bowtie pattern seen in the curvature map is created when the reference axis and the
corneal apex do not coincide. The anterior elevation map shows that the apex of the cornea is
displaced inferiorly but the elevation and pachymetry are both normal.
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Figure 17. A four-image composite map of a normal astigmatic cornea (Oculus Pentacam). The
asymmetric bowtie pattern seen in the curvature map is created when the reference axis and the
corneal apex do not coincide. The anterior elevation map shows that the apex of the cornea is
displaced superiorly but the elevation is normal.

The classic asymmetric inferior bowtie pattern can be produced by a completely
normal astigmatic eye if the curvature’s reference axis does not go through the corneal apex
(SEE FIGURE 2). (In actuality what more typically occurs is that the patient does not look
through the center of their cornea, the so called positive angle kappa). Patients with a displaced
apex syndrome typically have normal pachymetry, orthogonal astigmatism, stable refractions,
and BSCVA of 20/20 or better.1 Many patients in the literature who have been described
as having early keratoconus based solely on curvature maps (and reported to have excellent
results from refractive surgery) have instead what is more likely a “displaced apex syndrome”
and would probably not meet the criteria for keratoconus on elevation topography.36-38
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CONE LOCATION
Similar to the above discussion, sagittal or axial curvature maps are poor indicators of
the location of the cone in keratoconus and commonly exaggerate its peripheral appearance.
Both anterior elevation maps, posterior elevation maps and pachymetric maps more accurately
locate the true cone position (FIGURE 18 – SAMPLE Faulty Location).
It should be understood the limitations on axial or sagittal curvature are the same
limitations whether the maps are Placido generated or elevation generated. The limitations
are not with the machine or the technology, but are innate limitations in that type of curvature
measurement. The recent increase in diagnosing Pellucid Marginal Degeneration is, at least in
part, due to a reliance on trying to use a curvature map to depict shape.

Figure 18. A four-image composite map of a patient with keratoconus (Oculus Pentacam). The
curvature map (upper right) does not accurately reflect the location of the pathology and suggests
a superior cone. The posterior elevation and pachymetry maps are able to accurately localize the
cone inferiorly.
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SUMMARY
Elevation based topography offers important advances over Placido based devices.
The ability to image the posterior cornea and to produce an accurate pachymetric map is in
itself significant. Elevation maps are also more accurate in determining the cone morphology
and in separating the false positive keratoconus suspect often due to a displaced corneal apex.
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One limitation of curvature is that the same shape can have different curvatures
depending on the axis or orientation.1,2 Typically, the clinician views elevation data not in its
raw form (actual elevation data) but compared to some reference shape to allow the clinician
to quantitatively examine the maps for clinically significant changes. The maps display how
the actual corneal elevation data deviates when compared from a known shape. The choice
of the reference shape is determined by the clinical situation. A properly chosen reference
surface will magnify the differences, highlight the “abnormal” areas and allow the clinician
a qualitative map which will emphasize clinically significant areas. The reason for viewing
elevation data in this format is that the actual raw elevation data lacks qualitative patterns
that would allow the clinician to easily separate normal from abnormal corneas.3 In other
words, raw elevation data for normal eyes looks surprisingly similar to the raw elevation data
in abnormal eyes (e.g. Keratoconus) (FIGURE 1).

Figure 1. Raw elevation data from the PAR CTS (PAR Technology). The raw elevation data displays the
elevation values without comparing them to a reference surface. The reference surface serves to highlight
or magnify the surface changes. Without this, the raw elevation data from normal and pathologic eyes
looks remarkably similar.
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This is not an uncommon approach. When one wants to highlight an abnormality,
you typically attempt to remove the “background noise.” In the case of elevation data,
the “background” noise is any shape that will help demonstrate the clinically significant
abnormalities.
For refractive surgery screening and for most clinical situations using a best-fit-sphere
gives the most useful qualitative map (i.e. easiest to read and understand). Fitting a best-fitsphere to the central 8.0 mm zone appears best. Since the normal eye is an aspherical prolate
surface the central 8.0 mm zone yields a reference surface that allows for subtle identification
of both ectatic disorders and astigmatism. Larger zones would typically yield a flatter BFS and
smaller zones a steeper BFS. Because the maps we call “elevation” are actually subtraction maps

Effects of BFS Diameter on the Appearance of the Elevation Map

Diameter = 9.0 mm

Diameter = 7.0 mm

Diameter = 11.94 mm

Figure 2. Three anterior elevation maps showing the effect of varying the area used to compute the BFS.
The upper left sample uses an area of 7.0 mm, the upper right 9.0 mm and the bottom 11.94 mm. As
the area gets larger it incorporates more peripheral (flatter portions of the cornea) data. A flatter reference
surface will make the “normal” prolate cornea appear to have a central “island.” This is a good example
of the importance in keeping the BFS computation area consistent.
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(showing how the raw elevation data appears compared to the reference surface) the shape of the
reference surface will greatly affect the appearance of the map. Since the normal eye is steeper
centrally and flattens in the periphery a flatter reference surface (i.e. a very large optical zone)
will accentuate the central steep zone and the eye will appear to have an “island” (FIGURE 2).
Similarly, a smaller optical zone will be steeper and may mask subtle cones.4
The Pentacam has two settings (AUTO & MAN) that determine how the machine
selects the area used for the BFS. An understanding of these settings is mandatory to utilize the
full capability of the system. The AUTO (Automatic) setting looks for the largest circle around
the apex that can be drawn without any extrapolated data. The machine then selects the area
set at 90% of this size. This insures that only valid data is utilized. The advantage of the AUTO
system is that only valid data points are used. The disadvantage is that the area used to compute
the BFS is variable in size. This makes comparisons difficult and the development of normal
values impossible. If the image was of very high quality (no extrapolated data > 10.0 mm) it
was possible to have the area used to define the BFS greater than > 9.0 mm. As the zone gets
larger and incorporates more peripheral data (peripheral cornea is flatter) the Best-Fit shape
would be flatter. When the cornea is then compared to a flatter reference surface, you can see
positive islands of elevation that would normally be considered abnormal when compared to
a reference surface computed form a smaller optical zone (e.g. 8.0 mm). Similarly, if a smaller
optical zone was chosen the BFS would be steeper since it does not utilize the flatter periphery
for its computation. A steeper Best-Fit shape will hide or mask conical areas. In the example
of FIGURES 3A & 3B, the posterior elevation map appears to have a significant central island,
but a closer inspection reveals a large area (diameter 9.00 mm) was used to compute the BFS.
When the map is recomputed with a smaller diameter (7.5 mm) the prominent anterior
island disappears. This shows the importance of standardizing the area used to compute the
BFS for both qualitative and quantitative analysis.
Because of the variable nature of the BFS and the need for the clinician to have normal
values to screen patients, we no longer recommend the routine use of the AUTO setting.
The MAN (manual) setting is user selectable. The user may choose any size optical
zone and the system will utilize all the data within that user defined optical zone to compute
the Best-Fit-Shape. The value of this setting is that it allows a consistent area to be specified
(see discussion in the following pages). The limitation is that the system will accept all the
data points within that area whether the data is actual or extrapolated. The incorporation
of extrapolated data, if excessive (poor quality scan), can lead to erroneous results. To allow
for the generation of normal values and to allow for both patient comparisons over time
and to compare different patients it is necessary to utilize the same BFS constructs. It is our
recommendation that setting the system to MAN with a BFS diameter fixed at 8.0 mm gives
the best results for the following reasons:
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Figure 3A. In this clinical example
(posterior elevation) the elevation
map appears to show a prominent
central island > 25 microns off the
BFS. Closer inspection, however,
reveals that the area (diameter) used
to calculate the BFS was 9.00 mm.

Figure 3B. When displayed with
a small diameter (in this example
8.5 mm) the island becomes less
pronounced and the maximal elevation off the BFS is decreased to 8.5
microns.
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• The BFS is determined by an area of the cornea that is neither too flat nor too steep
and allows easy visual inspection for screening purposes.
• It is usually easy to obtain maps with at least 8.0 mm of valid data (nonextrapolated). This inures no incorporation of invalid data points.
• Published normal values and screening programs (Belin / Ambrosio Enhanced
Ectasia Display) have all been developed with a fixed BFS set to 8.0 mm.
• Recent changes in the Pentacam will alert the user when there is excessive
extrapolated data within the 8.0 mm zone.
For routine use (e.g. refractive surgery screening) it is recommended to use the MAN
setting with the BFS set to SPHERE, FLOAT, and the DIAMETER set to 8.0 mm. We also
suggest that for routine screening the overall area of the map displayed on the screen be
limited to the central 9.0 mm zone (this is available in the drop down menu). This does not
eliminate the peripheral coverage; it just masks it from the screening view and makes the
inspection of the maps easier. When viewing the maps limited to the central 9.0 mm area
a valid map would have no or very minimal extrapolated data. Extrapolated data is marked
by either black dots or white areas (this is user selectable and the authors prefer white areas
as it is easier for the technicians to see when to repeat the exam due to insufficient coverage).
Technicians should be instructed (when the map is limited in coverage to the 9.0 mm) that
the presence of extrapolated/missing data usually indicates a poor image capture and warrants
a repeated exam. In the authors’ experience, in all but markedly abnormal corneas, it is
possible to obtain maps free of extrapolated data. For refractive screening we are dealing with
presumed normal corneas and quality images should almost always be obtained.
As opposed to a Best-Fit-Sphere, it has been proposed by some to use either shapes
that more closely mimic the corneal shape (e.g. toric ellipsoid) or represent the average corneal
shape or average BFS.5,6 While average shapes may have some utility in population studies
they are effectively useless for screening individual patients. For example, the average weight
of an adult male may be 85 kg (187 lbs), but an individual 5’2” tall at that weight would be
obese, while someone 6’4” would be very thin. Normal corneal shapes vary widely making
average shapes as useful as the average weight in the above example.
Others have proposed using a toric-ellipsoid as the base reference surface for
screening patients under the premise that a toric-ellipsoid more closely follows the normal
prolate shape of the cornea. While this is true (i.e. toric-ellipsoid more closely mimics the
shape of the cornea), this is exactly opposite of what a functional reference surface should
do when screening normal patients. The purpose of the reference surface is to highlight or
magnify surface features to allow the clinician to identify things such as astigmatism or conical
protrusion (ectasia or keratoconus). A reference surface, such as an ellipse or toric-ellipsoid,
will more closely fit the astigmatic or conical cornea and effectively mask the pathology. The
following are 4 clinical samples of known keratoconus corneas comparing their appearance
with a BFS (upper left), ellipsoid (upper right), fixed toric-ellipsoid (lower left), and an
adjustable toric-ellipsoid (lower right). These examples clearly demonstrate that for qualitative
screening a BFS is superior (FIGURES 4 – 7).
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FIGURES 4 - 7. Clinical examples comparing the appearance of known keratoconic corneas using a
spherical reference surface (UPPER LEFT), a best fit ellipsoid (UPPER RIGHT), a fixed toric-ellipsoid (LOWER
LEFT) and a best fit toric-ellipsoid (LOWER RIGHT). A toric-ellipse will better fit a conical cornea and
actually mask the pathology. In all cases shown the “island” using a spherical reference surface is more
pronounced and significantly easier to detect.

Figure 4
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Figure 7

In this final example we show a case of markedly advanced keratoconus with the
cornea thinned to 244 microns. By all screening parameters (e.g. curvature indices, pachymetric
distribution (FIGURE 8A)) this is an advanced case of keratoconus that is effectively masked by
the toric-ellipsoid reference surface because the reference surface approximates the conical
but abnormal shape of the keratoconic cornea (FIGURE 8B).
SUMMARY
Elevation maps have many inherent advantages when compared to curvature displays.
To properly understand the elevation maps requires a thorough appreciation of the reference
surface. A proper reference surface should allow for rapid and safe screening, comparisons of
a patients’ change over time, and comparisons of different patients.
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Figure 8A

Figure 8B
Figure 8A-B. The top map (8A) shows a markedly advanced case of keratoconus with a cornea thinned
to 244 microns, pachymetric distribution graphs far outside the normal range, K values > 60 D, and
significantly abnormal indices. The standard anterior elevation map using a spherical reference surface
clearly reveals the ectatic cornea with a maximal elevation off the BFS of > 80 microns. In spite of the
advanced nature of the ectasia, an elevation map using a toric-ellipsoid significantly masks the conical
protrusion (8B).
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Suggested Set-up and
Screening Guidelines
Michael W. Belin, MD, FACS
Stephen S. Khachikian, MD
Renato Ambrósio Jr., MD, PhD

One of the most important rules in establishing a systematic approach to screening
patients is to have a consistent method. This includes not only the scales, colors, and maps
but should also include using an experienced technician, assuring that contact lenses have
been discontinued an adequate length of time, and when to perform the exam during your
evaluation. We recommend acquiring the images before any other contact testing and before
drops are instilled. It is advisable that maps be obtained prior to dilation of the patient (for
more accurate center of pupil measurements) and prior to surface applanation.
The goal is to have a standardized method (scales, settings, colors) to allow for quick
pattern recognition. Pattern recognition (qualitative) is much easier and quicker than quantitative
evaluation. The only way to safely use pattern recognition is to insure that the scales and color
bars remain consistent. The scales and color bars should be chosen to make the differentiation
between “normal” and “abnormal” as easy as possible. With regular use, the screening of
refractive patients should be both rapid and accurate. This is different than trying to further
analyze a pathologic cornea where specific scales and/or colors may help further elucidate
the pathologic process. Refractive screening is the equivalent of the cornea “home pregnancy
test”, where a simple color change is used to separate “pregnant” or not (for us normal cornea
or abnormal). If you are not pregnant (normal cornea) you are done. If you are pregnant
(abnormal cornea), then further testing is warranted to determine the health, gestational
period, etc. of the fetus. We are performing a screening exam. The recommendations below
are designed to make screening easy, quick but also reliable. The scales chosen are designed
to maximize the sensitivity of differentiating “normal” from “abnormal.” As mentioned earlier
the suggested set-up below is not optimal for detailed evaluation of a pathologic cornea. Just
as the “pregnancy” example above, once the screening exam determines you are “not normal,”
further testing (different scales or maps) will likely be warranted.
It would be nice if there were international consensus on color scales, but what is
typical in the US (ROYGBIV rainbow derived scale) is, at times, different than what is more
commonly used in Europe, South America or Asia. The MOST important point is consistency
in a practice. The choice of color and scale will affect the appearance of the maps only and
not the “numbers” (as opposed to the reference surface will affect the elevation number.
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Since screening is done initially by pattern and color recognition, appropriate and
consistent choices are important.
The following are some samples of the color bars and scales available just to show how
appearances can vary based on scale and color. There are too many permutations to show
all the possible combinations. The following is a sample keratoconus suspect in the 4 map
refractive composite display:
The first display (FIGURE 1) shows our recommended scales and color selection. This
uses the “Belin Intuitive Color Bar” for curvature and elevation maps and sets the elevation scale
to +/- 75 microns. The Curvature and Pachymetry is set to ABS Normal and the Pachymetry
color bar is set to Ambrosio 2. The display is limited to showing the central 9.0 mm. There is
a suspicious island on the posterior elevation which is just at the upper limits of normal. The
+/- 75 micron scale appears the most suitable elevation scale for refractive screening and dates
back to our initial work with the PAR CTS in the late 1980’s.

Figure 1
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This is the same map except the elevation scale is increased to +/- 150 microns
(FIGURE 2). For screening normal refractive patients the wider scale results in a decreased
ability to easily identify borderline normal values (e.g. masks posterior island).

Figure 2
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This is the same display without limiting the coverage to 9.0 mm (FIGURE 3). There
is no additional useful information and the extra extrapolated data (black dots) makes reading
the map more confusing. Opening the display to the full limbal-to-limbal coverage is useful
to analyze peripheral disease, but less so for standard refractive screening.

Figure 3
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This is the same map (with 9.0 mm display restriction) with the OCULUS (European)
color scheme (FIGURE 4). For U.S. physicians this color bar is unfamiliar.

Figure 4
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This is the same display with the “American Color Bar.” This is a color scheme
designed to simulate the colors used on the Bausch & Lomb Orbscan (FIGURE 5). We do not
recommend this color scheme due to the lack of a real baseline (i.e. the green or center color
span is too narrow). This color bar was, in part, designed to mask some of the noise inherent
in the Orbscan.

Figure 5
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The last display (FIGURE 6) uses the “Holladay Primary Color Bar.” We do not
recommend this color scheme because of the more limited color range and decreased visual
sensitivity.

Figure 6
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These are just a few samples of how the appearance of a map will change depending
on the colors and scales selected. Again, while we have specific recommendations,
each practitioner is free to choose whichever color / scales they prefer, with the strong
recommendation that they keep them constant for all their refractive screening exams. It
should be noted, however, that the Belin/Ambrosio III display uses the suggested colors
outlined in Figure 1 (Belin Intuitive & Ambrosio 2). The colors and scales are fixed in this
display and it would be advantageous to use the same colors / scales for other displays being
used for the same clinical application (i.e. refractive screening).
SUGGESTED SET-UP PARAMETERS
Once you open a display you can “click” on SETTINGS. This will give you a drop
down menu for 1) Brightness & Contrast, 2) Color Bar, and 3) Miscellaneous Settings. The
Brightness & Contrast typically do not need adjustment from the factory settings. If you click
on the Color Bar you will be able to choose your colors, scales and number of colors. As
noted earlier, consistency is more important than a particular color, but our recommendations
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Belin Intuitive Color Bar for both Elevations.
Ambrosio 2 for Pachymetry.
Belin Intuitive or Ambrosio 2 for Curvature.
Absolute Normal scale for Pachymetry and Curvature.
Relative Minimum (2.5 microns) (this is +/- 75 micron scale) for Elevation.
61 colors for all the maps.

Under MISCELLANEOUS SETTINGS heading you will first be brought to the MAPS &
VALUES TAB. Choose the following:
• “K” Value Presentation you can choose based on your own personal preference but we
prefer showing the steep and flat axis as opposed to vertical and horizontal.
• “Color Map Zoom” click on STORE 9 MM ZONE SETTING. This will then default to
only showing the central 9 mm of the maps. You can always change this setting by
right clicking over any map and turning the 9 mm feature off. By storing this setting,
however, the system will default to this setting.
• ELEVATION REFERENCE SURFACE default to SPHERE, FLOAT, MAN and Diameter
8.0 mm.
On the second tab “SYSTEM” under START-UP DISPLAY turn on “Store Last Before
Program End”. This will keep whatever the display you used last as the start-up display. Since
you will be using the 4-map refractive composite display and/or the Belin/Ambrosio display
most of the time, this will open that display automatically.
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The following are our recommended settings and preferred display for the 4 view
composite refractive screening display.
1. We use the 4 view “Refractive” composite display showing Anterior Elevation,
Posterior Elevation, Sagittal Curvature and Pachymetry. It is best to keep the display,
scales and colors constant for refractive screening as this will allow for a rapid visual
inspection.
2. Each map can be customized. As is often the case, the proverb “less is more” is
applicable here and too much information will lead to a difficult to read map as shown
below (FIGURE 7).

Figure 7
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By right clicking over each map you can choose what specific points, grids, symbols are
shown on each display. As noted above our preference is to keep things simple as you can
always go back to analyze the maps with more detail. The same map as shown in FIGURE 7
will have the following appearance with our suggested choices (FIGURE 8).

Figure 8
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We suggest the following Drop-down Choices; (these are selected by right clicking the
mouse over each individual map. On all the maps we suggest turning the following ON:
CORNEAL THICKNESS AND BOTH ELEVATION MAPS
• Thinnest point
• Pupil Edge
• Nasal / Temp
• OS / OD
• Max Diameter 9.0 mm
• Show Numeric Values
SAGITTAL CURVATURE
• Apex
• Pupil Edge
• Nasal / Temp
• OS / OD
• Max Diameter 9.0 mm
• Show Numeric Values
• Use Min / Max Values
The goal of the recommended set up is to allow for rapid screening by pattern
recognition. The key is to be able to distinguish normal from abnormal patterns. While
every practitioner likes to have “normal values” (see Chapter 6), the vast majority of screening
should be able to be accomplished by simple, rapid, color and pattern recognition. The
biggest “problem” seen with early users of elevation topography is recognizing the differences
between normal astigmatism and elevation differences due to ectatic change.
If the cornea was spherical, there would be no elevation difference between the
corneal surface and the best-fit-sphere and the “elevation” map would be one color (zero
point). By definition, an astigmatic surface is one in which there is a steep and flat meridian.
Regular astigmatism is defined by having the principal meridians (steepest and flattest axis)
orthogonal (90 degrees apart). With regular astigmatism the best fit sphere is just the average
shape of all the meridians (which for regular astigmatism is the average of the steep and flat
axis). When compared to the best-fit-sphere, the flat axis is elevated off the best-fit-sphere
and the steep axis is depressed. This creates the typical (and normal) elevation astigmatic
pattern (FIGURE 9). The magnitude of the elevation or depression is related to the degree
of astigmatism and the distance from the corneal apex. The further away from the apex the
greater the separation from the best-fit-sphere (there is no separation at the apex as all the
meridians share a common point at the center). The greater the magnitude of the astigmatism
the greater the separation from the best-fit-sphere at any specific point.
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Figure 9

Contrast the normal astigmatic pattern (FIGURE 9) with an abnormal pattern caused
by the conical protrusion from keratoconus or ectasia (FIGURE 10 and 11). A conical cornea
will show an island of positive elevation off the best-fit-sphere (FIGURE 10 and 11). This is the
pattern typically seen in keratoconus. The location of the “island” corresponds to the location
of the cone. The elevation maps (both anterior and posterior) and corneal thickness map
are better indicators of cone location than curvature maps. Curvature is a poor/inaccurate
indicator of cone location. Both elevation and corneal thickness maps better reflect the true
cone morphology.
The “island” pattern in FIGURE 10 is abnormal. The astigmatic pattern, (FIGURE 9)
regardless of the magnitude of the numbers (in the elevation map) represents an astigmatic
surface. The magnitude of the elevation (either plus or minus) just reflects both the amount
of astigmatism and the distance from the optical center.
Typically, patients with keratoconus or other ectatic diseases will have a combination
of a positive island superimposed on an astigmatic pattern. In addition to looking for positive
islands of elevation we also recommend looking at the elevation values at the thinnest point.
Thinnest point elevation values are the most reproducible and most suitable for general
screening purposes. A detailed discussion of normal values is presented in Chapter 6.
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Normative Data for
the Oculus Pentacam
Stephen S. Khachikian, MD
Michael W. Belin, MD, FACS
Renato Ambrósio Jr., MD, PhD

INTRODUCTION
As noted in earlier chapters, elevation data is typically viewed against a standard
reference surface. The reason for viewing elevation data in this format is that the actual raw
elevation data lacks qualitative patterns that would allow the clinician to easily separate normal
from abnormal corneas (FIGURE 1 – RAW Mild KConus).

Figure 1. Raw elevation map of a cornea with mild keratoconus. While the raw elevation data
is used to generate all subsequent maps, it does not allow for subtle inspection or qualitative
interpretation.
Subtracting out a standard surface magnifies the differences between the cornea and
the reference surface and allows the clinician a qualitative map that can highlight clinically
significant areas (FIGURE 2 – BFS).
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Figure 2. Elevation data is typically shown compared to a reference surface. Here the deviations
from a best-fit-sphere can be seen highlighting the central cone.
This method of depicting the elevation data and the reference shapes commonly used
(best-fit-sphere (BFS), best-fit-ellipse, and the best-fit-toric ellipsoid) were first introduced by
Belin in 1990 (University of Rochester Annual Eye Meeting, Rochester, NY 1990) on the PAR
CTS.1,2
For refractive surgery screening, and for most clinical situations, using a best-fit-sphere
as the reference surface gives the most useful qualitative map. Using the central 8 mm to
9 mm of corneal elevation data to calculate this best fit sphere creates a reference sphere
with a radius of curvature that allows for easier qualitative identification of clinically significant
corneal elevation abnormalities (by convention we have opted to standardize the area of the
BFS computation to 8.0 mm). Using the Pentacam, one can routinely acquire elevation data in
the far periphery of the cornea (>10 mm). While this is advantageous for examining the entire
cornea, it is not useful to use the entire cornea to compute the BFS, as the resultant reference
shape is too flat. A flatter BFS will exaggerate the normal prolate cornea and decrease the
sensitivity with which one can visually identify ectatic change. Calculating the BFS based on
the central 8.0 mm yields a reference surface that optimizes the ability to differentiate normal
from abnormal.
While the purpose of utilizing the reference surface is to allow for qualitative separation
of normal and abnormal corneas, normative quantitative data can also be generated if one
standardizes the reference surface used (both in shape and area). This “normative” data
can then quantitatively assist the clinician in separating “normal” corneas from “abnormal.”
Advanced keratoconus is readily identified by visual inspection of elevation maps. However,
the preclinical changes that may progress to more advanced disease are less obvious and may
go undetected without consistent criteria for normal elevation.
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NORMATIVE ELEVATION VALUES
While there are multiple elevation topographers available for clinical use, there
is marked variability in the their respective elevation and pachymetry measurements.3,4
The Orbscan (Bausch & Lomb), a slit scanning topography system, has been shown to
underestimate corneal thickness measurements, specifically in post LASIK eyes.5-7 This, by
definition, translates to errors in the elevation measurement, as pachymetry is calculated
directly from the elevation data.8,9 The Pentacam uses Scheimpflug imaging and, like the
Orbscan, measures both elevation and pachymetry using the same data set. The Pentacam
has been shown to have excellent agreement with the ultrasound pachymeter with regard to
central corneal pachymetry in both pre and post LASIK eyes10 (FIGURES 3, 4 –pachymetry
graphs). Because pachymetry measured by the Pentacam is accurate it can be inferred that
the corneal elevation measurements, both anterior and posterior, are accurate, in pre and post
LASIK eyes. Unfortunately, this limits the normative data to the Pentacam Eye Scanner and
potentially other Scheimpflug devices as long as the same reference shape (i.e. sphere) and area
(i.e. central 8.0 mm zone) are used.
In prior work we defined normative anterior and posterior corneal elevation values
at the corneal apex and thinnest points for the Pentacam Eye Scanner (Oculus Optikgeräte
GmbH).11 Data was initially generated from a retrospective review of 100 eyes of 50 myopic
patients who presented for refractive surgery evaluation. This data was later validated
on a database of over 1,200 myopic patients. Anterior and posterior corneal elevation
measurements as well as corneal pachymetry measurements were documented at the corneal
apex and thinnest point. The elevation data used to calculate the reference surface (best
fit sphere) was gathered from a fixed 8.0 mm diameter zone centered on the corneal apex.
Corneal maps used to generate the normative values had at least 9.0 mm of corneal coverage

Figure 3. Plot of Pentacam vs. Ultrasound pachymetry measurements. Most points fall
symmetrically along the line of perfect agreement (y=x).
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Figure 4. Bland-Altman graph of Pentacam vs. ultrasound pachymetry measurements. The plot
demonstrates that 95% of the eyes differed in their measurements with the two instruments by
+21.8 and -18.9 µm.
with no extrapolated data in the central 8.0 mm zone. As previously noted, using elevation
data from this fixed 8.0 mm area creates an elevation map which allows for easier detection of
qualitative and quantitative abnormalities. Additionally, using a defined 8.0 mm zone allows
us to standardize the elevation data and generate a normative data set.
The average pachymetry in this study was 550µm at the apex and 547µm at the thinnest
point. This is consistent with previously published data.12 Average anterior elevation values
(off the BFS) at the apex and thinnest points were 1.6µm and 1.7µm respectively. Average
posterior elevation values at the apex and thinnest points were 0.8µm and 3.6µm respectively.
The range and standard deviations of the elevation values are shown in Table 1.
Detecting subtle, preclinical corneal topographic abnormalities in patients being
evaluated for refractive surgery is challenging. Up until this point, the lack of consistent
standardized normal elevation values along with numerous elevation imaging modalities have
limited the interpretation of elevation maps.3,4 We have determined that in myopic patients
anterior elevation values greater than 5.5µm at the apex or 7.7µm at the thinnest point occur
in less than 0.3% of normal myopic patients. Posterior elevation values of greater than 9.8µm
at the apex and 17.7µm at the thinnest point also occur in less than 0.3% of normal myopic
patients. (The numbers for 2 standard deviations (4.2 and 5.7 anterior & 6.8 and 13.0 posterior)
would occur in less than 5 % of normal individuals). Any anterior or posterior elevation values
greater than three standard deviations above normal at the apex or thinnest point should raise
suspicion of a corneal irregularity.
Just as normal corneal curvature values are different in myopic and hyperopic patients
so are normal corneal elevation values. In hyperopic patients average anterior elevation values
(off the BFS) at the apex and thinnest points were 0.4µm and -0.1µm respectively. Average
posterior elevation values at the apex and thinnest points were 5.7µm and 10.6µm respectively.
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TABLE 1 - Normal Corneal Elevation Values for Myopic Patients
Location

Average
Elevation
± SD (µm)

Elevation
Range (µm)

Elevation +
1 SD (µm)

Elevation +
2 SD (µm)

Elevation +
3 SD (µm)

ANTERIOR
APEX

1.6 ± 1.3

-5 to +4

2.9

4.2

5.5

ANTERIOR
THINNEST

1.7 ± 2.0

-5 to +6

3.7

5.7

7.7

POSTERIOR
APEX

0.8 ± 3.0

-6 to +6

3.8

6.8

9.8

POSTERIOR
THINNEST

3.6 ± 4.7

-6 to +18

8.3

13.0

17.7

The anterior range and standard deviations of the elevation values are shown in
Table 2. Although the differences in hyperopic and myopic anterior measurements were
significantly different, they are unlikely to appreciably alter our screening parameters as the
+2 SD and +3 SD values, often used as screening gates, between the myopic and hyperopic
groups are similar (within 1.4μm). For the posterior surface, however, the typically used
screening gates (+2 SD/+3 SD) vary greatly as they differ by 6.1 & 6.8μm for the apex and
9.1 & 10.1μm for the thinnest point. These differences must be accounted for when screening
hyperopic refractive surgical candidates, and this highlights the need for a normative database
specific for a hyperopic population.

TABLE 2 - Normal Corneal Elevation Values for Hyperopic Patients
Location

Average
Elevation
± SD (µm)

Elevation
Range (µm)

Elevation +
1 SD (µm)

Elevation +
2 SD (µm)

Elevation +
3 SD (µm)

ANTERIOR
APEX

0.4 ± 1.9

-3 to +13

2.3

4.2

6.1

ANTERIOR
THINNEST

-0.1 ± 2. 2

-6 to +4

2.1

4.3

6.5

POSTERIOR
APEX

5.7 ± 3.6

-1 to +14

9.3

12.9

16.6

POSTERIOR
THINNEST

10.6 ± 5.7

-2 to +30

16.3

22.1

27.8
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It is important to note that while the data apply to normal corneas, elevation was
measured at the corneal apex and thinnest points only. These are two points that can be easily
and consistently identified when looking at multiple elevation maps from different patients.
Only elevation measurements at these two points can be compared to the normative data
above. These values should not be compared to areas of elevation in the peripheral cornea that
are a function of normal astigmatism.
When evaluating a map for subclinical disease an accurate assessment of image quality
must also be made. All Pentacam images should have elevation data taken from a fixed
8.0 mm zone (BFS set to Manual, Float, Sphere, Diameter = 8.0 mm) centered on the corneal
apex. This fixed zone standardizes BFS calculation so that a valid comparison of elevation data
can be made across multiple patients and images. An 8.0 mm zone for BFS calculation prevents
excessive flattening or steepening of the reference surface. Additionally, no extrapolated data
should be used to calculate the BFS. As previously noted, extrapolated data is demarcated with
either black dots or white areas (user selectable) on the topographic maps. If extrapolated data
is used in the BFS calculation this may change the BFS radius of curvature and will change the
elevation measurements. This introduces error into the relative elevation measurements and
can lead to errors in interpretation. We routinely reimage patients if there is any extrapolated
topographic elevation data within an 8mm zone centered on the cornea.
The presentation of myopic and hyperopic normative elevation data for both
the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces adds a quantitative component to the typical
qualitative interpretation. While pattern recognition remains the quickest and easiest method
of interpretation, there are many cases where a closer more meticulous evaluation of the
elevation values is necessary. If the elevation measurements fall outside the normal range,
further evaluation and subsequent testing may be warranted.
NORMATIVE PACHYMETRY VALUES
Just as normative elevation data guides the interpretation of topographic images,
accurate pachymetry measurements are used to guide the surgeon. Corneal thickness, along
with residual bed calculations are used in selecting the most appropriate refractive surgical
procedure. Normal values for central corneal pachymetry have been established12 and
values outside the accepted normal range may suggest that the patient is a poor candidate
for refractive surgery or that further evaluation is warranted before undergoing a refractive
procedure.
When using pachymetry to assess a patients’ potential candidacy for refractive
surgery, the thickness of each cornea is traditionally evaluated independently. Unlike other
ocular parameters such as intraocular pressure or cup-to-disc ratio, where a certain degree of
asymmetry is considered “abnormal”,13-15 there are no such guidelines for corneal pachymetry.
Intrasubject OD/OS pachymetry comparison and interpretation, is not routinely performed
and values that constitute a normal amount of asymmetry are not well known. Despite a
thorough preoperative refractive surgery evaluation, a large difference in pachymetry between
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eyes may go unnoticed if the corneal thickness and the calculated residual bed thickness are
adequate in each eye.
Recently, we assessed intrasubject pachymetric asymmetry and established normative
values for this measurement.16 Given that corneal thickness can reflect overall corneal health,
significant differences in pachymetry between fellow eyes may suggest underlying or as of yet
unidentified corneal abnormalities.
In a review of over 700 patients, data for corneal pachymetry was obtained using the
Pentacam Eye Scanner. We compared the pachymetric measurements of fellow eyes at the
apex, thinnest point and pupil center. We also looked at the relative pachymetry difference
between these three points in the same eye. Corneal thickness at the apex, thinnest point
and pupil center are often assumed to be very similar, and as such, the pachymetry at these
locations should have little variation. This is not always the case. Table 3 shows that the
average thickness readings at the apex (539.3 µm), pupil center (538.8 µm) and the thinnest
points (536.3 µm) were similar. The differences between the apex and both the pupillary
center and the thinnest region were also small with a relatively tight standard deviation (1.06
± 1.73 µm, 2.99 ± 4.34 µm respectively). The range, however, did show a few significant
outliers. At least one patient had a 31µm difference between their apex and pupil center
reading and up to 93µm comparing the thinnest region to the apex.
When evaluating pachymetric symmetry (Table 4), we found the average amount of
corneal asymmetry was about 9 µm at the corneal apex, thinnest and pupil center. Individuals
with a greater than 23.2µm difference in apical thickness between eyes represent less than
5% of the population. Individuals with a greater than 30.4µm difference in apical thickness
between eyes represent less than 0.3% of the population. Values for the pupil center and
thinnest corneal positions were similar.

TABLE 3 - Distribution of corneal pachymetry at the apex, pupil center, and thinnest point.
Apex - Pupil Apex - Thin
(µm)
(µm)

Pupil - Thin
(µm)

Apex
(µm)

Pupil
(µm)

Thinnest
(µm)

MEAN

539.3

538.8

536.3

1.06

2.99

1.94

MEDIAN

539.0

539.0

537.9

1.0

2.0

1.0

MODE

542.0

542.0

539.0

0

1.0

1.0

S.D.

36.8

36.9

37.12

1.73

4.34

3.07

RANGE

411 - 664

410 - 664

409 - 664

0 - 31

0 - 93

0 - 61
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TABLE 4 - Pachymetric asymmetry at the corneal apex, pupil center, and thinnest point.
Apex
(µm)

Pupil
(µm)

Thinnest
(µm)

AVERAGE OD / OS
DIFFERENCE

8.8 (SD 7.2)

8.9 (SD 8.3)

9.0 (SD 8.3)

RANGE

0 - 59

0 - 105

0 - 105

AVERAGE + 2SD / 3SD

23.2 / 30.4

25.5 / 33.8

25.6 / 33.9

Patients with a large degree of asymmetry can therefore be classified using pachymetry
comparisons even when unilateral central corneal thickness falls within the normal range.
This may be an important finding in certain patients when placed in context with a complete
preoperative assessment. The clinical significance of this variation, however, is yet unknown
and likely warrants further evaluation.
One question this data raises is could the pachymetry difference between the corneal
apex and the pupil center or the apex and the thinnest zone account for some of the cases
of ectasia without apparent cause? Estimates on the frequency of post-operative ectasia run
from a low of 1/2500 to a high of 1/620 with the former being a more recent estimate.17 In
the greater than 1,400 eyes studied, at least one eye had a difference between apex and pupil
center and apex and thinnest area of 31µm and 93µm respectively, more than enough to be
a significant confounding variable that could possibly account for some cases of iatrogenic
ectasia of unknown cause.
It has been shown that patients with keratoconus and forme fruste keratoconus are at
increased risk for ectasia after LASIK.18,19 These diagnoses are contraindications to refractive
surgery. Even patients with unremarkable examinations at presentation, however, may develop
corneal ectasia over time. There is extensive clinical and topographic data that help establish
the diagnosis of keratoconus.20 The challenge has become detecting patients with primary
corneal abnormalities that have thus far gone undetected. Biomechanical evaluation and
more reliable posterior corneal surface topography that can detect subtle corneal irregularities
are now available. In many cases, however, this level of preoperative evaluation may not be
readily accessible. It is therefore important to identify patients who warrant a more extensive
preoperative evaluation in light of an otherwise normal screening for refractive surgery. By
classifying normal values for elevation, normal variance for pachymetric asymmetry, and
identifying differences between apical thinnest and pupil center readings we can now identify
patients who have subtle corneal abnormalities and warrant further examination.
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Corneal thickness represents an important variable when planning keratorefractive
surgeries,1,2 evaluating ectatic diseases3-6 and assessing corneal endothelial function.7
Additionally, corneal thickness affects intraocular pressure measurements,8 and pachymetry
may be an independent risk factor for glaucoma.9,10
The need for accurate pachymetric evaluation has been a major stimulus for the
development of new technologies. Optical pachymetry was the first technique used, but its
accuracy was very dependent on the skills and experience of the examiner. Ultrasound (US)
pachymetry was introduced in the early 1980’s and replaced optical pachymetry because of its
higher accuracy and reproducibility.1,3,6 However, US is limited to a single point measurement,
and is sensitive to probe positioning and angulation.
Ultrasonic central corneal thickness (US-CCT) measurements refers to measurements
at the geometric center or apex of the cornea, which is not always the thinnest point.2,11 In
> 10% of normal patients, the difference between the thinnest point to the geometric center of
the cornea is over 10 µm.11 There is also a significant correlation relating the distance between
these points (central and thinnest) and their quantitative difference.2,11 The distance between
the thinnest point and the geometric central point is also significantly higher in keratoconus
compared to normals.9 A reliable pachymetric map is therefore essential for determining the
localization and value of the cornea’s thinnest point. 					
Cross-sectional imaging (Corneal Tomography) provides for a three-dimensional
reconstruction of the cornea, enabling the evaluation of the anterior and posterior corneal
surfaces. Accurate assessment of both anterior and posterior corneal surfaces allows for the
creation of a full pachymetric (corneal thickness) map as the corneal thickness is determined
by the spatial difference between anterior and posterior corneal surfaces.11 There are at least
four different commercially used imaging modalities which allow for the reconstruction of the
anterior segment: horizontal slit-scanning (Orbscan II, Bausch & Lomb), rotating Scheimpflug
camera (Pentacam, Oculus; Galilei, Ziemer), very high frequency ultrasound (Artemis,
Ultralink) and high-speed anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT – Artemis,
Zeiss).
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Full corneal cross-sectional analysis has been proposed to help identify keratoconus
and other ectatic disorders at an earlier stage than was possible by anterior corneal curvature
alone.3-6,11 Along with the above mentioned thinnest point evaluation (location and value),
a full pachymetric map enables characterization of the thickness profile of the cornea. The
normal cornea is thinner at the center, with a gradual increase in thickness toward the
periphery.12 This increase follows a normal pattern and has been shown to be a strong
differentiator between normal and keratoconic corneas.13,14
Because the absolute central (or thinnest) value varies significantly among a normal
population, a single point value is a poor differentiator between normal and pathologic
eyes. The relationship between central and peripheral cornea can be a more sensitive and
specific indicator of pathologic thinning, such as in keratoconus and pellucid marginal corneal
degeneration, or thickening, as in cases with endothelial compromise, even in the presence
of a normal central reading. A cornea with early endothelial compromise will have central
thickness equal or greater than the midperipheral cornea, while a patient with keratoconus
will have a more abrupt increase in thickness from the thinnest point towards the periphery
(FIGURE 1). These concepts and the ability to accurately measure the corneal thickness
limbus to limbus adds significantly to our diagnostic capability.

Figure 1. Side by side Scheimpflug images showing the progressive increase in corneal thickness
from the center to the periphery. The cornea with keratoconus (left) clearly has a larger, more
rapid increase in thickness toward the periphery than the normal thin cornea (right).
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THE CORNEAL THICKNESS SPATIAL PROFILE (CTSP)
AND THE PERCENTAGE THICKNESS INCREASE (PTI)
The CTSP graph displays the sequence of pachymetric values along concentric circles
of increasing diameter, beginning at and centered on the corneal thinnest point TP. The
original analysis was performed using twenty-two circles centered on the thinnest point with
increasing diameters at 0.4mm-steps (FIGURE 2).14

Figure 2. Pachymetry map with 22 concentric circles drawn centered on the thinnest point of
the cornea. The pachymetry values along each circle are averaged and plotted to create the
corneal thickness spatial profile (CTSP) graph.

The Ambrósio2 color palette (FIGURE 3) was developed for pachymetric maps,
considering statistical values found in a study comprising of 226 normal corneas and 88
keratoconic corneas (Ambrósio, Caiado & Bonfadini, unpublished data 2009). In the normal
population, the mean thinnest point (TP) value was about 550µm and standard deviation
(SD) of 30 µm. The green color was centered on the 550 and the shades of darker and lighter
green were calculated to be within 1SD. The best cut off value in the Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve for keratoconus and normals was around 500µm, which was set at
the yellow threshold. Finally, the mean TP was about 450µm for keratoconus corneas, which
was set as the threshold for the red color. In a cohort of 34 corneas with Fuchs’ Endothelial
Dystrophy mean TP value the best cut off value in the ROC curve were 625µm and 600µm,
which was set for the green to blue threshold.
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Figure 3. Ambrosio2 color palette suggested for use on corneal thickness maps.
The experience with the Ambrósio2 pachymetric scale was designed to facilitate
the differentiation of thin and thick corneas, as well as to provide important information
regarding the thickness profile. The distribution of the colors around the TP correlates well
with pachymetric distribution graphs (FIGURE 4).
The initial study involved 46 eyes with mild to moderate keratoconus and 364 normal
eyes. Significant differences were found between normal eyes and those with keratoconus
(p<0.01), along all positions of the CTSP. Eyes with keratoconus had much lower (thinner)
values. It was estimated that keratoconic corneas were, in average, 27.3 micron thinner than
normals.14
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Figure 4. Corneal thickness spatial profile (CTSP) and percentage thickness increase (PTI) graphs.
The data for the patient’s corneal thickness is plotted in red while the population average and
95% confidence interval values are plotted in black.

The percentage of thickness increase (PTI) from the corneal thinnest point (TP) is
calculated using a simple formula: (CT@x - TP)/TP, where x represents the diameter of the
imaginary circle centered on the TP with increasing diameters as provided by the CTSP. In
the original study, significant differences were also found for all positions of the PTI between
normal eyes and those with keratoconus (p<0.0001), in which keratoconus had much higher
rate of increase in thickness toward the periphery.14 The CTSP and PTI graphs present the
patient’s data in red. The three dark broken lines in the graph represent the upper and lower
double standard deviation (95% confidence interval) and the average values from a normal
population (FIGURE 4).
The CTSP and PTI graphs provide information which allows the clinician to differentiate
a normal thin cornea from one with early ectatic disease (FIGURES 5A and 5B).
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Figures 5A & B. Scheimpflug images (upper) and CTSP and PTI graphs (lower) comparing a
cornea with normal thickness progression (A) to one with abnormal thickness progression (B).
The picture and graphs on the right show a cornea with ectatic disease.
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In addition, the thickness profile also enables the clinician detect early edema, in
which the change in thickness from the center towards the periphery is decreased (PTI graph
is flattened) (FIGURE 6).

Figure 6. Scheimpflug image (upper) and CTSP and PTI graphs (lower) showing an abnormal
thickness progression secondary to corneal edema due to endothelial dysfunction. The PTI
graph shows a flattening typically seen with early edema.

Usually the thickest hemi-meridian is nasal and the thinnest is temporal and
inferior. The averages of the pachymetric values along each meridian enable the detection
of the meridians with maximal (fastest) progression and minimal (slowest) progression. The
pachymetric progression indexes (PPI) are calculated for all hemi-meridian 360º, starting from
the thinnest point. For this calculation, the increase in thickness from the thinnest at each
point of the cornea is referenced to a mean normal population database.14 The meridians
with maximal (PPI Max) and minimal (PPI Min) pachymetric increase are noted along with
their axes (FIGURES 5A-B and 6). The arithmetic average of thickness on the 1mm, 2mm,
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3mm, 4mm and 5mm diameter rings is represented as the average progression index (PPIavg).
This metric has a statistical significance when comparing normal patients (0.91 ± 0.23mm) to
those with keratoconus (1.81 ± 1.16mm) (p<0.05). Normal corneas typically have an average
progression index lower than 1.2 and a CTSP and PTI lines within the 95% CI limits. However,
there is an overlap between normal and keratoconic eyes. For example, 7% of normal eyes
have an average progression index between 1.2 and 1.8. In addition, 10% of the cases
with clinical keratoconus have an average progression index lower than 1.2 and may have
a CTSP and PTI within the normal limits. Long-term longitudinal studies to evaluate ectasia
progression will be required to further refine our observations.
Rarely, the CTSP and PTI lines may appear aberrant. This may occur with early or
atypical corneal edema. In such cases, it is important to evaluate the Scheimpflug images,
looking for signs of edema (higher reflectivity) or the “Camel Sign” - a second hump on the
densitometry graph, at the level of the Descemet’s Membrane, which correlates with corneal
guttata (FIGURE 7).

Figure 7. Scheimpflug image of an edematous cornea with corresponding densitometry graph
(green). The densitometry graph shows the “camel sign”, an increase in the reading at the level
of Descemet’s membrane which correlates to corneal guttata. To the right of the densitometry
graph is a specular microscopy image showing a reduced endothelial cell count and corneal
guttata consistent with Fuch’s Dystrophy.
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ENHANCED PACHYMETRIC EVALUATION
Studies using the new CTSP, PTI and pachymetric progression index (PPI) were in
agreement with previous reports in the literature.15-17 Mandell and Polse pioneered this
field using a modified Haag-Streit optical pachymeter, with an electronic recording system
to document the variation in thickness over the horizontal meridian measured at different
angles.15 In this study, the difference between the central and the peripheral measurements
were much greater in keratoconus, which was most significant for their 35th position (which
roughly corresponds to 3.5 mm from the apex) where they found a difference of greater
than 85 microns as pathognomonic of keratoconus. The concept that the amount of corneal
thinning is related to the severity of the disease in keratoconic eyes should be intuitive
considering the definition of the ectatic diseases.
Pachymetric distribution or spatial profile was studied with the Orbscan IIz in 2004.
Data from 100 normal and 25 mild to moderate keratoconus cases were manually extracted
using numeric pachymetric maps. A significant difference was found for all positions studied
(Student Test, p>0.05).13 Colin Chan, MD (Australia) utilized Orbscan pachymetric data and
evaluated cases with unexplained post-LASIK ectasia with no risk factors based on sagittal
(axial) maps, central corneal thickness and with low scores on the Ectasia Risk Score System
(ERSS).18,19 In three out of four eyes of two patients, the PTI graph revealed an abnormal
profile and identified these patients at “risk” preoperatively (Luz and Ambrósio, 2008 –
unpublished data).
A new thickness metrics: ART (Ambrósio Relational Thickness), utilizes the TP in relation
to the pachymetric progression indices (PPI). ART may be calculated as the ratios between
the TP and the maximal PPI meridian (ART Max = TP/PPI Max ) and the average (ART Ave =
TP/PPI Ave). We have found ART Max and ART Ave among the best parameters for detecting
ectasia. The performance of these novel indices for differentiating keratoconus from normal
eyes was demonstrated as superior than CCT and TP.20 In addition, ART has been found
to be more sensitive to detect mild ectatic changes in cases with subclinical keratoconus,
such as those with very asymmetric presentations or cases that develop ectasia despite of no
identifiable risk factors (anterior curvature and US CCT) (see CHAPTER 9).21
The CTSP and PTI graphs, along with the thickness map and pachymetric indices were
combined with the “enhanced” best fit sphere (BFS) (See CHAPTER 8) in the Pentacam as the
“Belin/Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display” (“ BAD”) (FIGURE 8). The goal of the BAD was
to create an all elevation based screening tool for refractive surgeons. Clinical experience has
demonstrated that the combination of the data in the BAD enhances the sensitivity of ectasia
detection and is a useful screening tool for refractive surgeons. 11,22
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Figure 8. The Belin/Ambrosio Display (BAD) showing both the elevation maps (anterior and
posterior with standard and enhanced BFS) and complete pachymetric map, graphs, and
indices.
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The early detection of ectatic disease is of utmost importance to the refractive
surgeon.   Measurements such as aberrometry and curvature can be used in evaluating a
patient for ectatic disease, but these are derivatives of elevation.   With subclinical disease,
anterior curvature alone may not provide enough information to detect an early corneal
abnormality.1,2   The goal of the Belin / Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display is to combine
elevation and pachymetric derived corneal evaluation in an all inclusive display.  This gives the
clinician a global view of the structure of the cornea and allows the physician to quickly and
effectively screen patients for ectatic disease.  The combination of the pachymetric graphs and
indices and elevation maps and indices provide the Belin / Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display
with increased sensitivity and specificity in the screening patients for ectasia.  
ELEVATION BASED TOPOGRAPHY
Elevation based Scheimpflug imaging has advantages over Placido systems in that it
allows for the measurement of both the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces as well as the
computation of a complete pachymetric map.3-7   This chapter will concentrate on the use
of the enhanced elevation map which makes up half of the Keratoconus / Ectasia detection
display (Belin / Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display III) available on the Oculus Pentacam
(OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany).  The other half, the pachymetric graphs and
indices, were discussed in Chapter 7.
Elevation maps are typically viewed by comparing the data to some standard reference
surface.  The reason for viewing elevation data in this format is that the actual raw elevation
data lacks enough surface variability for an easy qualitative inspection that would allow the
clinician to separate normal from abnormal corneas.4   By subtracting a known shape, however,
the differences become highlighted or exaggerated.  This method of depicting elevation data
and the subtracted reference shapes commonly used (best-fit-sphere (BFS)), best-fit-ellipse,
and the best-fit-toric ellipsoid) were first introduced by Belin in 1990 on the PAR CTS.8     
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For refractive surgery screening and for most clinical situations, using a best-fit-sphere
gives the most useful qualitative map (i.e. easiest to read and understand).  Fitting a best-fitsphere to the central 8.0 mm zone appears best for clinical interpretation and allows for the
generation of standardized normal values.     Since the normal eye is an aspherical, prolate
surface the central 8.0 mm zone yields a reference surface that allows for subtle identification
of both ectatic disorders and astigmatism.   
ENHANCED REFERENCE SURFACE
While the Best-Fit-Sphere (BFS) is qualitatively useful, the clinician typically assumes
that the reference surface (the shape being subtracted) closely approximates a “normal”
cornea.  This is actually not the case for abnormal corneas where the reference shape (Best-fitSphere or any Best-Fit-Shape) incorporates all data from the specified zone including normal
and abnormal cornea.  In the example below (FIGURE 1) the paracentral cone, visible in the
Scheimpflug image, will be incorporated into the calculation of the Best-Fit-Sphere.      

Figure 1. Scheimpflug image of a moderate keratoconic cornea showing central corneal thinning and an
inferior cone. The abnormal portion of the cornea (cone) would be incorporated into the data used for
the BFS computation.
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What is often not appreciated is that the BFS will be influenced by any
abnormal portion of the cornea.   In the case of keratoconus or ectasia, the cone will
have the effect of steepening the BFS.   This steepened BFS will actually minimize
the elevation difference between the apex of the cone and the BFS (FIGURE 2).

Figure 2. (Schematic) By incorporating the abnormal portion of the cornea (cone) the resultant BFS is
steeper and the elevation difference between the BFS and the cone is less.

Some investigators, in the past, have attempted to compare individual corneas to some
“average normal shape”.  The problem here is that there is such variability in corneal shape that
the “normal” or “average” shape does not represent a clinically useful reference surface for
individual corneal evaluation.  For example, the average male may weigh 85 kg (187 lbs) and
that “average weight” may be useful to compare large populations, but if you were 85 kg but
only 5’ 2” you would be rather obese and if you were 6’4” and 85 kg you would be very thin.  
The average weight is not a useful term in trying to determine what the appropriate weight
(normal) is for an individual because there is a great variation in heights.  If everyone, however,
were 6’0” then we could successfully use average weight.  Like the variation in height, there is
too great a variation in corneal shape to make an “average shape” useful for individual screening.
The concept behind the new “Enhanced Reference Surface” is to devise a reference
surface that more closely resembles the patient’s own normal portion of the cornea as this will
further magnify any existing pathology.  This concept is not foreign.  Cartographers have used
this idea for centuries.  Common topographic maps of the earth use sea-level as the reference
surface.  Sea-Level is not the Best-Fit-Shape.  It does not average all the seas and mountains.  It
is chosen because it is intuitive and allows for easy identification of land masses (i.e. makes the
mountains easier to identify).  In the same way, we need to devise a comparable “Sea-Level”
for the cornea.  We designed a screening display (Belin / Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display)
utilizing this new enhanced reference shape.
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Our goal was to design a reference surface that more closely approximates the
individual’s normal cornea after excluding the conical or ectatic region.   To do this, we
identified a 4.0 mm optical zone centered on the thinnest portion of the cornea and excluded
it from the reference shape calculation (exclusion zone).  We calculated the new “enhanced
BFS” by utilizing all the valid elevation data from within the 8.0 mm central cornea, and
outside the exclusion zone (FIGURE 3).   

Figure 3. The left side of this display shows a prominent cone on the anterior elevation map. The right
side shows the exclusion zone which is a 4.0 mm circular area centered on the thinnest portion of the
cornea. This exclusion zone encompasses the major part of the cone.

The resulting new reference surface (“Enhanced BFS”) closely approximates the more
normal peripheral cornea and exaggerates any conical protrusion (FIGURE 4).

Figure 4. The new BFS only utilizes data outside of this exclusion zone. The resultant “Enhanced” BFS
is flatter and better approximates the more normal cornea. The elevation map using the “Enhanced” BFS
will further emphasize the conical region (compare Figure 4 to Figure 2).
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In abnormal (ectatic) corneas the elevation map created when using the enhanced BFS
will be significantly different from the map created using the standard BFS, while the elevation
difference in normal eyes is minimal (FIGURE 5).   

Figure 5. (Schematic) Because the normal cornea is only minimally prolate (does not have a conical
region) the resultant “Enhanced” BFS in normal eyes is only minimally different and there is almost no
difference in the elevation maps using the standard vs the “Enhanced” BFS.
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With a conical cornea, excluding the 4 mm zone from the BFS calculation eliminates
the cone or steep portion of the cornea and results in a significantly flatter BFS based more on
the normal peripheral cornea.  The resulting elevation maps show a significant difference as
the conical portion of the cornea is now more pronounced (i.e. easier to identify) (FIGURE 6).  
Because normal eyes are only minimally prolate, excluding this zone has little effect
on the elevation maps. The elevation maps using the standard BFS and the enhanced BFS will
look remarkably similar (FIGURE 7).
When normal eyes and known keratoconic eyes were compared using the standard
Best-Fit-Sphere and the “Enhanced” Best-Fit-Sphere the relative elevation changes were highly
significant. This elevation difference can significantly aid in differentiating normal and abnormal
eyes.  The average change in corneal elevation (when going from standard to enhanced BFS) was
as follows:7
• Normal eyes showed an average change in anterior apex and maximum       
elevation of 1.86±1.9µm and 1.63±1.4µm.
• Keratoconus eyes showed anterior apex and maximum elevation changes
of 20.4±23.1µm and 20.9±21.9µm.
(P<.0001).
• Posteriorly, normal eyes showed an average change in apex and maximum
elevation of 2.86±1.9µm and 2.27±1.1µm.
•  Keratoconus eyes showed posterior apex and maximum elevation
changes of 39.9±38.1µm and 45.7±35.9µm.
(P<.0001).

Figure 6. (Posterior elevation map of a conical cornea) Excluding the 4 mm zone from the BFS calculation
eliminates the cone or steep portion and results in a significantly flatter BFS. The resulting elevation maps
show a significant difference as the conical portion of the cornea is now more pronounced.
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Figure 7. (Anterior elevation map of a normal cornea) Excluding the 4 mm zone from the BFS in this
normal eye has little effect on the BFS computation. The elevation maps using the standard BFS and the
“Enhanced” BFS will look remarkably similar.

This change (the elevation difference between the standard BFS and the “Enhanced”
BFS) appears to have significant prognostic value as all normal eyes tested showed minimal
change while eyes with keratoconus or ectasia showed a significant increase in elevation
values.   The change is shown graphically in FIGURE 8.

Figure 8. Bar graph showing the relative change in elevation for normal eyes (green) and keratoconics (red)
when comparing elevation measured with the baseline BFS and the “Enhanced” BFS. The keratoconic
eyes show a significantly greater elevation change (P<.0001) than normal eyes.
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ELEVATION DISPLAY INTERPRETATION
Baseline Elevation Maps - We can begin by looking at the left half of the Belin /
Ambrosio ectasia display (FIGURE 9) where the elevation data of a normal eye is shown.  
The first two (upper) elevation maps (placed side by side) are the regular elevation
maps of the cornea relative to the standard best fit sphere. This map is displayed for the front
surface (left map) and back surface (right map) of the cornea.  The radius of curvature of the
best fit sphere (BFS) in millimeters and the diameter of the zone used to compute the BFS is
noted above each map.
In this sample map (FIGURE 9) the radius of curvature of the Best Fit Sphere for the
front surface of the cornea is 8.36 mm and the radius of curvature of the BFS for the back
surface of the cornea is 6.88.  “Float” describes the positioning of the reference surface relative
to the corneal surface. The last number above the elevation map is the diameter of the circle
(in millimeters) used to compute the Best-Fit-Sphere centered on the corneal apex.  For the
Belin / Ambrosio display the area used to compute the reference surface is fixed at 8.0 mm.  
A poor quality Pentacam image will contain less valid data.  If there is extrapolated data within
the 8.0 mm zone the “Diameter” label will turn YELLOW or RED  to notify the clinician of  the
reduced diameter (FIGURE 10).  
All red readings should be repeated as the coverage area is insufficient for valid
interpretation.  To the left of the elevation map is the number 9 mm.  This is the size of the
cornea being displayed.  To the right of the map is the eye being examined, OD or OS.  
Enhanced Maps - Immediately below the standard anterior and posterior elevation
maps are the anterior and posterior enhanced elevation maps using the 4 mm exclusion
software. These are “enhanced” elevation maps, which display the same elevation data as the
baseline maps, but the reference surface is now the “enhanced BFS” rather than the standard
BFS.   In these maps (both anterior and posterior) the best-fit sphere is calculated using all the
raw elevation data located outside a 4mm circle centered on the thinnest point of the cornea.  
This area of excluded data is called the exclusion zone. The location of the exclusion zone is
indicated by a 4mm red circle and cannot be modified.
This “exclusion map” may be significantly different from the baseline elevation map,
or it may be very similar (FIGURE 9), depending on the relative impact the 4 mm exclusion
zone made to the original (standard) BFS computation.  As noted above, the change in BFS is
typically minor for normal eyes (8.36 to 8.34) for the anterior cornea and 6.88 with no change
for the posterior cornea but will be more significant for eyes with ectatic changes (FIGURE 11).
The bottom 2 maps are difference maps showing the relative change in elevation from
the baseline elevation map to the exclusion map. The bottom “maps” contain only 3 colors,
each one corresponding to the amount of elevation change that occurs when moving between
the baseline elevation map and the enhanced exclusion map. The bottom display is simply a
mathematical difference and does not convey shape information.
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Figures 9. Belin/Ambrosio Enhanced Ectasia Display of a normal cornea (Left side of display). The
baseline elevation maps (top) show normal corneal elevation map. The exclusion map (middle) has a
similar appearance. The change in elevation from the baseline to the exclusion map (bottom) shows
almost no change in elevation (Green) on both anterior and posterior surfaces.
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Figure 10. (Belin/Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display – Elevation side) A poor quality Pentacam image
will contain less valid data. If there is extrapolated data within the 8.0 mm zone the “Diameter” label
will turn YELLOW or RED to notify the clinician of the reduced diameter and to suggest that the patient
be reimaged.
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The green areas on the difference map represent a change in elevation (from the
baseline to the exclusion map) of less than 5 microns on the front surface and 12 microns on
the back surface of the cornea. These values are typically within the range seen in normal eyes,
as in this example.7,8 Red would represent areas where the elevation difference between the
2 maps is ≥ 7 microns anteriorly or ≥ 16 microns posteriorly and are the magnitude typically
seen in eyes with known ectatic disease. Yellow areas represent a change between 5 and 12
microns for the front surface and 12 to 16 microns for the back surface. These eyes fall in
the suspicious or suspect zone.  In this example (FIGURE 9) the difference maps are both all
green as this is an otherwise “normal” eye.  The next example (FIGURE 11) shows an eye with
“sub-clinical” or form-fruste keratoconus.   While the anterior surface is completely normal
(both the standard elevation and the enhanced elevation show no islands and the difference
map is all green), the posterior elevation maps shows a suspicious, paracentral, positive island
of elevation on the standard display that is greatly exaggerated on the enhanced elevation
display.  The radius of curvature of the standard posterior BFS changes from 6.74 to a much
flatter 6.91 mm when the 4 mm zone is excluded and the maximal elevation of the island
increases over 25 microns.  The difference map shows a corresponding prominent RED zone.  

Figure 11. Belin/Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display of a patient with early keratoconus. The baseline
elevation maps (top) show the presence of a mild cone limited to the posterior cornea, while the
exclusion map (middle) enhances the visibility of the abnormal cone. The change in elevation from the
baseline to the exclusion map (bottom) shows a significant change on the posterior surface (Red) and
yet no significant change (Green) on the anterior surface. (The pachymetric analysis (right side of map) is
discussed in Chapter 7).
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CONCLUSION
The Belin / Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display is the first comprehensive refractive
surgical screening tool to be fully elevation based.   The goal of the software is to assist the
refractive surgeon in identifying those patients who may be at risk for post-operative ectasia
and/or to assist in the identification of early or subclinical keratoconus.  By utilizing information
from both the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces, as well as full pachymetric data it is
hoped to have increased sensitivity without the false positive rates typically associated with
curvature based programs.   
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Keratoconus is defined as a bilateral, non-inflammatory condition, in which the
cornea assumes a conical shape associated with progressive thinning. In fact, progressive
corneal thinning is a hallmark of ectatic diseases including keratoconus (KC), pellucid marginal
degeneration (PMD) and keratoglobus. The secondary steepening and protrusion that occur
represent consequence of the altered and weakened cornea. These changes lead to a
progressive increase in keratometry, astigmatism and higher order aberrations.1,2
Classically, the diagnosis of keratoconus relies on the assessment of the anterior
surface contour over the central and paracentral cornea. Central keratometry, however, is an
insensitive indicator because the measurements may remain normal until more advance stages
of the disease. Traditional Placido corneal topography enables identification of earlier forms
of keratoconus than possible with just keratometry because it reveals mild levels of irregularity
such as inferior steepening (IS) and asymmetric bow tie patterns (ABT). These abnormalities
have been recognized as early signs of disease2 and the term sub-clinical or forme-fruste
keratoconus has been used to refer to such conditions where this topographic pattern is
present while the patient retains good BCVA. Changes to the posterior surface and to the
corneal thickness, both in magnitude and distribution, commonly predate any measurable
changes on the anterior surface and may be abnormal in spite of normal Placido topography.
Because progressive corneal thinning is an essential component of ectatic conditions,
elevation tomography based pachymetric mapping is believed to provide a more sensitive
method for detecting early forms of disease than is possible with Placido topography. In
addition, patients with keratoconus may present with anterior topographic levels of irregularity
similar to normal corneas and therefore, complete corneal tomographic measurements
including, anterior and posterior elevation maps, corneal surface curvature maps, and
pachymetric maps, may increase specificity and confirm ectasia among otherwise questionable
cases.3
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The detection of early ectatic disease is most important in refractive surgical screening.
Iatrogenic keratectasia is a very severe late complication of LASIK and has also been described
after surface ablation. In addition, the need for more sensitive tests to detect ectasia has
increased in the past few years. There are many reports of LASIK-associated (or induced)
ectasia, with no risk factors identified on traditional screening by anterior corneal topography
or central corneal thickness.4,5 Furthermore, many cases with one or more “traditional” risk
factors for ectasia have undergone lamellar refractive procedures and are reportedly stable
with good outcomes.6
Full corneal topographic characterization includes, elevation maps of the front and
back surfaces of the cornea, pachymetric maps, along with anterior and posterior corneal
surface curvature maps.7 The Belin/Ambrósio Enhanced Ectasia Display (BAD) is a new
refractive surgery screening display that was developed to combine elevation and corneal
thickness distribution data into a single display for refractive screening and to eliminate some
of the inherent inaccuracies of curvature based measurements (Chapter 3).
Keratoconus usually presents with some degree of asymmetry between eyes. In some
cases, however, the level of asymmetry is so marked, that the contralateral eye presents
with normal anterior curvature maps.8 These cases represent an optimal model to assess the
sensitivity of the Belin/Ambrosio Ectasia Detection display (BAD).
In a study presented at the 2011 ASCRS meeting, 23 patients with very asymmetric
keratoconus, in which advanced keratoconus was diagnosed in on eye (based on standard
Rabinowitz criteria) and a “normal” anterior surface curvature map (including Placido’s based
topography) was present in the contralateral eye, the BAD was able to identify abnormalities
in over 90% of so-called fellow “normal eyes”.
Similarly, it is critical to identify similar parameters that may predispose a patient to
post LASIK ectasia in spite of what was viewed previously as a normal preoperative evaluation.
These cases represent the most important evidence of the relevance of corneal tomography for
screening ectasia risk among refractive candidates.9-11
The following cases illustrate how the enhanced elevation maps and pachymetric
distribution maps are complementary and greatly increase the sensitivity of ectasia detection.
CASE 1
A 43 year old male was referred for a second opinion regarding “unilateral”
keratoconus. Uncorrected visual acuity was 20/400 in both eyes, with a manifest refraction of
-2.00 – 4.75 x 70º in the right eye, yielding a vision of 20/25 and - 4.25 – 0.75 x 90º in the
left eye , yielding a vision of 20/20. The patient denied any previous ocular conditions, surgery
or contact lens wear. Biomicroscopic evaluation revealed normal findings in both eyes. Central
corneal pachymetry readings were 441 µm and 482 µm OD/OS respectively.
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FIGURE 1 shows the anterior sagittal curvature maps in both eyes. The right eye reveals
a standard keratoconus pattern, with ABT and IS. A superior/inferior curvature asymmetry of
over 3D and 8D, is seen at 4 and 6 mm diameters respectively. The steepest area shows values
over 51 D. The left eye does not show any positive ABT or IS index in the anterior curvature
map; the highest superior/inferior asymmetry (SIA) is about 1.3 D. The steepest area is 44.3 D.

Figure 1. Topometric map (anterior sagittal curvature) from both eyes: keratoconus grade 2 is
presented in OD, but no signs of ectasia in OS.

FIGURES 2 and 3 represent the BAD from the right and left eyes respectively. In the
right eye (FIGURE 2), both anterior and posterior elevation difference maps show a prominent
red (abnormal) pattern, with the highest difference between the enhanced best fit sphere (BFS)
and the standard BFS being 18 and 34 respectively. The thinnest value is 417 µm, located
0.85 mm inferior and temporal to the 432 µm apex. The average thickness progression index
(PPI) is 2.01. Both CTSP and PTI graphs show abnormal patterns, with a deviation from the
normal population confidence interval.
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Figure 2. BAD from OD reveals expected abnormal findings.

The Belin/Ambrosio deviation index (D) is a new parameter that was included on
the bottom right of the BAD. It is calculated based on a combination of front (Df) and back
(Db) enhanced elevation (best fit sphere to the 8mm peripheral area, excluding the 3.5 mm
zone in diameter centered on thinnest), thinnest point value (Dt), vertical displacement (Dy)
and thickness profile (Dp). Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) analysis comparing normal and
keratoconic eyes found that this parameter (D) presented high sensitivity when differentiating
normal from abnormal, with a cut-off value of 1.27. In the case above, the right eye presents
with a highly abnormal D value of 8.83 (red).
Recently, we described a novel thickness metrics derived from corneal tomography,
entitled Ambrosio’s Relational Thickness Average (ARTave) and Maximum (ARTmax).12 The
idea was to describe the ratio between single-point metrics (TP and CCT) with PPI values.
The combinations of pachymetric metrics TP and PPI were used in a simple ratio formula
to provide a single metric that better describes corneal thickness: ARTave = TP/PPIave and
ARTmax=TP/PPImax. The authors performed Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) analysis
to compare normal versus keratoconic eyes and found that these indices presented high
sensitivity in differentiating these eyes, with best cut-off values of 424 and 339 for ARTave and
ARTmax respectively.12 We subsequently calculated ROC curves to comparing normal versus
contra-lateral eyes with normal topography from patients with very asymmetric keratoconus
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and the cut-off values were 512 and 391 for ARTave and ARTmax, respectively (unpublished
data). In case 1, the right eye presented with ARTave and ARTmax values of 207 and 153,
respectively.
In the reportedly “normal” left eye (FIGURE 3), the enhanced elevation display of the
anterior surface is within the normal range, with no values higher than 4 being shown in the
difference map. However, the posterior surface elevation evaluation shows a suspicious finding
(yellow area), with the difference between the enhanced and standard BFS around 14 µm. The
thinnest value is 451 µm, located 1.03mm inferior and temporal to the apex, which measures
466 µm. The average thickness progression index is 1.47. CTSP line shows a suspicious
pattern, with an abrupt decrease from 7 to 10mm. Moreover, PTI graph is borderline with a
visible deviation from normal between 6 and 10mm. D index is clearly abnormal, showing a
value of 4.02 (red). ARTave and ARTmax were 306 and 210, respectively.
The abnormal pattern (yellow area) shown in the posterior elevation difference map
combined with an average pachymetric progression index over 1.15 and abnormal thickness
progression lines, demonstrate critical signs of ectasia, even though the anterior topometric
maps were unremarkable. The new parameters D index, ARTave and ARTmax present
abnormal values, corroborating the suspicion of ectasia.

Figure 3. BAD from OS shows abnormal findings in both posterior elevation and pachymetric
approaches. This is an example in which both methods are abnormal. D index and ART
parameters are highly abnormal as well.
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Looking only at the central pachymetry and anterior sagittal curvature map of the
left eye, this cornea (OS) could be considered a normal thin cornea. Nevertheless, the full
topographic findings clearly reveal abnormalities. Considering that keratoconus is a bilateral
disease, these findings represent early signs of ectasia, and demonstrate the higher sensitivity
of elevation and pachymetric based analysis in detecting early ectatic change.
CASE 2
A 21 year old male presented for custom wavefront guided LASIK for treatment
of myopic astigmatism. He denied contact lens use or any previous ocular conditions.
Uncorrected visual acuity was 20/80 in the right eye and 20/200 in the left. Manifest refraction
on the right was + 0.25 – 3.25 x 79º yielding 20 /20-1 and – 1.00 – 0.50 x 126º in the
left eye yielding 20/15. Slit lamp biomicroscopy was unremarkable OU. Central ultrasound
pachymetry was 531 and 510µ OD/OS respectively.
FIGURE 4 shows the anterior sagittal curvature in each eye. In the right eye a typical
keratoconus pattern is seen, with ABT and IS. Superior/inferior asymmetry at the 4mm and
6mm diameter regions are over 7D and 5D respectively. The steepest area is over 50D. In
the left eye, the curvature map is remarkably normal. There is no ABT or IS. Superior/inferior
asymmetry at the 4mm and 6mm diameter regions are less than 0.8D. The steepest area is
45.7D.

Figure 4. Topometric or anterior sagittal curvature maps: Keratoconus grade 1-2 is revealed in
the OD, but no signs of keratoconus in OS.
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The BAD of right and left eyes are illustrated in FIGURES 5 and 6, respectively. In
the right eye (FIGURE 5) elevation difference maps from front and back corneal surfaces are
within the normal range (green). The highest elevation difference between the enhanced and
standard best fit sphere were 4 and 11, respectively. The posterior elevation at the thinnest
point, however, is 20 and over 3 SD from the norm. The thinnest point is 500µm, located
1mm infratemporal to the apex which measures 510µm. The average thickness progression
index is 1.43. CTSP shows a deviation from normal values from 8 to 10mm. PTI graphs are
borderline, sinking below the lower confidence interval of the “normal” population. D index
is visibly abnormal, showing a value of 3.86 (red). ARTave and ARTmax are also abnormal at
values of 349 and 259, respectively.

Figure 5. BAD reveals already expected anomalous findings in OD, especially in pachymetric
approach.
Looking at FIGURE 6, we can appreciate that enhanced elevation maps from front and
back surfaces are also within normal range (green values), as observed in the right eye. The
thinnest point is 524µm, located 0.96mm infratemporal to the apex, which measures 532µm.
The average thickness progression index is 1.31. CTSP shows a deviation from normal values
at 6 to 10mm. PTI graphs are borderline with a deviation from 8 to 10mm. D index reveals
a suspicious pattern, showing a value of 1,89 (yellow). ARTave and ARTmax were 400 and
259, respectively.
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Figure 6. There are no abnormalities in the elevation part of the display, but there are important
signs of ectasia on the pachymetric functions. This is a good example that illustrates that the
elevation and pachymetric methods are complementary. D index was suspicious, but ARTave
and max were highly abnormal.

In this case, the average thickness progression index is over 1.15 and the abnormal
progression lines demonstrate subtle signs of ectasia. Moreover, D index and ART values are
also abnormal, increasing the sensitivity to detect the disease. The abnormalities in the OS
were limited to those on the pachymetric side of the display and stress the importance at
looking at both the elevation and pachymetric data.
CASE 3
A 40 year old male complaining of poor quality of vision with glasses and progressive
intolerance to contact lenses during the day. Uncorrected visual acuity was 20/40 in the right
eye and 20/25 in the left. Manifest refraction was +0.25 – 2.00 x 83º in the right eye giving
20/20 – 2, and plano – 0.75 x 133º in the left, giving 20/20 + 2. Slit lamp biomicroscopy
showed visible corneal nerves in the right eye and was unremarkable in the left. Central
ultrasound pachymetry was 533 and 524 µmin OD and OS, respectively.
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FIGURE 7 shows the anterior sagittal maps from both eyes. In the right eye a mild
keratoconic pattern is seen based on ABT and IS, although the steepest area is not over
45D. Superior/inferior asymmetry (SIA) at the 4 and 6 mm diameters are over 3D and 4D
respectively. In the left eye the anterior sagittal curvature map is remarkably normal, with no
ABT or IS seen. Superior/inferior asymmetry (SIA) at the 4 and 6 mm diameters are 0.3D and
1.4D respectively. The steepest area is 42.5D.

Figure 7: Topometric map from both eyes. Once more OD shows keratoconus pattern grade
1, but no signs of ectasia are presented in OS.

FIGURES 8 and 9 represent the BAD in the right and left eyes respectively. In the right
eye (FIGURE 8), the elevation difference map from the anterior surface is suspicious (yellow
map) with the difference map showing values around 6. The back surface is highly abnormal,
with a 20 micron difference from the enhanced to standard best fit sphere. The thinnest
point is 533 µm, located 0.52mm infratemporal to the apex, which measures 536 µm. The
average progression index is 1.26. The CTSP line is normal and does not show any deviation
from normal. PTI graphs show a very mild deviation from normality. D index is evidently
abnormal (red), showing a value of 3.31. ARTave and ARTmax presented abnormal low values
(423 and 289, respectively).
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Figure 8. BAD from OD shows not surprising abnormal findings.

In the left eye (FIGURE 9), the front elevation map is within normal limits, but the
back surface shows difference values over 21 µm (red area). The thinnest point is 522 µm,
located 0.68 infratemporal to the apex, which measures 529 µm. The average progression
index is 1.21. Neither CTSP nor PTI lines show any abnormality in the progression graphs.
The occurrence of normal CTSP and PTI in patients with keratoconus pattern detected on
the surface occurs in 4% of patients with keratoconus and the majority of these cases are
older than 30 years old. D index is suspicious (yellow), showing a value of 3.31. ARTave and
ARTmax were 423 and 289, respectively.
This case is a good illustration in which the pachymetric progression lines are relatively
normal and the enhanced elevation approach detected abnormalities that would have
gone otherwise undetected. Interestingly, D index showed a suspicious pattern, but ART
measurements were highly below the cut-off values.This complementary ability for the display
(BAD) to detect ectasia is the basis for the increased sensitivity.
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Figure 9. BAD from OS shows abnormal findings in posterior elevation approach, but no
abnormalities in the pachymetric approach. D index is highly suspicious and ART variables are
remarkably abnormal.

CASE 4
A 31-year old female was referred for a second opinion because of “a poor result
after LASIK in left eye”. She had uncomplicated LASIK 4 years prior. Her records indicate a
preoperative refraction of -6.00 -1.00 x 180º = 20/15 OD and -5.75 -1.25 x 10º = 20/15
OS. Preoperative records showed Sim-K values of 45.2 x 46.3 @ 86º OD and 45.7 x 47.1
@ 94º OS and ultrasound central corneal thickness (US-CCT) measurements were 528 µm in
both eyes. LASIK was performed using a nasal hinge flap microkeratome with a 160 micron
head, and the excimer laser ablated 81 microns. The patient was not satisfied with her quality
of vision and decided not to have surgery in the right eye. One year after the procedure she
had the diagnosis of ectasia on the left eye.
Uncorrected visual acuity was CF in the right eye and 20/100 in the left. Manifest
refraction was -5.75 -1.00 x 179º OD (20/20) and - 5.00 -2.50 x 142º OS (20/40). Slit
lamp biomicroscopy and fundoscopic exam were unremarkable OU, including the notable
finding of a centered nasal LASIK flap hinge OS with a clear interface and no striae or corneal
opacities. Central ultrasound pachymetry was 530 and 469 µm in OD and OS, respectively.
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FIGURE 10 demonstrates the anterior sagittal maps from both eyes, which reveals low
and regular toricity with normal asphericity and no signs of natural ectasia in the right eye;
and marked paracentral steepening towards the temporal-inferior quadrant in the left eye. In
the right eye no typical ABT or IS seen. Superior/inferior asymmetry (SIA) at the 4 and 6 mm
diameters are 0.7D and 1.0D respectively. The steepest area is 45.6D. In the left eye, superior/
inferior asymmetry (SIA) at the 4 and 6 mm diameters are over 6D and 4D respectively.

Figure 10. Sagittal maps from both eyes. No signs of natural ectasia in the right eye and marked
paracentral steepening towards the temporal-inferior quadrant in the left eye.

FIGURES 11 and 12 represent the BAD in the right and left eyes respectively. In
the right eye (FIGURE 11), both anterior and posterior elevation difference maps are within
the normal range (green maps) with the difference maps showing values around 4 and 11,
respectively. The thinnest point is 530 µm, located 0.29mm infratemporal to the apex,
which measures 531 µm. The average progression index is 1.09. Both CTSP and PTI lines,
demonstrate abnormal patterns, with a mild escape from the mean interval from 6 to 8mm.
D index disclose a suspicious (yellow) pattern, with value of 1.99. ARTave and ARTmax were
below cut-offs, showing values of 486 and 424, respectively.
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Figure 11. BAD from OD shows an abnormal pachymetric approach despite normal elevation
maps. D index is suspicious and ART values are below the cut-offs.

In the left eye (FIGURE 12), front and back elevation maps (upper elevation maps
standard BFS)show a typical island pattern seen in ectasia. Because the eye has been surgically
altered, you cannot use most of the BAD display which is based on a normal population and
designed for pre-operative screening. As both the anterior surface and corneal thickness have
been surgically altered, these portions of the map (anterior elevation enhanced reference
surface and difference, corneal thickness, pachymetric progression graphs & indices) will
appear “abnormal” in almost every post-operative cornea. The sole portion of the map that
can be used to detect early ectatic change is the posterior elevation map. Normally, the
posterior surface does not change after LASIK or surface ablation and any change seen here
either representing missed pre-existing susceptibility or post LASIK ectasia.13,14
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Figure 12. BAD from OS showing expected abnormal findings.

This case is an example of progressive post-LASIK ectasia with no detectable factors
based on surgical parameters and standard classic screening criteria using Placido disk-based
corneal topography and US-CCT. The left eye illustrates the possible occurrence of very
mild or sub-clinical incipient ectasia (or its susceptibility), as normal topography and normal
CCT were observed preoperatively. The unoperated stable contra-lateral eye serves as a
good opportunity to test if the current tests are sensitive enough to detect such condition.
As we could observe, the sum of many borderline variables on the BAD detects a borderline
final deviation parameter, demonstrating that tomographic analysis may elevate the level of
suspicion for ectasia risk. A bilateral anterior surface presentation as in the “normal looking
topography” of the contralateral eye presented is this case may be the reason for many cases
with unexplained ectasia after LASIK with no identifiable risk factors based only on anterior
corneal curvature and central thickness.
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CASE 5
A 31-year old male presented complaining of a poor quality of vision after LASIK in
left eye. According to the information he provided, he had uncomplicated LASIK 1 year prior,
at another institution. His records demonstrate that the preoperative refraction was
-5.75 -0.50 x 95º = 20/25+2 OS and that LASIK was performed using a nasal hinge flap
microkeratome (Moria) with a 160 micron head, with 86.4 microns of excimer ablation.
The patient was not satisfied with the quality of vision and presented for a second opinion.
Uncorrected visual acuity was 20/400 and manifest refraction could not enhance his visual
acuity. Slit lamp biomicroscopy evidenced a centered nasal LASIK flap hinge OS with a clear
interface with no corneal opacities.
FIGURE 13 illustrates postoperative 4 maps Refractive Display. On the top left, the
sagital curvature map demonstrates a classic ectasia pattern, with a prominent SIA and steepest
values over 51.9D. The right maps are anterior and posterior elevation maps, illustrating a
traditional island pattern, with elevation values over 29 and 56, respectively.

Figure 13. Refractive Quad map shows a classic ectasia pattern in sagittal curvature map, and
abnormal front and back elevation maps.
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The preoperative anterior sagittal curvature map is entirely normal, as we can see
in FIGURE 14, with no significant SIA or IS, steepest values not over 45.5D and orthogonal
principal meridians.
The pre-operative maps were available (FIGURE 15) and we can notice that although
anterior and posterior elevation mapts are normal; CTSP line presents a mild deviation from
7 to 10mm and PTI line is borderline, with the line dropping below the 95% confidence
interval at the 8mm zone. In addition, D index is suspicious (yellow) and ARTave and ARTmax
are below normal limits, presenting values of 453 and 292, respectively.
This case document the limitations of traditional Placido based preoperative refractive
surgery screening, which did not identify any ectasia risk in OS. Preoperative tomographic
data shows borderline variables on the BAD as well as a borderline final deviation parameter
(D) and low ART values.
The above cases demonstrate that full tomographic evaluation, including enhanced
elevation from front and (mainly) back corneal surfaces and thickness distribution, increases
the sensitivity to detect ectatic abnormalities. It also supports the idea that the earliest changes
related to ectatic progression are related to corneal thinning, which can be detected by
posterior corneal evaluation.

Figure 14. Preoperative anterior sagittal curvature maps raises no suspicion of ectasia, as no
SIA or IS are observed.
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Figure 15. Preoperative BAD showing anomalous CTSP and PTI lines, as well as a suspicious D
index and abnormal ART values.
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ADVANCES IN REFRACTIVE SURGERY SCREENING
The emergence of progressive ectasia as a rare but major complication following
keratorefractive surgery led to the need for preoperative identification of mild and/or subclinical forms of ectasia. Even with rigorous an detailed screening methods, some patients
may still develop post-Laser in situ Keratomileusis (LASIK) ectasia of unknown etiology.1,2 The
goal of refractive surgical screening is to improve sensitivity, not only in cases that have mild
keratoconus, but ultimately to develop the ability to identify those patients with susceptibility
or predisposition to develop ectasia.1 Advances in tomographic and biomechanical corneal
characterization provide more data to characterize the cornea beyond just corneal front
surface topography and central corneal thickness.
The complexity and uniqueness of these newer diagnostic methods, however, has
made their interpretation a major challenge for refractive surgeons.1 It is critical that surgeons
understand the origin and meaning of these new parameters. The interpretation of any diagnostic
parameter should be considered in face of normal values, as well as on the distribution of
these values among cases that are known to have disease. Often the combination of multiple
parameters will exceed the diagnostic ability of any single measurement and provide the bases
for clinical decision making. This chapter describes how we can use Artificial Intelligence (AI)
techniques for combining metrics generated from corneal tomography for screening ectasia
risk among refractive candidates.
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WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?
Artificial intelligence is a specific area of computational science that creates systems
that act or aim to reproduce human reasoning. They were designed to perform massive data
analysis that would be relatively impossible for humans. The studies in this field began in the
1950s. Since then, substantial developments have come to this area, culminating in the several
“intelligent” systems available today.
In medicine, and specifically in Ophthalmology, AI has been used for several purposes,
including keratoconus diagnosis, photorefractive keratectomy nomograms, and automatic
recognition of cell layers in corneal confocal microscopy images, among others.3-13 AI can
be used to help answer clinically relevant questions, such as what are the characteristics
that should be considered to improve the screening process for ectasia risk among refractive
candidates. Our goal in using AI is to make the screening process to detect ectasia easier, more
objective and more accurate, increasing both sensitivity and specificity.
To reach this level of knowledge, we have to gather a valid patient dataset, which has
to include both normal and abnormal eyes. The screening process (AI program) should be
trained not only to detect moderate to advanced cases of keratoconus, but also to detect the
mildest or sub-clinical forms of the disease and even its predisposition or susceptibility. Thus,
to enable the detection of sub-clinical disease, we have to include such cases to train the AI
system. The inclusion criteria for such cases, however, have been relatively controversial. We
believe that such cases should not be selected exclusively based on data from anterior corneal
topography (front surface curvature map), but should include patient history, data from the
contra-lateral eye and full tomographic parameters. The fellow eye with relatively normal
topography from a patient with unquestionable keratoconus in the other eye can provide
critical data to assist in identifying early disease (FIGURES 1A and 1B).7
Besides FFK, the preoperative status of a patient that developed post LASIK ectasia,
particularly those that have been reported as “normal” based on anterior curvature and CCT,
also represent critical data for the AI program (FIGURES 2A and 2B).
Along with an appropriate patient dataset, it is critical to have multiple reliable variables
for insure that the training procedure of the AI techniques is accurate and valid. Considering
the potential volume of data (curvature, elevation, pachymetry, biomechanics, family history,
symmetry, etc.) such analysis would be very difficult for a human.
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Figure 1A

Figure 1B
Figures 1A-B. BAD display of a case of asymmetric keratoconus. The OD would be screen
as normal by standard curvature maps but shows abnormalities on tomography. The OS has
moderate keratoconus.
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Figure 2A

Figure 2B
Figures 2A-B. BAD display of a patient who was screen as normal with standard curvature but
had subclinical keratoconus and subsequently developed post LASIK ectasia.
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LINEAR MODEL
In Linear Models, the combination of the information is performed using linear
functions (first order equations), and unknown model parameters are estimated from the
dataset. The Belin/Ambrósio Display (BAD II) was developed based on a regression analysis
that evaluated 51 eyes with mild to moderate keratoconus and 198 normal eyes. The BAD
included the data from enhanced elevation from the front (df) and back (db) corneal surfaces,
from pachymetric distribution (dp), from the thinnest point (dt) and from the vertical deviation
of the thinnest from the apex (dy).1,14,15 Each parameter was confirmed to have a normal
distribution on the Kolmogorov Smirnov test and was normalized based on the mean and
standard deviation values obtained in a normal population. So the final “D” is a result of the
combination of df, db, dp, dt and dy using a first order equation that input different weights
for each parameter.
In order to improve the sensitivity and specificity of the final BAD “D” parameter, we
tested different parameters and used the most relevant ones in order to create a linear model
using machine learning techniques. A second dataset consisted of 451 normal eyes (including
268 cases with stable LASIK over one year) and 112 abnormal eyes: 81 eyes randomly selected
from 81 patients with keratoconus (KC), 20 eyes with FFK, contra-lateral eyes with normal
topography from patients with asymmetric keratoconus and preoperative eyes of 11 patients
that developed ectasia after LASIK.
Along with the parameters originally included in the second generation of the BAD
(Df, Db, Dp, Dt, Dy), the following parameters were added to the BAD III analysis: anterior
and posterior elevation at the thinnest point considering the best fit surface (BFS) for 8mm
zone, Relational Thickness to the Maximal (ART Max), and average (ART Avg) pachymetric
progression, maximal keratometric value in the sagittal (or axial) map, and the minimal relative
pachymetric value. These parameters were normalized based on the mean and standard
deviation from a normal population. The inclusion of more variables had the goal to enable the
generation of combined parameters that would have a better performance than the current
(second generation) D from the BAD (version 2 or BAD 2).
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An example of one tested linear regression analysis formula combining machine
learning techniques is shown below.
0.034 * Df + 0.012 * Db + 0.141 * Dp + 0.051 * Dt + 0.054 * Dy + 0.039 * Ele B BFS
8mm Thinnest
This linear model had an accuracy of 96.59%, a sensitivity of 93.21% (151 of 162
cases) and a specificity of 94.68 % (427 of 451) (TABLE 1).
TABLE 1 - Sensitivity and specificity for keratoconus diagnosis
(161 keratoconus/susceptible eyes and 451 normal eyes)
True KC/
Susceptible

True Normal

Predictive
Value

CLASSIFIED
AS ABNORMAL

151

24

86.29%

CLASSIFIED
AS NORMAL

11

427

97.49%

Sensitivity
93.21%

Specificity
94.68%

Another formula that combined combining machine learning techniques and clinical
expertise was:
se0.117 * Df + 0.106 * Db + 0.126 * Dp + 0.127 * Dt + 0.100 * Dy + 0.120 * Ele B BFS
8mm Thinnest + 0.100 * ART Max + 0.100 * ART Avg + 0.100 * K Max Front D + 0.100
* Rel Pachy Min + 0.97
This second linear model had an accuracy of 96.25%, a sensitivity of 93.87% (153 of
163 cases) and a specificity of 97.12 % (438 of 451) (TABLE 2).
TABLE 2 - Sensitivity and specificity for keratoconus diagnosis
(161 keratoconus/susceptible eyes and 451 normal eyes).
True KC/
Susceptible

True Normal

Predictive
Value

CLASSIFIED
AS ABNORMAL

153

13

92.17%

CLASSIFIED
AS NORMAL

10

438

97.77%

Sensitivity
93.87%

Specificity
97.12%
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Both formulas were able to detect abnormalities in 10 out of 11 eyes that developed
ectasia after LASIK, while the BAD 2 was able to identify 9 out of 11 eyes.
The area under the ROC curve (AUC or AUROC) for the BAD 2, Formula 1 & 2
including all cases (649 normal and 163 abnormal) data is listed on TABLE 3. The ROC Curves
are displayed on FIGURE 3.
There was a statistically significant difference between Formula 2 and BAD 2 (p=0.05)
while the pairwise comparison of the AUC from BAD 2 and Formula 1 was not significantly
different (p=0.087).

TABLE 3 - AUC, Standard Error and 95% Confidence Interval
AUC

SE

95% CI

BAD 2

0.957

0.0114

0.941 to 0.970

FORMULA 1

0.97

0.00844

0.956 to 0.981

FORMULA 2

0.973

0.0086

0.959 to 0.983

Figure 3. ROC curve: Actual BAD (BAD 2) x Formula 1
and Formula 2 for all 812 eyes.
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DECISION TREE
A machine learning technique based on a decision tree (DT) finds patterns in patients’
data, creating rules that will guide proper classification, similar to a flowchart. The choice to
use this technique relies on the fact that it is visually easy to understand. As an example to
illustrate its application, we used a database of 184 normal eyes and the same 11 eyes with
post-LASIK ectasia used in the other examples. The DT (FIGURE 4) was able to classify as
susceptible all 11 cases of ectasia post-LASIK and 181 of 184 normal eyes as normal.
To test the specificity of the DT, we used this algorithm to evaluate the pre-operative
status of 268 normal eyes that had successful LASIK, with at least one year of follow-up. The
incidence of false positives was 1.86% demonstrating that this algorithm can be used in clinical
practice.
We compared the DT to the Ectasia Risk Score System (ERSS). The ERSS is a screening
strategy that was created to minimize ectasia occurrence; its five variables are topography,
age, thickness of the residual stromal bed, preoperative corneal thickness and manifest
spherical equivalent.1,2 Interestingly, while the number of false positives in the tomographic
DT was 5 eyes (1.86%), the ERSS incorrectly classified 50 eyes (18.66%) with ectasia risk. The
discordance between the two techniques is clinically significant and arises from the fact that
the tomographic DT analyzes additional data (e.g. posterior surface, ABT) and makes a joint
analysis of the parameters.

Figure 4. DT classifying eyes as susceptible to ectasia or normal in order to detect
abnormality on 11 eyes with post-LASIK ectasia versus 184 normal eyes.
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NEURAL NETWORKS
In our third example, we use a learning machine technique that is based on our neural
system. The basic idea is to create artificial neurons that will be linked in an artificial neural
network (FIGURE 5) in order to simulate processing of neural information in humans. These
are adaptable systems with the ability to learn new tasks, to err, to execute generalizations and
to infer new knowledge (i.e. to learn from past mistakes). As a machine learning technique, it
is more complex than the algorithms used in the previous two examples. Thus, it can give us
better results with respect to keratoconus diagnosis and predisposition to ectasia.
There are many types of neural networks, of which we will use two to illustrate our
discussion. The first network is a radial basis function neural network (RBF), and the second
is a multilayer perceptron (MLP). A fundamental difference between the two networks is that
the RBF has only one hidden layer of neurons and uses radial basis functions.

Figure 5. Artificial neuron (top) and artificial neural network connections (bottom).
The system typically consists of an input layer followed by a hidden layer
and an output layer.
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We used the same database of eyes to test both techniques: 451 normal, 20 formefruste, 11 post-LASIK ectasia and 132 keratoconus. In order to show the MLP results we
merged the forme fruste and ectasia cases as one group: susceptible cases (TABLE 4). The
MLP was able to correctly classify 30 of 31 susceptible cases (96.77%). In FIGURE 6, we used
the ROC curve to compare the actual BAD version to the MLP. The AUC of MLP was 0.0810
greater than actual BAD with a statistically significant difference (P = 0.0482).

TABLE 4 - MLP classifying eyes as susceptible to ectasia or normal
(31 susceptible eyes and 451 normal eyes)
True Susceptible
Cases

True Normal

Predictive
Value

CLASSIFIED AS
SUSCEPTIBLE CASES

30

15

83.33%

CLASSIFIED
AS NORMAL

1

436

99.77%

Sensitivity
96.77%

Specificity
96.67%

_

Figure 6. ROC curve: actual BAD x MLPn for forme fruste and post-LASIK ectasia
(31 susceptible eyes and 451 normal eyes).
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On the other hand, the RBF correctly classified 441 of 451 normal eyes (95.45%) and
126 of 132 KC cases (97.78%) (TABLE 5). In FIGURE 7 we can notice the difference in ROC
curve between the actual BAD and the RBF. The AUC of the RBF was 0.0261 greater than
actual BAD with a statistically significant difference (P = 0.4852).
As the two techniques work differently, one is not necessarily better than the other.
Rather, in specific cases, an MLP will be a better option than RBF and vice versa. In our cases
we observed this exact situation. The MLP was better suited for the detection of predisposition
to ectasia, while the RBF was more applicable to the diagnosis of keratoconus.
TABLE 5 - BAD RBF classifying eyes as KC or normal
(132 keratoconus eyes and 451 normal eyes).
True KC

True Normal

Predictive
Value

CLASSIFIED AS
KC

126

10

92.65%

CLASSIFIED
AS NORMAL

6

441

98.66%

Sensitivity
95.45%

Specificity
97.78%

_

Figure 7. ROC curve: actual BAD x RBF/BrAIn for KC
(132 keratoconus eyes and 451 normal eyes).
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CONCLUSIONS
This chapter describes the ongoing study with machine learning algorithms for
screening of refractive surgery patients using tomographic parameters. The combination of AI
and clinician expertise is the best strategy for improving pre-operative refractive screening. This
approach will further enhance the Belin/Ambrósio Display (BAD) analysis. Our results have
shown that it is possible to improve the performance of ectasia screening using more complex
algorithms such as the ones using decision trees, MLP and RFB and achieve higher sensitivity
and specificity than previously possible.
We predict different directions for future work on this area, including, incorporating
more parameters such as the ones derived from Zernike wavefront analysis of corneal shape.
With more parameters, it will be necessary to apply an attribute selection algorithm in order
to remove irrelevant or redundant tomographic parameters. It is also important to expand
the database of cases that develop ectasia, but this task is not simple since we need the preoperative data from such cases which is rarely available or retrievable. Finally, the integration
of corneal tomography data with biomechanical parameters may have potential to build an
even more accurate AI program that may be relevant not only for ectasia risk screening but
also for improving refractive surgery planning.
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Chapter
11

Elevation
Topography Atlas
Stephen S. Khachikian, MD
Michael W. Belin, MD, FACS
Renato Ambrósio Jr., MD, PhD

Familiarity with the elevation maps is the first step in being able to recognize subtle
pathology. As noted previously, pattern recognition is the quickest and simplest way to perform
efficient patient screening. The most useful map for the physician is one that displays the most
clinically relevant information without being unnecessarily confusing. While the Pentacam
offers a plethora of maps, we routinely recommend the 4-map refractive composite display for
almost all screening situations. This can be augmented by the Belin/Ambrosio display to help
differentiate questionable cases of keratoconus or ectasia.
The 4-map refractive display shows anterior and posterior elevation, anterior sagittal
curvature, corneal thickness (pachymetry) and a number of specific indices such as steep and
flat axis, average K, and pachymetry at the corneal apex, center of pupil and thinnest portion
of the cornea. Our recommended settings for this display have been discussed in detail in the
chapter on display parameters.
The following maps are presented to help the reader recognize the diversity of patterns
seen in both normal and abnormal eyes. We have tried to keep the layout of each figure
uniform. While the majority of the maps come from our own practice, some of the maps
originate from other sources. The location of the individual maps (e.g. elevation, curvature,
corneal thickness) may vary due to outside individual practice preferences.
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(FIGURE 1) – This is a classic normal spherical cornea. The anterior elevation (upper
right) shows almost no variation from the BFS (all green). This is confirmed by the almost
spherical “K” readings (43.5 D X 44.0 D) . The posterior surface (lower right) shows minimal
variation, with a slight astigmatic pattern. The pachymetry (lower left) shows a normal central
corneal thickness of 575 microns, with minimal differences between apex, pupil center and
thinnest region (575, 574, & 575 respectively). The sagittal curvature map (upper left) is also
normal and confirms the minimal astigmatism seen on the anterior elevation map. Based on
this screening map there would be no topographic contraindications for refractive surgery.

Figure 1
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(FIGURE 2) – This is another reasonably spherical eye. The anterior elevation (upper
right) shows an insignificant paracentral island (maximal elevation difference + 6) that is
within the normal range. The sagittal curvature (upper left) is a normal spherical pattern. The
posterior elevation reveals a mild astigmatic pattern with the steep axis (blue/purple) at about
110 degrees and the flat axis (yellow/red) at approximately 20 degrees. The corneal thickness
map shows a normal pachymetric distribution and a central thickness of 538.

Figure 2
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(FIGURE 3) - The map below illustrates a normal astigmatic cornea. The anterior
elevation map (upper right) shows a purely with-the-rule astigmatic pattern with the steep
axis (blue/purple) at about 90 degrees. The posterior elevation map (bottom right) shows a
similar pattern but with a much more pronounced astigmatic pattern. Note that on both the
anterior and posterior elevation maps, while there may be a significant amount of peripheral
elevation (normal in an astigmatic cornea), there are no focal islands of elevation centrally. The
corneal thickness map shows a normal distribution with a central thickness of about 559 and
no displacement of the thinnest point of the cornea. The curvature map (upper left) shows a
normal symmetric anterior curvature pattern.

Figure 3
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(FIGURE 4) – Similar to Figure 3, the map below shows a normal astigmatic pattern.
While there are no focal islands of elevation, the change in elevation is slightly asymmetric
(compare the astigmatic pattern to Figure 3). There is a larger, but very gradual increase in
elevation temporally due to the mild asymmetry that is a very common normal variant. The
posterior elevation map also shows a normal astigmatic pattern. The central corneal thickness
is temporally displaced and slightly thinner than average but still within the normal range. The
curvature map shows a normal bowtie pattern consistent with the anterior astigmatism.

Figure 4

(FIGURE 5) – It is assumed that individuals look through the “center” of their corneas.
This, however, is not always the case. A patient’s line of sight, pupillary center and corneal
apex are not the same. Sagittal curvature maps are derived relative to a measurement axis.
This axis is the vertex normal to the cornea (for a Placido system to work it needs to reflect its
own image and so must be normal to the surface being measured). If a patient’s line of sight
and corneal apex differ then the sagittal curvature maps do a poor job of reflecting shape.
Elevation maps will also change depending on the line of sight, but their overall appearance
(other than rotation) will be unchanged. This is like taking an American football and rotating
it so that the laces are in a different location. If you rotate the laces up or down, it still looks
like a football. This is similar to elevation. In curvature however, if you rotate the football the
entire image changes and it often no longer is recognizable as a football.
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The comparison of the elevation maps to the curvature maps will allow one to
differentiate true pathology from a curvature false positive. This effect has been named a
“displaced apex syndrome.” The term is commonly used, easy to understand, but technically
not really correct. Still, it conveys the useful concept that the measurement axis and the
corneal apex differ and will continue to be used here.
In this sample the pachymetric map (upper left) shows a completely normal cornea
with a central thickness of 523 and essentially no displacement. The anterior elevation (lower
left) shows a normal astigmatic pattern. If you look at the anterior elevation map you will
notice that it looks like the astigmatic pattern appears to have been rotated slightly down and
slightly temporal. Similarly, if you draw the principal meridians they appear to cross not at the
center of the map, but also slightly down and temporal. This “displaced apex” is completely
normal and easily recognizable. The anterior sagittal curvature map, however, becomes
“distorted” due to the difference between the measurement axis and the corneal apex. In this

Figure 5
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map the sagittal curvature (upper right) appears to suggest an inferior cone and an asymmetric
bowtie. This is a false positive and is easily explained by examining the anterior elevation.
This false positive for keratoconus is further confirmed by the completely normal posterior
elevation (lower right), which typically would show changes due to ectatic degeneration earlier
than the anterior surface.
(FIGURE 6) – Similarly, the anterior elevation (upper right) shows a significant
displacement in an otherwise normal astigmatic pattern. This displacement or rotation results
in marked asymmetry in the anterior sagittal curvature with a highly asymmetric bowtie and
2.5 D of inferior steepening. The I/S index, for reasons noted above, has a very high false
positive rate. Unlike the previous case (FIGURE 5), this map also reveals some minimal
pachymetric displacement and the suggestion of an early island formation on the posterior
elevation (lower right). The early island (arrow) combined with a pachymetric displacement
towards this area raises concern that this may be evidence of early ectatic change.

Figure 6
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(FIGURE 7) – This is another example of a sagittal curvature “false positive.” You will
notice that the pachymetry map (lower left) is completely normal. Both the anterior (upper
right) and posterior (lower right) elevations reveal a normal astigmatic pattern but the pattern
appears as if the eye was rotated down and nasally. The sagittal curvature map (upper left),
however, appears highly asymmetric with an area of “steepening” (false positive) in the area
of the displaced apex.

Figure 7
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(FIGURE 8) – Demonstrates a relatively rare curvature pattern of superior steepening
(upper left) and the explanation for this pattern. Again, this is a “false positive” on the curvature
map and is due to the displaced apex pattern seen on the anterior elevation (upper right).
In this case the apex appears to have been rotated superiorly. Both anterior and posterior
elevation patterns are completely normal as is the pachymetric distribution (lower left). The
anterior elevation map enables the physician to appreciate that this is a normal astigmatic eye
and that true ectatic change does not exist.

Figure 8
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(FIGURE 9) – The image below shows a patient with normal astigmatism but a
very thin cornea. The anterior elevation (lower left) shows a normal astigmatic pattern. The
posterior elevation map (lower right) has a similar appearance revealing an astigmatic pattern
with no focal areas of abnormal elevation. The curvature map (upper right) reveals a symmetric
bowtie pattern of astigmatism on the anterior surface. The pachymetry map (upper left) shows
a symmetric pachymetric distribution, however the central thickness of 456 microns suggests
that this patient may not be an ideal candidate for lamellar refractive surgery.

Figure 9
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(FIGURE 10) - This image shows a patient with normal astigmatism but a thin cornea.
The anterior elevation (upper right) reveals an astigmatic pattern with no abnormal areas
of elevation. The posterior elevation map (lower right) has a similar appearance showing
only a strongly astigmatic pattern. The curvature map (upper left) shows a bowtie pattern
of astigmatism on the anterior surface. The pachymetry map (lower left) has a fairly normal
pachymetric distribution but the cornea thins below 500 microns at the thinnest region
(499 microns).

Figure 10
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(FIGURE 11) - The image below shows the importance of evaluating a complete
pachymetric map. The anterior elevation (lower left) shows a normal symmetric astigmatic
pattern without evidence of elevation abnormalities. The posterior elevation (lower right)
also reveals normal astigmatism. The curvature map (upper right) shows a normal bowtie
pattern. The pachymetry map (upper left) shows a central thickness of 495 microns. Careful
examination of the map shows that the thinnest area of the cornea is 483 microns. This area
is displaced inferotemporally and would be considered outside of the normal range. The
thinnest region (483 microns) would likely be missed by stand ultrasonic pachymetry which
typically looks just at the central cornea.

Figure 11
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(FIGURE 12) – This is another example of where a single central ultrasonic pachymetry
reading would be misleading. While the apical ultrasound reading would be on the order of
520 it would fail to reveal the significant inferior displacement of the thinnest region with a
thickness of below 500 microns. It is important to examine not only the central thickness but
the thinnest region and the overall distribution.

Figure 12
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(FIGURE 13) - The image below represents a patient with mild keratoconus. On
the anterior elevation map (lower left) there is a minor paracentral area of elevation that is
surrounded by normal areas of elevation. Posteriorly (lower right) there is also a prominent,
isolated area of elevation temporal to the pupil. This area of elevation is more pronounced
(> 25 microns) on the posterior surface, and falls well outside the normal range. The
pachymetry map (upper left) shows a thin cornea (thinnest region 473 microns). The curvature
map (upper right) is less revealing as the majority of the pathology stems from the posterior
surface.

Figure 13
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(FIGURE 14) - The below image depicts a patient with “sub-clinical keratoconus”.
The anterior elevation map (upper right) shows an astigmatic pattern with a minor inferior
area of elevation that is well within the acceptable range. The posterior elevation map
(lower right) shows a well-defined paracentral “island” with a maximal elevation deviation
> 20 microns. This is suspicious for early keratoconus. The pachymetric map is normal with
a thinnest reading of 540 microns and only slight temporal displacement of the thinnest point.
The curvature map shows inferior steepening, which is secondary to the mild displaced apex
on the anterior elevation. Because of the normal anterior elevation, this patient is likely to
have excellent spectacle corrected visual acuity in spite of significant changes on the posterior
cornea.

Figure 14
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(FIGURE 15) - The following image shows a patient with obvious ectatic change
despite a normal anterior sagittal curvature and a good retention of spectacle vision. The
anterior elevation map (upper right) and the anterior sagittal curvature (upper left) show a
normal astigmatic pattern that would normally not raise any suspicion. The posterior elevation
(lower right), however, shows a prominent “island” with a maximal elevation difference
in excess of 25 microns. The pachymetric map (lower left) shows abnormal thinning to
489 microns with the thinnest region significantly displaced inferiorly. The presence of both
the posterior island and the thinnest region of the cornea occurring in the same location
increases their significance.

Figure 15
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(FIGURE 16) – The image below depicts a patient with moderate keratoconus.
The anterior elevation (lower left) shows a clearly defined paracentral area of elevation with
a maximum height of greater than 30 microns above the BFS. There is a corresponding
area of elevation on the posterior surface (lower right) with a maximum height greater than
60 microns. The anterior and posterior elevation maps clearly identify the area of the cone.
The location of the cone corresponds to the thinnest point of the cornea (546 microns) seen
in the pachymetry map (upper left). The curvature map (upper right) suggests an abnormal
anterior curvature, but it does not accurately identify or localize the cone.

Figure 16
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(FIGURE 17) - The image below depicts the topographic changes seen in moderate
to advanced keratoconus. The anterior elevation map (lower left) shows a well defined
slightly inferior cone with a maximum elevation of greater than 31 microns. The posterior
elevation map (lower right) shows a corresponding area of marked elevation (>54 microns).
The pachymetry map (upper left) shows the thinnest point of the cornea overlying the cone
(419 microns). The curvature map (upper left) depicts a very steep cornea, however, it does
not properly localize the cone, nor does it convey its morphology.

Figure 17
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(FIGURE 18) - In the anterior elevation map (lower left), there is a somewhat diffuse
area of elevation inferotemporally that exceeds 37 microns in height off the BFS. The posterior
surface shows a much more defined island (lower right) showing elevation of greater than
80 microns at its peak. As is often the case, the posterior changes exceed those seen on the
anterior surface. These two areas of elevation enable the clinician to easily identify the location
and boundaries of the cone. The pachymetry map (upper left) shows an inferotemporal area
of thinning (414 microns). This eccentric thinning corresponds to the areas of elevation and
confirms the location of the cone in this patient. The curvature map (upper right) shows a
so-called “crab claw configuration” which neither accurately describes the cone nor properly
localizes the cone. Without the elevation maps, this curvature pattern may erroneously lead
the clinician to think that this is a case of Pellucid Marginal Degeneration. The pachymetry
maps shows a central area of thinning and not the inferior band that would be present with
Pellucid.

Figure 18
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(FIGURE 19) - The image below depicts a patient with early keratoconus. The anterior
elevation (lower left) shows an astigmatic cornea with an inferotemporal area of mild elevation
to a maximum height of about 15 microns. There is a corresponding area of elevation on the
posterior surface (lower right) with a maximum height greater than 45 microns. While the
anterior elevation alone may be viewed as borderline, when viewed together, the anterior
and posterior elevation maps clearly depict a cone. The location of the cone corresponds
to the thinnest point of the cornea (556 microns) seen in the pachymetry map (upper left).
Although the pachymetry falls within the normal range, the shift in the thinnest portion of
the cornea towards the areas of elevation raises suspicion. The curvature map (upper right)
shows a normal central curvature (K’s 42.7D and 42.4D) with steepening peripherally. In this
case, the diagnosis of early keratoconus could be overlooked if relying on central curvature or
pachymetric data alone.

Figure 19
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(FIGURE 20) –This map shows the classic elevation and pachymetry findings seen in
advanced keratoconus. The anterior elevation (lower left) shows a well defined paracentral
area of marked elevation greater than 45 microns. The posterior elevation map (lower right)
has a similar appearance showing a large paracentral cone with a maximum elevation of
greater than 71 microns. These areas of elevation correspond to the location of the thinnest
point on the cornea (496 microns) seen on the upper left pachymetry map. The curvature map
shows marked astigmatism and places the steepest portion of the cornea over the cone.

Figure 20
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(FIGURES 21A and 21B) – The most important indicator for diagnosing post LASIK
(refractive surgery) ectasia is the comparison between the pre and post-operative posterior
elevation. Refractive surgery induces planned changes in both the pachymetry and the
anterior elevation (also anterior curvature). Routine, uneventful LASIK, however, should not
cause changes to the posterior corneal surface. While it was earlier believed that routine
changes did occur on the posterior surface after LASIK, it has now been shown that this is
not the case and that this false assumption was based on the limitations in earlier topography
systems to accurately measure the post-operative cornea.1,2 The two maps below show a
normal pre-operative map on the left and an ectatic post-operative picture on the right. The
map on the right shows the expected central flattening on the curvature map (upper left) and
the expected depression on the anterior elevation map (upper right) corresponding to the
high myopic ablation. The pachymetry map (lower left) reveal approximately 110 microns
of corneal thinning in a well centered myopic ablation pattern. The posterior elevation
map (lower right), however, shows a marked post-operative change with an over 30 micron
difference. The post-operative posterior elevation map shows a central ectatic change. This
type of picture is typical for post-LASIK ectasia.

Figure 21A

Figure 21B
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(FIGURE 22) – Pellucid Marginal Degeneration (PMD) is a frequently misdiagnosed
condition. Classic PMD has been described by a band of inferior thinning 1-2 mm from the
inferior limbus and associated with significant against-the-rule astigmatism above the band and
a rapid change in topography (steepening) at the band. The difficulty in diagnosing PMD with
standard Placido based systems is that these reflective systems cannot image the area of the
true pathology. Placido based systems are limited to imaging, at best, the central 9.0 mm of
the cornea and typically this misses the area of maximal corneal thinning. Additionally, and as
discussed in earlier chapters, sagittal curvature is a poor indicator of shape and cone location.
The map below highlights these curvature limitations. The sagittal curvature map (upper
right) incorrectly identifies the cone with a marked inferior displacement. Many practitioners
would describe this as PMD. The anterior and posterior elevation maps (lower left and lower
right) and the pachymetric distribution (upper left) more accurately reflects both the shape
and location of the cone. In this case the conical shape is clearly evident and the pachymetry
map reveals paracentral thinning and no evidence of a band of thinning. This is a classic
keratoconus with an inferior cone.

Figure 22
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(FIGURE 23) - The map below more clearly demonstrates the classic “crab claw”
curvature pattern (upper left) that has been often (and incorrectly) cited as classical for PMD.
The anterior (upper right) and posterior (lower right) elevations show a classic inferior cone
and the pachymetry map (lower left) reveals general thinning but no evidence for any inferior
band of thinning. The case again demonstrates the limitations of trying to diagnose a shape
abnormality based on sagittal curvature analysis.

Figure 23
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(FIGURE 24) - The pachymetry map is often the best map to confirm the diagnosis
of PMD. Because of the peripheral location of the pathology, the user needs to turn off the
“limit map to 9.0 mm” setting. The map below is a single image pachymetry map displayed
out to a full 12 mm diameter. The inferior band of corneal thinning (300 microns) is evident
between 1-2 mm from the inferior limbus. Contrast this to the prior two maps (FIGURES 22
& 23) of inferior keratoconus (and pseudo PMD based on Placido analysis).

Figure 24
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(FIGURE 25) – As opposed to LASIK, RK normally induces changes on both the
anterior and posterior corneal surfaces. It is, in effect, inducing a mid-peripheral ectasia
with subsequent associated central flattening. The pachymetry map (upper left) reveals
normal corneal thickness as RK is a weakening procedure, but does not remove tissue. The
sagittal curvature map (upper right) shows dramatic central flattening. The anterior elevation
(lower left) and posterior elevation (lower right) demonstrates central flattening and the midperipheral knee (relative elevation) typically seen in RK patients.

Figure 25
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(FIGURES 26A - 26C) – The case below illustrates the utility of the Scheimpflug image
in determining the cause of ectatic disease. The comparison of sagittal curvatures in Figure 26A
shows progressing inferior steepening over a period of 8 months after LASIK. The Scheimpflug
image in 26B depicts the excessive flap thickness likely causing the ectatic change. The flap
thickness is measured at about 250-350 microns, well above what would be considered an
acceptable flap thickness. The enhanced Scheimpflug in 26C highlights the flap interface
depth again in the range of 250-300 microns. The assessment of corneal flap thickness in
conjunction with corneal topography adds to our diagnostic ability.

Figure 26A
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Figure 26B

Figure 26C
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(FIGURES 27 A-B) – The slit lamp photograph (FIGURE 27A) and the Scheimpflug
image (FIGURE 27B) reveals anterior lenticonus in a patient with Alports syndrome. The lens
densitometry assessment can also be seen within the figure. The Pentacam Nucleus Staging
reveals minimal overall lenticular opacity.

Figure 27A

Figure 27B
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Scheimpflug Images in
Clinical Practice
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The Pentacam Anterior Segment Analysis System (OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH,
Wetzlar, Germany) utilizes two cameras to obtain imaging of the anterior segment. The central
camera is used for fixation monitoring and pupil measurement and the second Scheimpflug
camera captures optical cross sections of the anterior segment.1
In 1875, Scheimpflug first described the alternative method of capturing images by
adding an angle between the lens and the film (FIGURE 1). Scheimpflug cameras capture
images with a better special spatial accuracy than a traditional camera containing a coaxial lens
and film optical system. By rotating around the point of fixation, it reduces the artifact created
by small movements during image acquisition.2-3

Figure 1
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The Scheimpflug camera rotates 360 degrees around a single point of fixation as
the patient focuses on a central light source. The camera completes several rotations before
coming to a steady speed lacking any acceleration or deceleration. It then obtains images
over a 1-2 second period capturing images at a steady speed, eliminating vibrations and image
artifact that might occur during acceleration or deceleration. The images are captured over
180 degrees from the patient’s temporal side. The camera provides 25 or 50 images (operator
selectable) during a scan of less than two seconds duration. Each image typically contains
between 500 – 2,760 elevation points (depending on model) which are then analyzed to yield
12,500 – 138,000 total data points.
The images generated by the rotating Scheimpflug camera are used to locate the
anterior and posterior corneal surfaces as well as the iris and anterior lens surface. By
taking a series of cross sectional images around a common central point a three dimensional
reconstruction of the anterior segment can be created. While the Pentacam is primarily a
tomography instrument, the cross–sectional Scheimpflug photographs obtained also have
clinical usage.
The following are illustrative samples of different Scheimpflug images obtained during
routine use to demonstrate some of the clinical utility of the imaging capability:
(FIGURE 2) – This is a Scheimpflug image of a normal eye. The entire cornea
(limbus to limbus) can be visualized. The anterior chamber is normal depth and the iris
contour appears normal. The lens, other than a minor focal opacity appears normal. The
angle anatomy appears open. To the right of the image is a graphical display of the optical
transmission. A zero reading would be optically clear (zero opacity). There is a normal small
spike at the corneal epithelial surface and some minor changes due to the lens. In general,
lens readings below 20 are clinically insignificant.						

Figure 2
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(FIGURE 3) – This is the same eye as in FIGURE 2 but displayed in the inverse color
configuration. This is selected by clicking the “adjust image” button and then checking the
“inverse” setting. At times different regions may be better illustrated with the standard or the
inverse setting. In this sample the lens appears better delineated in the “inverse” setting.

Figure 3

(FIGURE 4) – Illustration of a mild anterior lamellar cataract. The cornea appears
clear. The “edge detection” option is checked and so the reviewer can check the accuracy of
the detection of the anterior and posterior corneal surface. The graphical display on the right
shows the optical transmission along the dotted line. A focal elevation > 20 corresponding to
the lamellar cataract is noted. If the cursor was moved to the right the graphical display would
correspond to an area of greater opacity and the graph reading increases to > 40.

Figure 4
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(FIGURE 5) – Image of a patient with moderate keratoconus. The Scheimpflug image
shows an inferior cone (right side of image) with corneal thinning and mild stromal opacity.

Figure 5

(FIGURE 6) – Image shows a patient with significant anterior stromal scarring
secondary to old corneal hydrops. While the cornea appears thin, obvious conical protrusion
is no longer present. At times, flattening of a previous cone will occur after resolution of
hydrops secondary to corneal scarring.

Figure 6
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(FIGURE 7) – Scheimpflug cross-sectional image of a patient with keratoglobus.
Marked global corneal thinning and an increase in the anterior chamber depth are the
hallmark of this disease. Additionally, one can appreciate focal corneal haze. Corneal haze
or scarring is not as typical in keratoglobus as in keratoconus. 4-5

Figure 7
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(FIGURES 8A and 8B) – Horizontal and vertical cross-sectional Scheimpflug images of
a patient with classic Pellucid Marginal Degeneration. The horizontal cut (3 degrees) shows a
relatively normal corneal contour and no areas of focal thinning. In contrast to the horizontal
section, the vertical cut (91 degrees) shows superior flattening, an inferior band of significant
thinning and a dramatic alteration in the corneal contour at the band of thinning.

Figure 8A

Figure 8B
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(FIGURE 9) – Scheimpflug image of a patient after LASIK demonstrating the residual
bed thickness (RBT). In this case the RBT measured 260 microns centrally. The Pentacam
was able to demonstrate that further enhancement surgery would not be advisable. In most
cases, identification of the flap interface is not always possible.

Figure 9
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(FIGURES 10A and 10B) – Anterior segment cross sectional image of a keratoconic
cornea status-post INTACS insertion. The intracorneal segments can be clearly seen in the
posterior peripheral cornea. The segment image is localized and magnified. The measurement
feature of the Pentacam can be utilized to determine the depth of the segment. Here the
measured depth of 396 microns matches very closely the planned depth of 400 microns.

Figure 10A

Figure 10B
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(FIGURES 11A & 11B) – Scheimpflug cross sectional image of a cornea after successful
Descemet’s Stripping Endothelial Keratoplasty (DSEK). DSEK is an additive surgical procedure
where a thin posterior section (posterior stroma, Descemet’s, and endothelium) portion of a
donor cornea is transplanted onto the back of the recipient’s cornea. Here the additive nature
of the procedure is clearly seen as is the typically thinner central donor and thicker periphery
(this accounts for the induced hyperopia). The host / donor interface, while visualized in the
low power image (FIGURE 11A), is better examined in the higher power picture (FIGURE
11B).

Figure 11A
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In FIGURE 11B (higher power magnification) the host / stroma interface is clearly seen
as well as the thickened edge detail of the donor button. In this image the edge detection
option is turned on. The red dotted line signifies the anterior corneal surface and the green
dotted line the posterior surface. It is evident in this image that even with a fairly dense
interface, the edge detection program of the Pentacam correctly located the posterior corneal
surface.

Figure 11B
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(FIGURE 12) – Image of an angle supported Phakic Intraocular lens (P-IOL). The lens
can be clearly seen with significance clearance from the patient’s lens. The minus lens design
(highly myopic individual) can clearly be appreciated. The Pentacam can be used to not only
visualize the lens post-operatively, but to measure anterior chamber depths pre-operatively to
insure that the patient’s anterior segment will allow safe clearance between the phakic lens
and the endothelium and the patient’s natural lens.

Figure 12
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(FIGURES 13A & 13B) - These images illustrate a patient with corneal edema
secondary to Fuchs dystrophy. FIGURE 13A (OD) illustrates corneal edema. In this image
epithelial changes are also evident. The OS (FIGURE 13B) is status post full-thickness
transplantation. The graft-host margin is clearly evident as well as the thick corneal periphery
and the compact transplant. One can also appreciate some moderate graft host disparity at
the wound margin.

Figure 13A

Figure 13B
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(FIGURE 14) - This patient developed post LASIK ectasia in what appeared to be
a normal pre-operative exam. Post-operative examination under high power Scheimpflug
imaging revealed an inadvertent deep microkeratome pass of over 250 microns.

Figure 14
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(FIGURES 15A - 15C) - These three figures illustrate a patient with anterior lentoconus
(Alport’s syndrome). The first illustration is a standard slit photograph and the second a
photograph against a dilated red reflex. The Scheimpflug image clearly demonstrates the
anterior lens.

Figure 15A

Figure 15B
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Figure 15C

(FIGURES 16A - 16B) - Scheimpflug image of post LASIK ectasia showing excessive
central thinning secondary to changes seen on the posterior surface. This is confirmed by
examination of the posterior elevation which reveals significant posterior changes.

Figure 16A
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Figure 16B
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(FIGURE 17) - High power Scheimpflug image of the central cornea after an
unsuccessful DMEK. The space between the edge detection (green dots) and the curve fitting
(red line) is due to the separation of the donor transplant from the recipient cornea.

Figure 17

SUMMARY
These are just a few sample illustrations of how the Scheimpflug photography may
be used in clinical practice. We have also utilized this technology to assist in foreign body
localization, evaluation of corneal ulcers and in angle closure management.
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Chapter
13

BESSt 2 Formula for
IOL Calculation
Edmondo Borasio, MedC, BQ, FEBO

INTRODUCTION
After corneal excimer laser refractive surgery (LRS), the direct use of measured
topographic or keratometric (K) values without any correction results in inaccurate calculation
of the intraocular lens (IOL) power required for cataract surgery compared to virgin eyes.1-6
After LRS for myopia there is typically an overestimation of the K readings with consequent
underestimation of the IOL power required and a hyperopic outcome after surgery. Conversely,
after LRS for hyperopia, there is often an underestimation of the K readings with consequent
overestimation of the IOL power and a myopic outcome after surgery.
There are two main sources of error for biometry after LRS: 1) the erroneous
corneal power estimation using corneal first-surface measurements by clinical keratometry
or videokeratography; 2) the erroneous estimated IOL position due to the use of postLRS K values when using 3rd generation formulas. There are several reasons why these
instruments provide inaccurate readings after LRS: 1) Keratometers measure only 4 points
on the cornea at a paracentral region (typically 3.0 mm) ignoring flatter (or steeper) more
central regions resulting from LRS (FIGURE 1); 2) Keratometers or videokeratographers also
use a standardized keratometric index (1.3375 for most) to convert measurements of the
anterior corneal curvature to an estimate of the refractive power of the entire cornea. The
formula used for such conversion is based on two old assumptions that modern (Sheimpflug
and OCT) technology has proven to be incorrect: the thickness of the cornea is constantly
500 microns as in the Gullstrand’s exact schematic eye; the relationship between the anterior
and the posterior corneal curvature is always constant (approximately 0.82 in virgin corneas).
This last assumption may still hold true following incisional procedures such as radial or
astigmatic keratotomies, but no longer applies after LRS, where the anterior corneal curvature
is selectively changed while the posterior curvature remains unaltered;7 3) Some studies have
shown that also the refractive index of the cornea itself may change following LRS.1,2,8-11
Several methods have been developed to reduce the inaccuracy of IOL power
calculation after LRS. Some of them are based on the need of (often unavailable) pre-refractive
surgery information, while others are based on different mathematical regressions performed
on various parameters starting from direct corneal measurements from different devices
(keratometers, videokeratographers, or corneal topographers).
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Figure 1. Oculus Pentacam’s anterior sagittal and elevation maps showing the centrally flattened (or
steepened) optical zones resulting from either myopic (upper) or hyperopic (lower) LRS.

CORNEAL POWER CALCUATION FROM DIRECT CURVATURE MEASUREMENTS
We believe that the ideal method of calculating corneal power after LRS should entirely
be based on direct corneal measurements, independently from any preoperative information.
Knowing both the anterior and posterior corneal curvature and corneal thickness, it is possible
to precisely estimate the “true net corneal power” either in untreated eyes or in eyes following
any refractive procedure. In order to do so we need to use the thick lens equation, also known
as the Gaussian Optic Formula (GOF):
Ftot = Fant + Fpost - (d/n) × (Fant × Fpost)
The equation can also be written as:
Ftot = [1/rant × (n1 – n0)] + [1/rpost × (n2-n1)] – (d/n1) × [1/ rant × (n1 – n0)] × [1/ rpost × (n2-n1)]
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where Ftot, Fant, and Fpost are the powers of the total, anterior, and posterior corneal surfaces
(respectively) in diopters (D); d is the thickness of the cornea (in meters); n is the corneal
refractive index (1.376); rant and rpost are the anterior and posterior corneal radii (in meters);
n0 is the refractive index of air (1.000); n1 is the refractive index of the anterior corneal surface
(1.376); and n2 is the refractive index of the aqueous humor (1.336).
The problem is that it is not possible to simply take the value calculated with the GOF
and use it in current IOL power formulas as they are all calibrated using the standardized
keratometric index of 1.3375 which does not precisely take into account the true posterior
corneal curvature, therefore yielding an inaccurate result. This issue is even more striking
in post-LRS eyes, where the relationship between the anterior and the posterior corneal
curvature is no longer constant. In order to be able to use the “true net corneal power” of the
GOF, we must first “adjust” it taking into consideration the actual posterior corneal curvature
(in untreated eyes) and the altered anterior/posterior corneal curvature relationship (after LRS).
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BESSt_vc
In 200612 we studied the correlation between the K values obtained with the GOF and
the K values obtained using a standard videokeratographer (Topcon KR-8100PA) in a group of
143 untreated eyes which had never undergone LRS. We found that there was a statistically
significant correlation between the two values (r = 0.97; r2 = 0.95; p <0.05), although the
GOF consistently underestimated corneal power by a mean of 1.30 ± 0.29 D compared to the
videokeratographer (FIGURE 2). This fairly large difference in measurement may be explained

Figure 2. Correlation between K values obtained with the GOF and K values obtained using a standard
videokeratographer (Topcon KR-8100PA). Outliers removed.
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by the fact that standard keratometry measurements do not take into full account the negative
posterior corneal power. It may be that historical assumptions about posterior corneal curvature,
on which standard keratometers are based, are not completely correct even in virgin eyes.
Based on the results of a regression analysis, an adjusted version of the GOF was
developed so that it could be used in standard biometry formulas. This was called “BESSt_vc”
(vc standing for “virgin corneas”). This improved version of the GOF marginally improved the
correlation (r = 0.984; r2 = 0.97; p <0.05) but most importantly significantly reduced the
difference from the videokeratographer-derived values (mean difference = -0.01 ±0.24 D). In
order for the GOF-derived corneal power (CP) value to be used in standard biometry formulas,
the following adjustment needs to be applied:
CPBESSt_vc = 0.2431 + 0.9942 × CPGOF
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BESSt
Then we moved on to analyze the effect of using BESSt_vc-derived CP on eyes
undergoing LRS for either myopia (n=97) or hyperopia (n=23) and not requiring cataract
surgery. These eyes were studied both before and after the laser procedure and the CP
estimated with BESSt_vc was compared by regression analysis to the values obtained using the
clinical history method, which in our study served as the reference method, or gold standard*.
The BESSt_vc formula was then refined on the basis of the results of such regression analysis
until the closest possible fit with the K values calculated with the historical method was
obtained. This final version of the formula was named “BESSt” and it was designed in a way
so that it could be used with current 3rd generation biometry formulas.
In the original study, BESSt was tested in 13 eyes that had undergone myopic or
hyperopic LRS and needed phacoemulsification. The formula was shown to be statistically
significantly more accurate (or with smaller SDs) than the other methods tested (FIGURE 3).
The mean error and SDs were as follows: 0.07±0.62 D for BESSt; -0.91±0.80 D for the GOF
(p=0.04); -0.07±1.92 D for the historical method (p<0.01); -0.76±1.36 D for the Holladay
2 formula using K-values from the hard contact lens over-refraction technique (p=0.08). The
only method that fared similarly to BESSt was the Holladay 2 formula using K-values taken
from modern videokeratographers (-0.55 ±0.61 D) **, although the mean error was slightly
higher than with BESSt (p=0.4, not statistically significant).
* The circumstances of our study overcame the two main limitations of the historical method, since all the
required pre-refractive surgery information (such as refraction and K values) was available to us and no
lenticular changes occurred between before and 3 months after the laser operation, when the measurements
were re-taken.
** The Holladay 2 was not fully optimized (i.e. parameters such as lens thickness and white-to-white were
not used as they were not available).
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Figure 3. BESSt biometry outcomes following phacoemulsification after LRS in the published study.
Legend: History: historical method; Holl.2 CL: Holladay 2 formula with hard contact lens over-refraction
technique; GOF: Gaussian Optics Formula; Holl.2 Topo: Holladay 2 formula with K values from the Atlas
topographer; BESSt: BESSt formula as published.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BESSt 2
BESSt 2, the second iteration of the formula (unpublished data), improves on certain
aspects of the original formula and specifically reduces the error in post-hyperopic treatments
compared to the original one. BESSt 2 incorporates the following improvements compared
to its predecessor: 1) automatic prediction of the preoperative anterior corneal radius from
postoperative posterior corneal curvature measurements (this allows the automatic application
of the double-K adjustment for a more accurate prediction of the estimated IOL position);
2) two separate algorithms were developed based on the results of two regression analysis, one
for post myopic treatments (BESSt 2 Myopia) and one for post hyperopic treatments (BESSt
2 Hyperopia); 3) the BESSt 2-derived corneal power is automatically applied to a modified
3rd generation formula for the purpose of IOL power calculation. This modified formula
prevents the occurrence of the “zero argument” and the “cusp” phenomena present in the
SRK/T formula as it was published (more details below); 4) an error limitation algorithm was
introduced to prevent serious errors in eyes with extreme axial lengths. BESSt 2 IOL power
prediction curve for different axial lengths and K values is shown in FIGURES 4 and 5.
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Figure 4

Figure 5
Figures 4 and 5. IOL power prediction curves of BESSt 2 formula in eyes with different K values and axial
lengths.
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When tested on a larger dataset of 62 eyes having undergone LRS for either myopia
(N=38) or hyperopia (N=24) for an extensive range of refractions (mean preoperative SEQ:
-2.04±4.94 D; range -11.63 to +7.75 D), BESSt 2 showed a similar mean error compared
to its predecessor in the myopic group (-0.21±0.78 D for BESSt; -0.02±0.81 D for BESSt 2;
p>0.05); but a statistically significant improvement in the hyperopic group (-1.10±0.90 D for
BESSt; 0.02±1.00 for BESSt 2; p<0.05).  The proportion of eyes within 0.50 D from the target
refraction changed from 37 to 38% in the myopic group and improved from 13 to 38% in the
hyperopic group. The proportion of eyes within 1.00 D from the target changed from 73 to
76% in the myopic group and improved from 38 to 75% in the hyperopic group (FIGURE 6).

Figure 6. Mean error distribution of BESSt 2 Myopia / BESSt 2 Hyperopia in eyes undergoing cataract
surgery after LRS.

BESSt 2 AND THE OCULUS PENTACAM
BESSt 2 is available as an optional software add-on for the Oculus Pentacam (“BESSt
2 IOL Power Calculator”, EB EYE Ltd, UK, www.besstformula.com) of which a trial version is
available online (FIGURE 7).
To fully benefit from the “direct export” feature, the program should be installed on
the same computer where the Pentacam is running. In this way all the required parameters
are directly transferred from the Pentacam to the calculator for the purpose of IOL power
calculation. The program can also be installed on stand-alone PCs not physically connected to
the Pentacam hardware for research purposes. A mobile version is also available for iPhone
and iOS compatible devices (“Eye Pro 2011”, available on the App Store, Apple Inc, CA),
FIGURE 8.
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Advanced software features: real time IOL power plotting and automatic SRK/T artifact
detection:   An advanced feature, which is unique to the PC version of the program, is the
ability to display real-time IOL power plots showing the behavior of the different biometry
formulas as parameters such as axial length and K values are modified. Each plot shows, for any
given axial length, the changes in IOL power as the K values are increased or decreased. This
allows immediate identification of potential artifacts affecting certain formulas. An example of
such artifacts is when using the SRK/T formula for certain combinations of axial length and K
values (FIGURES 9 and 10). In fact, the SRK/T formula is affected by two phenomena that,
when not identified, could potentially lead to highly inaccurate IOL power calculations.

Figure 7. Calculation interface of “BESSt 2 IOL Power Calculator”.
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Figure 8. BESSt formula’s mobile version (Eye Pro 2011).

Figure 9. IOL power prediction curves of the SRK/T and Hoffer Q formula using “BESSt 2 IOL Power
Calculator”. The “cusp” phenomenon is evident in the upper curve, from the SRK/T formula. The lower
curve, from the Hoffer Q formula, is not affected by this artifact.
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Figure 10. Enhanced graphical representation of the SRK/T “cusp” phenomenon (*). In such cases it is
safer to choose a lower IOL power (roughly half way between the values calculated with the SRK/T and
with the Hoffer Q formula) in order to reduce the risk of a refractive surprise. The part of the curve to
the right of the cusp (‡) in theory could not be calculated without assigning the zero value to the ACDest
equation described above.

These are known as the “zero argument” and the “cusp” phenomena13, and occur
for certain combinations of axial lengths and K values, and most frequently in eyes with steep
corneas. The “zero argument” phenomenon occurs when the argument of the square root of
the “ACDest” equation in the formula becomes negative. This results in an error in the formula
as it was published in 199014, not allowing IOL power calculation. This problem was addressed
in the commercialized version of the formula by assigning the “zero” value to the argument
of the square root of such equation whenever this turned out to be a negative number. The
“cusp” phenomenon is a side effect of the previous problem.15 These phenomena may occur
either in untreated eyes (such as keratoconus or forme fruste keratoconus) or following LRS
for severe hyperopia. The PC program automatically detects when these artifacts occur and
prompts the user to choose an alternative formula to minimize the risk of a refractive surprise.
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The PC version of the program also allows the results to be compared with the historical
method (with or without double-K adjustment, and using refractions either at the spectacle or
corneal plane) for those cases in which pre-refractive surgery information is available. Table I
summarizes the indications of use of BESSt formula. The programs are not FDA approved.

TABLE 1 - BESSt Formula
Indications:
• Post-myopic or hyperopic excimer laser treatments.
• Lack of preoperative information.
Contraindications
• Both BESSt and BESSt 2 should never be used in the presence of significant corneal haze or
scarring and in post-incisional refractive surgery (such as radial or astigmatic keratotomy), as
the formulas were not tested in those eyes.
Caution:
• Extreme caution should be taken in eyes having undergone large myopic or hyperopic
ablations and in those eyes operated a long time ago using small diameter optical zones
(this is because BESSt was calibrated on the outcomes of modern excimer laser platforms).
• We always recommend comparing the results with other methods before proceeding with
surgery, and in the doubt always opt for a mild myopia.
Table 1. Indications of use of BESSt formula.

SUMMARY
We discussed two innovative formulas to estimate corneal power in either virgin or
treated eyes (BESSt_vc and BESSt, respectively) based on direct anterior and posterior corneal
curvature measurements rather than using the standard keratometric values. In our original
paper BESSt compared favorably with the other formulas and showed the lowest SDs in
the series. BESSt 2, in our experience, improves on its predecessor in reducing the risk of a
refractive surprise after hyperopic laser ablation. We think that BESSt is a little leap forward in
IOL power estimation after LRS, and we believe it could help in reducing the risk of refractive
surprise in these challenging cases. Compared to other formulas, it has the significant advantage
of not requiring any pre-refractive surgery information and it can be used successfully either
in post myopic or post hyperopic treatments.
Financial disclosure: Dr. Edmondo Borasio is a shareholder of EB EYE Ltd.
Acknowledgments:
My gratitude goes to my Consultants colleagues Mr Julian D Stevens and Mr Guy T Smith, and
the team at Moorfields Eye Hospital in London, for providing full support in the testing phase
of the formula.
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Evaluation of Corneal
Optical Quality for
Premium IOLs with
Pentacam HR
Naoyuki Maeda, MD

INTRODUCTION
Currently, new technology intraocular lenses (IOLs) (so called premium IOLs) such
as multi-focal IOLs, toric IOLs, aspherical IOLs, and combinations of these are available. At
this time we have the ability to modify the optical property of the eye post-operatively based
on the life style, occupational needs and wishes of each patient. Even if cataract surgery was
performed perfectly and the ideal premium IOL implanted the post-operative refractive error
and/or corneal irregular stigmatism may deteriorate the optical quality of the eye resulting in
patient dissatisfaction. Therefore, it is important for cataract surgeons to evaluate the optical
quality of the cornea before surgery. This chapter will discuss the four steps in the evaluation
of corneal optical quality as a screening procedure for premium IOLs.
DATA CAPTURE
Similar to the screening procedure before refractive surgery, it is important to follow
a systematic approach in evaluation of the tomographic results. The reliability of the data
should be checked before the interpretation of any map. The Pentacam has an index called
QS (quality specification) that describes the quality of the Scheimpflug image data. It evaluates
the total area covered, validity of the data, alignment and potential movement errors. If
QS for anterior or posterior surface is shown with red, the map should not be used and the
patient reimaged. A repeat map should be taken until the QS is acceptable (White). The
measurement before cataract surgery may be more difficult than before refractive surgery due
to the age of the patient and the decreased visual acuity. Very old patients or patients with
bad visual acuity might have difficulty fixating during the corneal measurements. Especially for
those patients the fixation target should be adjusted to help them with fixation. Additionally,
blepharoptosis might not allow for sufficient coverage which is essential for the calculation of
corneal higher-order aberrations.
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DISPLAY FOR SELECTING PREMIUM IOLs
The four steps used to assist the premium IOL selection are shown in TABLE 1.
FIGURE 1 is an example of the display in normal cornea. This display consists of 3 maps, the
Scheimpflug image, and a data box. The upper left is the axial power map using anterior surface
data with keratometric refractive index (n=1.3375). One can use this map for the diagnosis
of corneal curvature abnormalities. The center map is the total corneal refractive power
(n = 1.376 for cornea, n= 1.336 for aqueous). Total corneal refractive power is calculated
using ray tracing considering therefore the anterior and posterior corneal surface, corneal
thickness as well as the respective planes. It may be used in the future for IOL power
calculations in patients with corneal shape abnormality such as post-LASIK, post-PTK, and
post-keratoplasty after adding an adjusting factor related to the specific IOL formula used. The
upper right is the corneal pachymetric map. This map can be used to check the thickness at
the main incision and at the side ports. In addition, it might be useful to check the central
corneal thickness in patients of Fuchs corneal endothelial dystrophy or in patients with low
endothelial density. The Scheimpflug image can be used to evaluate the cataract and also to
check the anterior chamber depth. The data box shows topographic indices including total
corneal refractive power, corneal irregular astigmatism (total higher-order aberration), corneal
spherical aberration, and corneal cylinder. In addition, HWTW, simulated K readings, anterior
chamber depth, pupil diameter, and corneal thickness.

TABLE 1
Step 1: Evaluation of corneal irregular astigmatism
Check the irregular astigmatism with the refractive power map qualitatively, and with total HOA
quantitatively. The current cut-off value of less than 0.30 for multifocal IOLs, more than 0.5 for
the informed consent about significant irregular astigmatism.
Step 2: Detection of abnormal corneal shape
Check the abnormal corneal shape with the axial power map qualitatively, and with sagittal
front-back ratio quantitatively. Determine whether the routine method or special method
for IOL power calculation.
Step 3: Evaluation of corneal spherical aberration
Check the corneal spherical aberration. The tentative cut-off value of 0.1 or higher for
aspherical IOL and less than 0.1 for spherical IOL.
Step 4: Evaluation of corneal cylinder
Compare the magnitude and axis of cylinder between in K readings and in wavefront.
Consider surgical correction of regular astigmatism depend on the magnitude and axis.
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Figure 1. Normal cornea. Total HOA (0.140), spherical aberration (0.286), front-back ratio
(80.8), and cylinder (-0.8) are within normal ranges. Either multifocal aspherical IOL or
monofocal aspherical IOL is fine in terms of optical quality of the cornea.

STEP 1: Evaluation of Corneal Irregular Astigmatism
Irregular astigmatism can affect the quality of vision after surgery.1 When cataract
surgeries were only performed in patients with advanced visual loss, surgeons may not have
paid attention to such mild irregular astigmatism in the past. When only spherical IOLs were
available, the choice of IOLs was limited to the power calculation. Currently, however, both
patient and surgeon’s expectations are much higher. Mild irregular astigmatism can be the
cause of reduced vision, decreased contrast sensitivity and patient dissatisfaction. This is even
more pronounced in patients who opt for premium IOLs due to higher expectations.
It is important to rule out irregular astigmatism prior to considering a toric IOL.
Residual irregular astigmatism will not be corrected and patients can be instructed about
realistic visual expectations. In patients with mild cataracts a RGP lens fit is often helpful to
determine the optical loss secondary to irregular astigmatism. A significant visual gain with
a RGP fit compared to BSCVA will typically indicate visually significant irregular astigmatism.
The output in mild keratoconus is shown in FIGURE 2.
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Figure 2. Mild keratoconus. Total HOA (0.833) is high suggesting the need of RGP lens postoperatively and spherical aberration (-0.294) is low although corneal thickness is still 511
micrometer. Conventional spherical IOL is recommended with the informed consent for the
effects of corneal irregular astigmatism of quality of vision.

Higher order aberrations (HOA) can also be a cause of decreased visual performance
after multifocal IOLs. Currently, we set the cut-off value in total higher-order aberrations
(corneal wavefront) for the 4mm optical zone to 0.3 mm for mild irregular astigmatism,
0.5 mm for moderate irregular astigmatism.
STEP 2: Detection of Abnormal Corneal Shape
After many years, LASIK has become popular and established the position in the
correction of refractive errors. As the results, avoiding post-operative refractive errors following
cataract surgery in the post-LASIK patients have been a subject of discussion. Although these
patients are generally interested in the good uncorrected visual acuity following cataract
surgery, it is well-known that the hyperopic shift in post-operative refraction is frequently seen
with the conventional power calculation.
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The frequency in which surgeons are presented with patients with visually significant
cataracts after refractive surgery is increasing. Not only are these corneas harder to evaluate,
but the patients tend to be more demanding expecting similar outcomes as with their initial
refractive surgery. Using conventional IOL calculations in the post refractive patient typically
leads to a hyperopic result (see Chapter 13). Patients may also forget to mention their prior
refractive surgery, having been performed many years (decades) earlier and not realizing the
significance of their altered corneal contour. A careful inspection of the pre-operative anterior
corneal map should be done in every patient to rule out prior refractive surgery. An example
of the eye following LASIK was shown in FIGURE 3.
In the case of post-LASIK patients, special methods should be considered for the
calculating IOL power. The BESSt method utilizing Pentacam data is discussed in Chapter
13. 2

Figure 3. Post-LASIK. Total HOA (0.141) shows not clinically significant irregular astigmatism
and spherical aberration (0.553) is relatively high. Monofocal aspherical IOL is recommended
with the aid of special IOL formulas for post-LASIK.
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STEP 3: Evaluation of Corneal Spherical Aberration
Aspherical IOLs are widely used for correcting low degrees of corneal spherical
aberration.3 The reduction of spherical aberration produced by an appropriately selected
aspherical IOL improves contrast sensitivity especially in scotopic conditions without adversely
effecting depth of field.4
There is, however, a wide range of spherical aberration in the normal population. In
addition, high degrees of positive spherical aberration are seen after myopic refractive surgery
and high amounts of negative spherical aberration after hyperopic correction and in patients
with ectatic disease.5 It is advisable to evaluate the corneal spherical aberration to optimize
the choice of aspherical IOL.
The ocular and corneal spherical aberrations (RMS, 6mm diameter) in normal young
subjects are around +0.1 and +0.3, respectively, and spherical aberration of aspherical IOLs
ranges from 0µm (neutral aberration) to -0.275. We suggest limiting current aspherical IOLs
to patients with positive spherical aberration at the 6 mm zone to +0.1 or higher.
STEP 4: Evaluation of Corneal Cylinder
The concomitant correction of corneal cylinder is necessary to obtain maximal
uncorrected visual acuity in patients with preexisting regular corneal astigmatism. There are
many options for the surgical correction of astigmatism including toric IOLs, post-operative
excimer laser, and limbal relaxing incisions.
It is important to measure not only the magnitude of the astigmatism but the accurate
assessment of the axis is mandatory as an axis error on only 5 degrees will result in a 17%
reduction in the magnitude of the correction. As mentioned above, toric IOLs will only
correct regular astigmatism. In patients with significant irregular (non-orthogonal) astigmatism
it may be better corrected with wavefront-guided laser surgery or a combination of both. It is,
therefore, critical to evaluate not only corneal regular astigmatism but also corneal total higherorder aberration. FIGURE 4 demonstrates against-the-rule astigmatism.
SUMMARY
As demands and expectations of our patients are increasing, it is becoming increasingly
important to determine the pre-operative corneal optical quality and to determine the
presence of irregular astigmatism and to measure corneal asphericity. Optimal selection of
premium IOLs requires additional data that were not mandatory for standard spherical, monofocal IOLs. It is clear that the additional information offered by corneal tomography will yield
improvements in patient outcomes.
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Figure 4. Against-the-rule astigmatism. Total HOA (0.193), spherical aberration (0.394), and
front-back ratio (84.3) are within normal ranges. Against-the-rule astigmatism (-1.3) is good for
toric IOL. Either multifocal toric aspherical IOL or monofocal toric IOL is fine in terms of optical
quality of the cornea.
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Chapter
15

Scheimpflug Evaluation
of Primary Angle
Closure Glaucoma
Shuning Li, MD

Primary angle-closure glaucoma (PACG) is a more common form of glaucoma in
Asia than in the West. As opposed to primary open angle glaucoma (POAG), in angleclosure elevated IOP is due to aqueous outflow obstruction of the trabecular meshwork by
the peripheral iris resulting in optic nerve damage and visual loss and if untreated leading to
blindness (FIGURE 1). It is estimated that there are about 9.4 million PACG patients in China,
and 28.2 million people have anatomic narrow anterior chamber angle which are at risk for
subsequent primary angle closure (PAC). PACG is responsible for the vast majority of bilateral
glaucoma blindness in China.1
PACG has two clinical subtypes: one is acute primary angle closure glaucoma
(APACG), which results from the sudden occlusion of the anterior chamber angle by iris
tissue. It is characterized by ocular pain, blurred vision, eye injection, headache, nausea and
vomiting. IOP is typically higher than 50 mm Hg during attack; the other is chronic primary
angle closure glaucoma (CPACG), which results from progressive peripheral iris synechiae, and
is associated with a more gradual (chronic) elevation of IOP.

Figure 1. Appearance of the anterior segment after acute attack of PACG.
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No matter which type, biometric research have showed that PACG patients share
certain anterior segment characteristics such as flatter corneas, thicker lens, shallower anterior
chambers and narrow anterior chamber angles, which are believed to be the anatomic
risk factors for anterior chamber angle closure, and are the basis to study the angle closure
mechanism of PACG.2,3
Many methods have been utilized to visualize and measure the anatomic parameters
of the anterior segment of PACG patients, such as slit-lamp photography, various forms
of ultrasonic biomicroscopy (UBM) and anterior segment OCT (FIGURES 2-3). Slit-lamp
photography is the first method to be used to acquire anterior chamber parameters, but the
measurement process was not easy to control. First it is difficult to center the apex of the

Figure 2. Cross-section photo of anterior segment of PACG eye by UBM (Suowei Electronic
Technology Co., Ltd. China ). Shallow anterior chamber, bombe iris and closed angle are showed.

Figure 3. Photo of the same eye by VisanteTM OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.)
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cornea, and second it takes the photos slowly which result in measurement error because
of eye movement. Additionally, it requires further calculation to obtain anterior chamber
parameters and the results were often questionable and not reproducible.
A-Scan ultrasound only obtains information from one-dimension (i.e. central cornea
thickness, anterior chamber depth, lens thickness, eyeball axial length) and as such cannot
visualize the angle and anterior segment in three dimensions and fails to meet the requirements
for full angle analysis.
Cross-sectional imaging of the anterior segment by UBM or AS-OCT cannot provide
enough information to investigate the mechanism of anterior chamber angle closure because
of the angle diversity of each meridian. Continuous observation of dynamic three-dimensional
anterior chamber changes will be more helpful for exploring the mystery of angle closure.
Laser peripheral iridotomy (LPI) is the first-line surgical treatment for acute and chronic
angle-closure. It successfully prevents the attack of PAC and eliminates appositional angle
closure by widening the peripheral iridocorneal angle and eliminating pupillary block.4 At the
same time, the variation of anterior chamber morphology after LPI provides a good model to
investigate the mechanism of PACG. For example, after LPI, the iris flattens and there is a
reduction of the anterior bowing and iris convexity supplying strong evidence to support the
hypothesis of pupillary block suggested by Curran.8 In addition to the changes in iris contour,
the change in Anterior Chamber Volume (ACV) reflects the equalization of pressures between
the anterior and posterior chambers.
Three-dimensional imaging via a rotating Scheimpflug camera (e.g. Pentacam) is capable
of a 3-dimensional reconstruction of the anterior segment. Compared with UBM or AS-OCT,
Scheimpflug imaging is faster, taking a maximum of 2 seconds to generate a complete image of
the anterior segment. Eye movement is detected by a second camera and corrected for in the
process. When the examination is finished, the computer calculates a three dimensional virtual
model of the anterior eye segment, from which all additional information is derived including
topography of the cornea, cornea thickness, anterior chamber depth, pupil diameter, anterior
chamber volume, etc. Although there are multiple studies of the morphological changes of
anterior segment after LPI5,6 currently, only the Rotating Scheimpflug imaging can quantify the
three-dimensional changes in a clinically practical fashion.
To construct a three-dimensional model of anterior segment many cross-sectional
photographs of anterior segment are required. Additionally, the images need to be registered.
Registration is made much easier when all the images share some common point (e.g. passing
the central axis of the anterior chamber). This process also requires that the system is capable
of correcting for any movement error. By taking 25 pictures in 2 seconds and automatic
correcting for eye movement, the Pentacam constructs the three dimensional model of the
anterior chamber much more accurately than was possible before (FIGURES 4-5). Prior studies
using photo-grammetric measurement7 or AS-OCT8 failed to produce accurate reproducible
results. The limitations of Scheimpflug imaging is that the visible light cannot penetrate the
corneoscleral limbus, so the true configuration of the anterior chamber angle could not be
imaged, which results in calculation of ACA that is not as precise as other methods.
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Figure 4. Pre-laser peripheral iridotomy, Pentacam image shows a shallow peripheral anterior chamber,
bombe iris and a narrow angle. Anterior segment parameters such as anterior chamber volume (ACV),
central anterior chamber depth, pupil diameter are calculated at the same time.

Figure 5. Post-laser peripheral iridotomy, Pentacam image shows a deeper peripheral anterior chamber
and wider angle than before.
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Chapter
16

Other
Displays
Joerg Iwanczuk, Dipl Ing (FH)
Michael W. Belin, MD, FACS

OVERVIEW DISPLAY
The Overview Display (FIGURE 1) is a compilation of a number of images and or
maps which give a quick overview of the anterior segment.  While there is some flexibility in
which maps are shown, the utility of this display for standard refractive surgery screening is
somewhat limited.

Figure 1
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The Patient and Examination data are displayed in the upper right corner.   Just
below the patient data are a number of selected indices including: Simulated “K” readings,
location and pachymetry of the pupil center and thinnest regions of the cornea, and anterior
chamber volume and depth.  The upper left shows the cross-sectional image and position of
the Scheimpflug camera.  The user may select any one of the camera positions.  Below this
is the individual Scheimpflug image (SEE CHAPTER 12) associated with that camera position.  
The graphical display just to the right of the Scheimpflug image is the densitometry graph and
depicts the level of opacity of the ocular media (higher = less light transmission).  It is most
useful in evaluating lens and cornea clarity.
The lower left shows a 3-dimensional depiction of the anterior segment (cornea, iris
and lens).  The user may select which surfaces are to be displayed.  The lower right is a user
selectable map.  Any of the individual maps may be chosen.
IRIS PHOTO
The iris image (FIGURE 2) is prior to the rotating scan. Based on this the horizontal
corneal diameter the horizontal white to white (HWTW) is measured automatically. Using the
measurement arrows the location of the pupil can be determined manually. The pupil shape can
also be evaluated.

Figure 2
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CORNEAL POWER CALCULATION
Corneal Placido Topographers measures geometrical corneal slope values. These values
are converted into curvature values e.g. Axial (Sagittal) curvature or Instantaneous (Tangential)
curvature. These are computed as radius of curvature in mm.   The Pentacam measures
geometrical “Height (elevation)” values. These values are converted into Axial (Sagittal)
curvature values or Instantaneous (Tangential) curvature values too.  It is very common to use
the geometricalradius of curvature  (mm) and convert them into optical refractive power (dpt).
Normally a simple formula is used to convert curvature values into refractive power:
dpt =

(1.3375-1)
rant_surface       x 1000

in which:
• rant_surface is the radius of curvature of the anterior corneal surface
• 1.3375 the artificial refractive index nKeratometer
• 1 is the refractive index of air.
The calculation of corneal power requires the consideration of four optical effects
which are described below.
Optical Effect “A”: The Refractive Effect
A sphere has the same radius of curvature at every position, but due to the spherical
aberration the refractive power is not the same everywhere. If the effect of the spherical
aberration is not taken into account  a corneal sphere with a radius of, say, 7.5 mm would have
the same refractive power of 45 diopters at every position (using the keratometer calibration
index of nKeratometer=1.3375). Due to the spherical aberration, however, the refractive power
in the periphery is actually higher. The so-called “Refractive Maps” of the Pentacam are
calculated using Snell’s law of refraction and takes this effect into account.
Optical Effect “B”: Inclusion of Anterior and Posterior Surface
By convention most keratometers use the refractive index of nKeratometer=1.3375
when calculating the dioptric power from the anterior radius assuming the cornea is a single
refracting surface. However, it has been known for quite some time, that this keratometric
index is not the best approximation for the true, physiological power of the cornea. Due to the
contribution from the posterior surface and the refractive index of the cornea (ncornea=1.376)
the true net power of the cornea which can be calculated using “thin lens” or   ‘thick-lens’
models or using exact ray tracing is lower than the value reported by standard keratometry.
The deviation between true net power and standard keratometry becomes even worse when
dealing with corneas after excimer laser ablation (LASIK, LASEK, PRK etc.) of the front surface.
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Therefore after refractive corneal surgery, the calculation of the corneal refractive power based
only on the anterior surface using nKeratometer=1.3375    can no longer be used, as the ratio
between the anterior and the posterior radius of the cornea changes considerably.
Optical Effect “C”: The Refractive Index
For historical reasons, most Placido topographers and keratometers use the refractive
index of nKeratometer=1.3375 for the calculation of corneal refractive power. This refractive index
is actually incorrect even for the untreated eye (n≈1,332) and assumes a constant radiratio
between the posterior and anterior curvature of the cornea of app. 82.2%. As many IOL power
calculation formulas use the incorrect ‘K-reading (in dpt)’ directly, an empirical correction is
needed in the end to adjust the correct IOL power in these formulas even in normal cases.
Care should be taken, however, when using ‘K-readings’ from post-LASIK corneas or values
based on true net power or ray tracing, as these diopter readings are out-of-range for these
empiric IOL calculation formulas if not corrected for or converted into ‘equivalent’ K-readings.
Some modern formulas are able to deal with the true, measured curvatures of the front and
back surface of the cornea, however.  
Optical Effect “D”: Location of the Principle Planes
If ray tracing is used to calculate the corneal power parallel light is sent through the
cornea. Each light beam is refracted according to the refractive index of the cornea(ncornea=1.376)
and aqueous (naqueous =1.336), the slope of the anterior and posterior corneal surface, and the
exact location of the refraction. This is necessary because the anterior and posterior surface
have principal planes that are located slightly different due to corneal thickness.
The Pentacam can measure the anterior and the posterior corneal surface and its
thickness. With this in mind further corrections can be done. The Pentacam does provide
different maps to predict corneal power:
1) Sagittal Power Map (also called Axial Power Map) (FIGURE 3)
This is the common “Placido Style Map”. 1.3375 and the simple formula
(1.3375-1)
dpt = r
       x 1000
ant_surface
is used to convert corneal curvature into corneal power. So this map shows similar power
values like other Placido topographers.
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Figure 3. Sagittal power map of a sphere, r=8mm.
2) Refractive Power Map (FIGURE 4)
This map uses only values from the anterior surface, but the effect ”A” is taken
into account. 1.3375 is used for the conversion of curvature into refractive power but the
calculation uses Snell’s law of refraction on top (FIGURE 5). This is a map that other Placido
Topographers also may show, because it is based only on the anterior corneal surface.

Figure 4. Refractive Power map of a sphere, r=8mm.
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Figure 5. Snell’s law of refraction.
3) True Net Power (FIGURE 6)
This map shows the optical power of the cornea, by using sagittal curvature
values from the anterior and the posterior surface. The refractive index of corneal
tissue (ncornea=1.376) is used for calculating the anterior power and refractive index
of the aqueous (naqueous =1.336) is used to calculate the posterior power.
Then these results are added. So in that map effect “B” is taken into account.

Figure 6. True Net Power map of a sphere, rant=8mm and rpost=6.58mm.
The equation used:
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4) Equivalent K-Reading Power Map (FIGURE 7)
This map was designed to take into account the refractive effect and the effect of the
posterior surface, but the map should output power values (EKR) that are in normal cases (no
Lasik) comparable with SimK, which are usually derived from the Sagittal Map. The power
calculation uses the refractive index of the corneal tissue (ncornea=1.376)   and the aqueous
(naqueous =1.336). Snell’ law is used to calculate the power. The result of anterior power and
posterior power are added. After that, the map is shifted, so that for a normal eye (posterior
radius 82% of anterior radius) the K-values “EKR” would match the SimK of a Sagittal Map.
In other words, the error that 1.3375 would create to a sagittal map is now added to that
EKR-Map. This is done, because such a map provides K-values (EKR), that can be used in IOLformulas that correct for 1.3375. So this map takes into account of effect “A”, “B” and “C”.
The study to validate the method was conducted with the help of the Holladay 2
formula. It was thereby determined that after LASIK, a mean zonal EKR in the 4.5 mm zone
yielded the best correlation with the clinically historical method with a mean prediction error
of -0.06dpt ± 0.56 dpt. For post-RK patients, the 5 mm zone gave the best correlation with a
mean prediction error of –0.04dpt ± 0.94 dpt.1

Figure 7. EKR Power Map of a sphere, rant=8mm and rpost=6.58mm.
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5) Total Corneal Refractive Power Map (FIGURE 8)
This map uses ray tracing to calculate the power. Parallel light is sent to the cornea, the
light beams are refracted according to the refractive indices of corneal tissue (ncornea=1.376)  and
aqueous (naqueous =1.336), the slope of the anterior and posterior corneal surface and the exact
location of the refraction. This is necessary because the anterior and posterior surface has principal
planes that are located slightly different  due to corneal thickness (FIGURE 9). In this map effect
“A”, “B”, “C” and “D” are taken into account. The result of this map is the most realistic, but this
result will deviate from “normal (sagittal) SimK’s” so it cannot be used in historical IOL formulas.

Figure 8. Total Corneal Refractive Power Map of a sphere, rant=8mm and rpost=6.58mm.

Figure 9. Snell’s law of refraction for anterior and posterior cornea
as well as consideration of the principle planes.
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INDIVIDUAL MAPS
Single map displays are available for corneal thickness, anterior and posterior
elevations, anterior and posterior sagittal and tangential curvatures, refractive power maps
as well as anterior chamber depth.  They are selected by choosing the “1 Large Color Map”
option and then selecting the map from the drop-down list.   There are some other special
maps which are discussed below.  All the single maps share a common presentation of corneal
indices which is shown on the left side of the display (FIGURE 10) and is described below.
The steep (K2/Rs) s and the flat (K1/Rf) simulated keratometry values are shown for
both the anterior and posterior surfaces.   These are computed at the central 3mm zone
and are always orthogonal (i.e. 90 degrees apart).   The orientation of the major and minor
meridians is shown in the small diagram on the left side of the field.  (It should be noted that
even in highly irregular corneas the simulated K values will be reported as orthogonal and that
this does not suggest that the corneal is regular).

Figure 10

The other values depicted are:
Rf/K1:			
Rs/K2:			
Rm/Km:
QS:			
Axis:
Astig.:			

Flat central radii in the 3mm zone.
Steep central radius in the 3mm zone.
Mean central radius, arithmetic average of Rf and Rs.
Stands for “quality statement” and is a check on the image acquisition
quality.  Here “OK” means the acquired image was of sufficient quality.
Axis of corneal astigmatism (red for steep, blue for flat and user selectable).
Corneal astigmatism in the central 3 mm.
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Q-val.:			
Rper:			
Rmin:
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Corneal shape factor of the cornea in 30°.
The mean radii of the zone between the 7mm and 9mm ring.
Minimum radii of the cornea.

(For the conversion of the curvature readings into refractive power on the anterior surface
a refractive index of n = 1.3375 is used and for the posterior surface the refractive index
n = 1.376 for cornea and 1.336 for aqueous is used.)
COMPARE 2 EXAMS / COMPARE 4 EXAMS
These displays allow the user to show different exams from the same patient to
compare and to observe the differences between exams (e.g. pre and post LASIK) (FIGURE
11).  Any of the available single maps (e.g. anterior and posterior elevation, corneal thickness,
sagittal and tangential curvature, etc.) may be selected and their differences will be computed.  
Additionally, the user may left click on any of the maps and the corresponding individual point
value will be displayed on all the maps.  On the “Compare 4 Exam” display the user selects
which 2 of the 4 maps displayed will be used to compute the difference.
This display is particularly useful for showing surgical effect or following a progressive
disease (e.g. keratoconus).

Figure 11
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TOPOMETRIC
The Topometric display (FIGURE 12) is designed to analyze the cornea based on
anterior and posterior curvature data. This display presents a number of anterior curvature
values commonly found on Placido based systems.  The display shows anterior and posterior
sagittal curvature with their associated Simulated K values (SIM K), pachymetry, true net power,
and asphericity values.   Additionally it displays the following 8 curvature indices. (These
indices which were derived from Placido based data only consider the anterior corneal surface.
Their predictive and descriptive abilities are limited by not evaluating either the posterior surface
or the pachymetric distribution).

Figure 12

(Left clicking on any of these indices opens up a descriptive page)
ISV =

IVA =

KI =

Index of Surface Variance. Gives the deviation of individual corneal radii from the
mean value. This index is elevated in all types of irregularity of the corneal surface
(scars, astigmatism, deformities caused by contact lenses, keratoconus, etc.).
Index of Vertical Asymmetry. Gives the degree of symmetry of the corneal radii
with respect to the horizontal meridian as axis of reflection. Elevated in cases of
oblique axes of astigmatism, in keratoconus or in limbal ecstasies.
Keratoconus-Index. Elevated especially in keratoconus.
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CKI =
IHA =

IHD =
RMin =
TKC =
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Center Keratoconus-Index. Elevated especially in central keratoconus.
Index of Height Asymmetry. Gives the degree of symmetry of height data with
respect to the horizontal meridian as the axis of reflection. Analogous to IVA,
though sometimes more sensitive.
Index of Height Decentration. This index is calculated from Fourier analysis of
height and gives the degree of vertical decentration. Steeper in keratoconus.
Radii Minimum. Gives the smallest radius of curvature in the entire field of
measurement. Elevated in keratoconus.
Topographical Keratoconus Classification,   based on anterior corneal data the
keratoconus is classified based on the Amsler/Muckenhirn staging. (Note – this
classification ignores the degree of thinning and ectatic changes on the posterior
surface. This classification would classify as normal eyes with significant posterior
changes associated with thinning if the anterior surface was uninvolved and is also
prone to false positives in corneas with a displaced apex).

PACHYMETRIC
The Pachymetric Maps / Display and indices are discussed extensively in Chapter 7.  
The individual “Pachymetric” display (FIGURE 13) provides the color map of the distribution

Figure 13
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of corneal thickness, the thickness of the cornea at the apex, pupillary center and the thinnest
corneal point.  It provides the corneal volume calculated at the 10 mm optical zone centered
on the apex, the chamber volume at the 12 mm zone centered at the apex and the anterior
chamber depth (ACD).  
Please keep in mind that a dilated pupil will influence the evaluation of the
chamber analysis and may supply wrong results.
The two large graphs (Corneal Thickness Spatial Profile (CTSP) and Percentage
Thickness Increase (PTI)) and the progression index show how the corneal thickness changes
relative to data from a normal population.  The graphs show the “average” normal values and
+/- 2 SD (95% confidence interval).  Pachymetric progression data are very useful in screening
for ectatic disease.
HOLLADAY EKR DETAIL REPORT
As more and more of the early refractive surgery patients age and develop cataracts
the need for accurate post-refractive IOL calculations increases.  Unfortunately, many of these
patients do not have their pre-refractive corneal measurements available, making the desirable
historical method of IOL calculation impossible (pre-operative K’s adjusted for original (precataract) refractive effect).  Standard keratometry assumes normal sphero-cylindrical optics and
assumes a constant relationship between the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces.  Standard
keratometry assigns a refractive index of 1.3375 to the entire cornea and predicts overall
corneal power based solely on anterior curvature measurements.   These assumptions are
usually accurate in “normal average” eyes and explains the excellent refractive results typically
seen with modern phaco surgery.   After refractive surgery, however, these assumptions no
longer hold true and utilizing standard “K” values in IOL formulas may lead to a “refractive
surprise” (significant deviation from the desired refractive result).
Since the relationship between the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces deviate
from “typical” after refractive surgery, the optical approximation of the corneal power requires
data from both anterior and posterior surfaces as well as the index of refraction of the cornea
and aqueous.  Additionally, the power change from the corneal center to the periphery may
change dramatically after refractive surgery and the overall power may be more dependent
(post-operatively) on the pupillary size.  The Equivalent Keratometer Readings (EKR) utilizes all
of the above information to produce a graphical and tabular representation of the “adjusted”
post surgical “K” readings at varying pupil sizes (FIGURES 14 and 15).   In the absence of
historical data, the utilization of the EKR (at an appropriate papillary size) in standard IOL
formulas may allow for more precise post-refractive IOL calculation.
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Figure 14

Figure 15
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The EKR detailed report shown in FIGURE 14 for a post LASIK patient and in FIGURE
15 for a post RK patient shows the EKR at different optical zones (pupillary sizes) in tabular
format in the upper left.  The graphical analysis in the lower left shows the power distribution on
the corneal surface at selected optical zones.  The graph at the upper right compares the mean
zonal EKR vs zone diameter (blue), mean zonal sagittal curvature vs zone diameter (green) and
mean ring sagittal curvature vs ring diameter (red).  These two graphs depict the likelihood that
the predicted IOL power calculation will result in an acceptable patient outcome.  Compare
the lower left graph in the first map (FIGURE 14) in the post LASIK patient to that of the post
RK patient (FIGURE 15).  The LASIK patient shows a fairly tight peak of refractive power at the
specified optical zone, while the post RK patient because of the distorted cornea has multiple
smaller peaks suggesting a more variable refractive outcome.  
PHAKIC IOL (pIOL) SIMULATION PROGRAM
The 3D simulation program for phakic intraocular lenses was developed in cooperation
with Prof. Dr. Burkhard Dick and Dr. Mana Tehrani from the Johannes-Gutenberg-University
Mainz/Germany. This software was designed to assist surgeons in the pre-operative planning
for the implantation of pIOL’s into the anterior chamber and to determine whether adequate
clearances are present for safe implantation.
The specific pIOL type and power can be chosen from the database. The selected
lens is located on the iris automatically. The minimum distances between phakic IOL and
endothelium and natural crystalline lens are calculated in all dimensions and automatically
displayed (FIGURE 16).  The pIOL alignment can additionally be modified by the user.  The
pIOL simulation software offers an automatic calculation of the refractive power of the pIOL
with reference to the subjective refraction of the patient.
Additionally, due to the normal growth of the lens with age and subsequent shallowing
of the anterior chamber, an aging prediction module was incorporated.   The age of the
patient can be changed while clicking to the arrow keys or typing in a specific age. The software
assumes a growing of 18µm per year for the crystalline lens. The outcome of this is an anterior
movement of the iris towards the cornea.   Depending on the predicted age the clearances
in the Scheimpflug image change.   The minimum clearances in the anterior chamber are
shown on the lower right hand side of the display.  In the following example (FIGURE 17), we
demonstrate the effect of “aging” the patient 20 years (from 28 to 48 years).
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Figure 16

Figure 17
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Figure 18

CONTACT LENS FITTING SIMULATION
The complex interaction between a rigid contact lens and the corneal surface can only
be simulated if you know the true corneal shape (elevation) and if the system is capable of
imaging more of the corneal surface than is typical of a reflective Placido based system.  If the
total corneal shape is known, Rigid Gas Permeable lenses (RGP) can be “fit” to the corneal
surface and the lens/corneal relationship can be predicted.  The lenses can be adjusted both
in overall diameter, base curve and peripheral curves and a simulated fluorescein pattern can
be produced.  
The (Contact) “Lens Fitting” Display (FIGURE 18) allows the practitioner to either
design a custom lens or to select from a large number of commercially available rigid lens
designs.   The lens selection can then be modified based on the simulated lens / cornea
alignment and predicted fluorescein pattern.
REFERENCES
1. Jack T. Holladay, MD, MSEE, FACS; Warren E. Hill, MD, FACS; Andreas Steinmueller, MSc: Corneal Power
Measurements Using Scheimpflug Imaging in Eyes With Prior Corneal Refractive Surgery: The Journal Of
Refractive Sugery, 25, 863-868, 2009.
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in a Cataract Practice
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CATARACT ASSESSMENT
Cataract is a major public health issue and one of the principal causes of blindness
worldwide. Quantitative measurement of cataract is vital for investigating the possible risk
factors of cataract formation, documenting progression of cataract in longitudinal studies, as
well as for epidemiologic studies and clinical trials.1 Nuclear cataract comprises the largest
subgroup of cataracts in clinical studies, and its grading is often challenging. The ideal lens
grading system should be objective and reproducible. A standardized grading system is also
imperative to accurately reflect the severity of cataract at past appointments, because patients
are often seen by a different doctor at each visit. This is especially useful in longitudinal
studies on nuclear cataract. Several clinical classifications have been used to evaluate cataract,
including the Lens Opacities Classification System (LOCS) III,2 the Age-Related Eye Disease
Study,3 and Laser slit-lamp evaluation,4 with the LOCS III being the most established.
However, the LOCS III and other systems are based on clinical measurements such as
slit-lamp evaluation, lens photography, patient age, best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) and
have a common limitation of the subjective nature of grading. They are influenced by the slitlamp settings and level of training of the evaluator. This could lead to inconsistencies in the
application of the system over time and between observers.
These concerns about the LOCS III system encouraged the development of objective
methods based on Scheimpflug photography. The Scheimpflug principle (FIGURE 1),
described over a century ago, aims at increasing the depth of field.   The increased depth
of field or plane of sharp focus in Scheimpflug imaging is achieved by changing the relative
plane of film (sensor) to the camera lens. In a regular camera the film plane and the lens
plane are parallel to each other, resulting in a plane of focus that runs parallel to these. Slitlamp photographs, on the other hand, provide an image with the best focus corresponding to
only a part of the lens, either the anterior or posterior capsule, while other parts of the image
are not focused.5   Out of focus images cannot be accurately analyzed for lens density. In
FIGURE 1, the lens plane is inclined to the film plane resulting in change of focus plane along
the line of intersection (Scheimpflug line). All objects on this Scheimpflug line will remain in
focus.
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Figure 1. The Scheimpflug principle describing the three planes that must converge along a single line.
These three planes are the film plane, the subject plane and lens plane. The lens plane is a flat surface
drawn through the center of the lens and remaining perpendicular to the lens axis (a line straight through
the lens). With a normal camera, when the subject is not parallel to the image plane, only a small region
is in focus. This limitation is overcome with the Scheimpflug camera.

The Pentacam captures a sharply focused section of lens and can compute analysis
of density at different points of the image in up to one hundred radii (Using the Pentacam
HR, 50 radii using the Pentacam) thus giving a nearly three-dimensional (3-D) calculation of
lens density. These images provide a section of the lens, evenly focused from the anterior to
posterior capsule.  Scheimpflug photographs were initially described for imaging of cataracts
by Brown in 19726,7 and subsequently Hockwin et al in 1979.8 Several systems have since
been developed and researched for grading lens opacities, including the Oxford Scheimpflug
System,9 the Topcon SL-45 (Topcon, Tokyo, Japan),10 the Zeiss Scheimpflug video camera,11
the Nidek EAS-100012 and now the Pentacam.
The Scheimpflug images also allow for a truly continuous measure as compared with
the LOCS III system, which has grading systems in steps, thereby permitting the detection of
subtle amounts of cataract progression in a shorter period of time. The rotating Scheimpflug
camera employed in the Pentacam system offers several distinct advantages over previous
Scheimpflug systems,13-16 which were mostly designed to capture an image in a single
meridian, thereby providing lens density values limited to that single section. By capturing
up to 100 slices in a single 180° sweep around the central axis of the lens of the eye in
approximately 2 seconds, the Pentacam overcomes the limitation of capturing images in a
single section, thereby providing a global 360° evaluation of lens density and avoiding the
need to acquire multiple scans at different meridians.
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Pentacam’s densitometry of the human lens provides an analysis of the lens
opacification or the loss of transparency or cataract. Pentacam calculates density based on
reflectometry, since we measure the reflected light (FIGURES 2 and 3).
We recently evaluated the relationship of lens density calculated using the Pentacam
system with the LOCS III grading and visual function as measured by logarithmic minimal angle
resolution (logMAR) BCVA and photopic contrast sensitivity.17
The importance of contrast sensitivity compared with visual acuity in assessment of
quality of vision has been reported since our surrounding environment contains a greater

Figure 2. Schematic Image showing that the measured lens densitometry is a function of the reflective
situations, since the reflected light is measured. The blue is the reflected light and yellow is the transmitted
light.

Figure 3. The relative density on Pentacam is a ratio of maximum possible levels of grey divided
by the observed level of grey. It is assumed that there can be a maximum of 256 levels of grey.
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amount of low than high contrast visual stimuli. We obtained standardized digital images of
the lens according to the LOCS III protocol on the Topcon SL-D digital slit lamp (Topcon) and
Scheimpflug images were obtained using the rotating Scheimpflug camera. All images were
obtained for one eye of each patient. The LOCS III nuclear opacity was graded by comparing
the digital photograph of the lens to be graded with the standard color photographic
transparencies of cortical cataract, nuclear opalescence (NO), nuclear color (NC) and posterior
sub-capsular cataract. For this study only the NO and NC gradings were used.
ANALYSIS OF SCHEIMPFLUG IMAGES
In our study we did not use the built in 3D lens densitometry with the Pentacam
Nucleus Staging (PNS) software. Instead we defined a region of Interest on individual
Scheimpflug Images, which was analyzed using ImageJ Software.18
Since certain lens regions are more representative of the opacification and change
in severity of nuclear sclerosis (or lens density) than others, we defined a “region of interest”
(ROI) that excluded the lens cortex, similar to previous work by Duncan et al.19 Eliminating
information from the lens cortex is important in defining a common lens nuclear area and
measuring the optical density in that area. A standard elliptical mask was defined to encompass
as much of the lens nucleus as possible without including the cortex (FIGURE 4). This area

Figure 4. Lens Density Assessment on Scheimpflug images with ImageJ software. Scheimpflug image of
the lens exported to ImageJ software for measuring the average lens density (A), nuclear lens density
in the region of interest; marked by the elliptical mask (B), and a digital slit-lamp photograph of the
same lens (C).
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provided an integral sample for documentation and evaluation of nuclear density, and it has
been reported to be capable of being used almost universally for all patients in the age range
of 50 to 80 years. The average lens density was calculated by marking the edges of the lens.
Since our study was conducted using the standard Pentacam, 50 Scheimpflug images were
captured and analyzed for each eye.
The reproducibility of lens density was evaluated using Scheimpflug images and ImageJ
software based on 5 successive scans obtained by the same operator in the right eye in a subset
of 30 patients. Bland-Altman plot showing the repeatability of lens density measurements
(average lens density and nuclear lens density measured in pixel intensity units) obtained
using ImageJ software on 50 Pentacam Scheimpflug images each, for the subset of 30 patients.  
Average lens density measurements demonstrated an Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC)
of 0.983 (95% CI, 0.972– 0.991). The Coefficient of variation (CoV) was 3.92 ± 1.76% (range
0.55–7.32%). Nuclear lens density measurements demonstrated an ICC of 0.99 (95% CI,
0.982–0.998) and a CoV of 2.57 ± 0.74% (range, 0.32– 4.21%) (FIGURES 5 and 6).

Figure 5. Bland Altman plots demonstrating repeatability of Lens Density using Scheimpflug images.

Figure 6. Scatter plots demonstrating correlation of lens density using
Scheimpflug images with LOCS III grading.
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The average lens density correlated with NO grade (r = 0.774; p <0.001), NC grade
(r = 0.732; p <0.001), logMAR BCVA (r = 0.696; p <0.001), CS at 3 cycles per degree (CPD)
(r  = 0.242; p = 0.011), at 6 CPD (r = 0.473; p <0.001), 12 CPD (r = 0.497; p <0.001),
and 18 CPD (r = 0.480; p = 0.001). The pixel intensity for the nuclear lens density (ROI)
correlated with NO grade (r = 0.859; p <0.001; NC (r = 0.81; p <0.001), logMAR BCVA
(r = 0.760; p <0.001), CS at 3 CPD (r = 0.299; p = 0.002), at 6 CPD (r = 0.548; p <0.001),
12 CPD (r = 0.603; p <0.001), and 18 CPD (r = 0.485; p <0.001).
We observed that although both the average and nuclear lens density measurements
significantly correlated with LOCS III grading, logMAR BCVA, and photopic contrast sensitivity,
the correlation of nuclear lens density was significantly stronger. This confirmed earlier reports
highlighting the importance of this region and its strong correlation with visual function.20  The
reproducibility of lens density for the nuclear region (CoV 2.57%) was higher than that for the
average lens density (CoV 3.92%). The stronger association of the nuclear lens density with
the NO grade than the NC grade (Z = 1.92; P <0.05) suggested that the Scheimpflug images
provide a better indicator of lens density than lens color.
The correlation of contrast sensitivity with the nuclear lens density was significant
because it suggested that the Scheimpflug grading system could provide a sensitive indicator of
the quality of vision. Drews-Bankiewicz et al21 had earlier demonstrated a similar correlation
using a Scheimpflug slit-lamp video camera. Our data concerning the reproducibility of
average lens density on Scheimpflug images showed an ICC of 0.983, which was marginally
higher than the 0.95 to 0.97 reported for the LOCS III22 and similar to that reported using the
anterior segment optical coherence tomography (ASOCT).23 The CoV for reproducibility of
nuclear lens density measurements was 2.57% as compared with 4.55% using the ASOCT.23
Lens density values derived from semi-automated densitometry measurements of
Scheimpflug photographs diminish grading variability and therefore permit better estimates of
change.  We demonstrated that the mean 360° lens density value obtained using a rotating
Scheimpflug camera correlated well with the currently established LOCS III grading system,
visual acuity, and photopic contrast sensitivity. The correlation obtained for the nuclear lens
density was the highest and this was also found to be the most reproducible measurement,
suggesting that this index could be a valuable tool in future clinical and research trials
permitting the detection of changes in nuclear density over a short period of time.
The Pentacam software now incorporates the PNS function (FIGURE 7) that evaluates
volume and optical density in three dimensions through a dilated pupil. The software uses
the data from up to 100 Scheimpflug images to virtually reconstruct the lens, which it then
evaluates using a series of 3-D definable shapes to assess the mean optical density of the
sampled volumes. The density is subsequently compared against a developed nomogram and
the cataract is assigned a grade from zero to five.
One of the limitations of Scheimpflug imaging is that the internal structures of the lens
are observed through the preceding refractive surfaces, that is, the cornea and the anterior lens
surface, and the reflection at these surfaces limits and distorts the shape of the internal structure
of the lens. Other limitations are that imaging through a poorly dilated pupil interferes with
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Figure 7. Stepwise description to calculate the lens density on Scheimpflug images using the inbuilt
Pentacam Nucleus Staging (PNS) function.
• Select ‘Scheimpflug image’ from the ‘Display’ Menu.
• The camera and slit position is displayed; the reflex from the Bowman membrane is
illustrated as the first peak in the densitometry graph (in green on right).
• Select the PNS (at bottom). The position, size and shape of the selected area can be
changed from the parameters in the red box (highlighted in inset). The X, Y and Z position
of the selected area can be adjusted. The diameter, central height, and front and back
curvature can also be changed and the volume of the selected area is calculated. The green
box displays the observed values in terms of average, standard deviation, and maximum
density. The Pentacam nuclear staging (PNS) grade is provided as a numerical value ranging
from 0 to 5 (window top left).

the Pentacam’s sampling technology, eyes with pseudoexfoliation, and intraoperative floppy
iris syndrome and, white cataracts which limit the Pentacam’s ability to accurately sample the
central nucleus.
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REPRESENTATIVE IMAGES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CATARACT
FIGURES 8-11 provide representative Pentacam Scheimpflug images of different types
of cataract.

Figure 8. Anterior Cortical Cataract - The anterior capsule is clearly delineated. The plane of the opacities
is defined. The depth can be measured in microns. The density of the cataract is displayed by placing the
cursor over the cataract.

Figure 9. Posterior Polar Cataract.
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Figure 10. Nuclear Sclerosis. Note the uniform increase in the opalescence of the nucleus. A band of
increased density is observed in the deep anterior cortex. The cortex anterior to it is clear.

Figure 11. Zonular Cataract.
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UTILITY OF PREOPERATIVE LENS DENSITY IN PLANNING PHACOEMULSIFICATION
Objective lens density quantification could assist in predicting phacodynamics in
cataract surgery. The efficiency of ultrasound (US) energy use in phacoemulsification systems
is important. The nucleus and the epi-nucleus, are the primary parts of a cataract that
require US energy via phacoemulsification for removal. In the context of phacoemulsification
efficiency, little phacoemulsification power is expended to remove the sub-capsular cortex
of the cataract or posterior sub capsular cataract, which can usually be extracted during the
irrigation/aspiration phase of cataract removal. Lower levels of US power may help limit
endothelial cell damage and result in clearer post operative corneas; therefore, it is helpful to
plan phacoemulsification surgery with the lowest levels of US power needed based on cataract
density.
Previous studies have shown that cataracts at a more advanced stage on the LOCS
scale were found to require more energy and a longer effective phacoemulsification time.
Effective phacoemulsification time (EPT), EPT = (Average phacoemulsification power × US
Time)/100%.
Nixon15 recently demonstrated that when using PNS to grade cataracts, there was
an overall reduction in needle time, BSS use and the phacoemulsification energy required
to remove grade 1 cataracts as well as cataracts of grades 4 and 5. Both Kim et al14 and
Nixon15 also recently showed that Scheimpflug - measured lens nuclear density had a
positive correlation with cumulated dissipated energy and torsional amplitude and time
during phacoemulsification. They also demonstrated a linear relationship between the
phacoemulsification energy and the cataract’s relative grade.
We analyzed 250 eyes of 250 patients undergoing cataract surgery. We found that
Nuclear Lens Density had a stronger correlation as compared to Average Lens Density with
Effective phacoemulsification time (Z = -3.06, p = 0.002); Ultrasound time (UST) (Z = -2.21,
p = 0.03) and average phacoemulsification power (Z = -3.6, p = 0.0003) (FIGURE 12).  The
stronger correlation of nuclear lens density could be explained by the assumption that the
majority of phacoemulsification energy is expended in removing the nucleus. This suggests the
utility of nuclear lens density in preoperative planning.
Pentacam Scheimpflug lens densitometry offers the ability to preoperatively assess
and quantify an individual nuclear cataract. This could potentially allow for pre-programming
the phacoemulsification parameters and tip selection to optimize surgical efficiency, improve
safety and predict the phacodynamics and facilitate the development of “customized cataract
surgery”. Preoperatively customized phacoemulsification settings based on an objective
measurement of cataract rather than making intraoperative adjustments could yield lower
phacoemulsification time, lower needle time, and (potentially) better outcomes.
In addition, the significant correlation between EPT and cataract density allows this
technique to be advanced as a possible standard for future comparisons in cataract surgery
such as comparing longitudinal and transverse modes of phacoemulsification and other
machine parameters.
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Figure 12. Scatter plots demonstrating correlation between nuclear lens density calculated using
Pentacam scheimpflug images and phacoemulsification parameters: Effective phacoemulsification time
(r = 0.597, p<0.001; top left), average phacoemulsification power (r = 0.653, p<0.001; middle right)
and ultrasound time (r = 0.521, p<0.001; bottom left).
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CAPSULAR BAG DISTENSION SYNDROME
Capsular bag distention syndrome (CBDS) is an uncommon but well recognized
complication after cataract surgery. It is associated with enlargement of the space between
intraocular lens (IOL) implant and posterior capsule. It often produces anterior vaulting of
IOL optic, anterior bowing of the iris, shallowing of the anterior chamber, and a myopic shift.
The fluid within the capsular space can turn turbid or cloudy, resulting in decreased vision.
Pentacam Scheimpflug images documents CBDS24 including the exact measurements of the
distended posterior capsule, density or turbidity of the fluid, IOL position, and its relation to
the capsular bag and iris to rule out pupillary block (FIGURE 13). The decrease in distention
of the posterior capsule post-capsulotomy could be measured with Pentacam.  Scheimpflug
imaging in such cases is quicker and more precise than ultrasound biomicroscopy and highfrequency ultrasonography. Screening pseudophakic eyes using Scheimpflug imaging could
help to detect and quantify CBDS at an early stage and to document changes over a period
of time and the post-capsulotomy status. In a series of 11 eyes with CBDS we found that the
average amount of myopia induced due to CBDS was 0.75 D and the average hyperopic shift
after capsulotomy was 0.64 D.

Figure 13. Slit lamp photograph of capsular bag distension syndrome showing posterior bowing of
the opacified posterior capsule with Elschnig pearls (Left), Pentacam Tomogram (Top center) and
Scheimpflug Image (Top right) showing capsular bag distension syndrome allowing for calculation of
exact measurements of the distended posterior capsule, assessment of density or turbidity of the fluid,
IOL position, and its relation to the capsular bag and iris to rule out pupillary block with pre-capsulotomy
measurements . The post-capsulotomy tomogram (Bottom Center) and Scheimpflug image (Bottom right)
illustrate the change in measurements. Size of the distended capsular bag may help predict the refractive
outcome after capsulotomy.
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POSTERIOR CAPSULE OPACIFICATION
Posterior capsule opacification (PCO) remains the most common cause of impaired
postoperative visual acuity following cataract extraction. There is continued focus on several
experimental and clinical trials, including studies of surgical techniques, IOL design, and
drugs to reduce the incidence of PCO. An objective quantitative measurement of PCO is of
paramount importance to assess the efficacy of such trials. Although several imaging systems
have been reported, at present there is no consensus on an optimal quantification method
for PCO analysis. The use of Scheimpflug imaging to quantify PCO was first reported in 1995
by Lasa et al.25 The earlier Scheimpflug systems could only capture images in one meridian
at a time,25 and Hayashi et al.26,27 had analyzed data using single-slit Scheimpflug images in
up to four meridians. Subsequently, several studies have been published using Scheimpflug
images, and the results have been correlated with histologic findings.28 Pentacam is the first
Scheimpflug camera–based instrument that can capture images in multiple meridians in a
single automated scan. We recently described29 a new system of measurement to objectively
quantify PCO using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD)   based
analysis of Pentacam Scheimpflug Tomograms which produced highly reproducible results
that correlated with the results obtained from analysis of slit lamp based retro-illumination
photographs using the POCOman system.30
Pentacam Scheimpflug tomogram images have a distinct advantage over the previous
Scheimpflug camera (Anterior Eye Segment Analysis System EAS 1000; Nidek, Tokyo, Japan)
on which PCO density was analyzed in the central 3-mm region. Because the tomogram is
reconstructed from 50 Scheimpflug images, it covers almost the entire area of the posterior
capsule instead of a single slit beam meridian or the average density calculated from four
meridians.   The rotating Scheimpflug camera allows 50 images to be reconstructed into a
single image. Before the availability of the Pentacam tomograms, there was no way to correlate
the value of PCO obtained on Scheimpflug images with the slit lamp images because the
principles of the two photographic techniques are different. Tomograms allow the creation of  
Scheimpflug-based PCO tomogram in the same plane as a slit lamp retro-illumination image,
and the two may be compared. Given that the tomograms are easier and quicker to obtain,
provide PCO pixel intensity in up to 100 meridians, have no observer bias, and allow for a
more objective analysis than slit lamp images, Pentacam tomograms have the potential to
become an efficient grading system for PCO (FIGURE 14).
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Figure 14. Assessment of posterior capsule opacification (PCO) with Pentacam tomograms. Pentacam
tomogram (which is a 3D reconstruction from Scheimpflug images) (Top Left) demonstrating an opacified
posterior capsule and the corresponding slit lamp retroillumination image (Top Right). ImageJ software
(NIH, Bethesda, MD) was used to detect the density of PCO on the Pentacam tomogram (Bottom Left)
which correlated with the PCO grades obtained using an established method of assessing PCO on slit
lamp images: POCOman software (Bottom Right).

TRAUMATIC CATARACT
The utility of Scheimpflug images in assessment of posterior capsule rupture following
closed globe injury (FIGURE 15)31 traumatic intra-lenticular foreign bodies (FIGURE 16)32,
electric cataract following exposure to high voltage electric shock (FIGURE 17)34 has been
documented.
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Figure 15. Pentacam Scheimpflug image of posterior capsule tear following blunt ocular trauma showing
the least (above) and greatest (below) dimensions of the tear. While slit-lamp examination will illustrate
the defect, the primary advantage of the rotating Scheimpflug camera is that it allows accurate and
objective quantification of the PCT. Additionally changes in the dimensions of the tear may be followed
in cases where the surgeon decides to delay the surgery. The centration and tilt of the IOL can also be
objectively documented following surgery.

Figure 16. Pentacam Scheimpflug image showing Intralenticular Foreign Body (ILFB) and the corneal
wound of entry with an intact posterior capsule. Pentacam helps to accurately localize and map the
trajectory of foreign bodies lodged in anterior segment allowing better decisions for management.
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Figure 17. Electric Cataract: Pentacam Scheimpflug images showing increased lens density with multiple
anterior subcapsular opacities raised in the center of the lens following high voltage electrical shock.

ASSESSMENT OF IOL TILT
Decentration and tilt are important for the optical functioning of the IOL. A decentered
IOL will increase the risk for halos in scotopic conditions, and tilt may introduce aberrations.
The ultimate limitation of customized IOL’s like multifocal and pseudo-accommodating IOL’s
is precision in their positioning. Scheimpflug images suffer from geometric distortion (resulting
from tilt of the object, lens, and image planes) and optical distortion (because the different
surfaces are viewed through anterior refracting surfaces). Ray-tracing techniques are therefore
required to obtain reliable crystalline surface geometry from Scheimpflug images.34,35
De Castro and associates36 recently described software algorithms to correct the effect
of optical distortion on tilt and decentration measurements by correcting the geometrical
distortion of the images, detecting the edges of the cornea, IOL,  pupil and lens to find the
pupil center, IOL center, IOL tilt, and eye rotation to each of the 25 sections obtained with
the Pentacam. As IOL optics become more complex in design to overcome presbyopia
and provide better visual quality, it is important to be able to assess IOL centration and the
interaction between the capsule and the IOL haptics, and the position of the IOL optics
relative to the posterior capsule and iris post-surgery.
The phakic IOL simulation software simulates the phakic IOL fit in the anterior
chamber and calculates the minimum distance from each point of the phakic IOL to adjacent
eye structures. The phakic IOL fit can also be modified manually.
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CONCLUSION
Pentacam imaging is simple to perform, rapid, and has an easier learning curve in
contrast with slit-lamp–based photographic lens grading systems. It provides lens densitometry
measurements as an easy, quick, objective, repeatable assessment of cataract and is a step
forward for precise grading and tracking lens changes over time. It has great potential in
documenting progression of cataract in longitudinal studies, as well as for epidemiologic
studies and clinical trials.
The versatility of Pentacam in assessing posterior capsule opacification, different types
of cataract and its utility in challenging cataract cases such as those with preexisting posterior
capsule rupture and traumatic cataracts makes it an exciting tool for the modern cataract
surgeon.
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Aberrometry: A technique used to measure refractive errors in much greater detail than is
possible with traditional clinical refraction. Aberrometry measures the shape of a wavefront of
light that has passed through the optical elements of the eye. Analyzing the wavefront’s shape
determines the amount and type of refractive error present.
Apex: Geometric center of the Pentacam’s (or other devices) exam. This is the first Purkinje’s
reflex on the cornea while having the patient fixating on the fixation target.
ART: Ambrósio Relational Thickness, which considers the Thinnest Point (TP) in relation to
the PPI. ART is calculated as the ratios between the TP and the maximal PPI meridian (ART
Max = TP/PPI Max) and the average (ART Ave = TP/PPI Ave).
Astigmatic Surface: A surface that has two meridians of different curvature. The Pentacam
reports the astigmatism of the corneal surface in the central 3 mm of the cornea.
Axis: Axis of corneal astigmatism (red for steep, blue for flat and user selectable).
BAD: An abbreviation for the Belin-Ambrósio Display, which is a refractive screening display
incorporating both anterior and posterior elevation data and pachymetric data into one unified
screening screen.
Best-fit Shape: A reference shape or surface (sphere, ellipse or toric ellipse) mathematically
generated by the elevation topographer of which corneal elevation is measured.
Center Keratoconus Index (CKI): Pachymetry based numerical index used to assess the
likelihood of a cornea having keratoconus. Elevated especially in central keratoconus.
Corneal Thickness Spatial Profile (CTSP): A graphic display of the average of the thickness
values along 22 imaginary circles centered on the thinnest point, with the diameter of the
circles increasing in 0.4-mm steps.
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Ectatic Change: Progressive change in the cornea associated with increasing curvature,
increased elevation and often associated thinning. Ectatic change is seen in keratoconus,
pellucid marginal degeneration and post refractive ectasia.
Elevation Topography: Method of imaging the corneal surface(s) that generates an X, Y, and
Z coordinate systems (locates points in space) and creates maps of corneal surface compared
to a reference surface (sphere, ellipse, toric ellipse). Curvature and pachymetry maps can be
computed form this elevation data.
Enhanced Elevation Maps: These are corneal elevation maps where the reference surface has
been calculated after excluding an area with potential corneal abnormalities. The resulting
corneal elevation map will better highlight areas of abnormal corneal elevation.
Equivalent Keratometer Readings (EKR): Used for post refractive IOL calculations, this
reading utilizes both the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces to produce a graphical and
tabular representation of the “adjusted” post surgical “K” readings at varying pupil sizes.
Forme Fruste Keratoconus: This refers to a mild or abated form of keratoconus with few
clinical signs and subtle topographical changes. It has often been used incorrectly to describe
“suspect” cases without any signs or symptoms of ectatic change.
Index of Height Asymmetry (IHA): This index gives the degree of symmetry of height data
with respect to the horizontal meridian. This index is analogous to the Index of Surface
Variance (IVA), though it is sometimes more sensitive.
Index of Height Decentration (IHD): This index is calculated from Fourier analysis of corneal
height and gives the degree of vertical decentration of the apex. This value is elevated in
keratoconus.
Index of Surface Variance (ISV): Gives the deviation of individual corneal radii from the
mean value. This index is elevated in all types of irregularity of the corneal surface (scars,
astigmatism, deformities caused by contact lenses, keratoconus, etc.).
Index of Vertical Asymmetry (IVA): Gives the degree of symmetry of the corneal radii with
respect to the horizontal meridian. This index is elevated in cases of oblique astigmatism, in
keratoconus or in limbal ectasias.
Irregular Astigmatism: Type of astigmatism where the principal meridians are nonorthogonal. This type of astigmatism is not correctable fully by spectacles.
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Keratoconus-Index (KI): Compares measurements of the central and peripheral corneal
thickness allowing quantification of corneal thinning. This index tends to be elevated in
keratoconus.
Keratometer: Also known as an ophthalmometer, is a diagnostic device used for measuring
corneal curvature at a defined and set optical zone.
KMax: Point of highest curvature on the axial or sagittal curvature map.
Lens Densiometry Graph: A graphical display depicting the level of opacity of the ocular media.
Higher values equate to reduced light transmission. It is most useful in evaluating lens clarity.
Orbscan (Bausch & Lomb): An early device employing slit scanning elevation topography
combined with a Placido topographer which provides topographic maps of the anterior and
posterior corneal surfaces and images of the anterior chamber.
Par CTS (Par Vision): An early corneal imaging system which used close-range photogrammetry
(rasterphotogrammetry) to measure and produce a topographic elevation map of the anterior
corneal surface. No longer commercially available.
Pellucid Marginal Degeneration (PMD): A bilateral, non-inflammatory, peripheral corneal
thinning disorder characterized by a band of thinning of the peripheral inferior cornea.
Pentacam (Oculus): A rotating Scheimpflug elevation based corneal topographer which
provides elevation and curvature maps of the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces, corneal
thickness maps, anterior chamber dimensions and objective readings of lens densitometry.
Percentage Thickness Increase (PTI): A graphical display showing the percentage increase
in the average thickness along 22 imaginary circles centered on the thinnest point, with the
diameter of the circles increasing in 0.4-mm steps.
Placido Disk: A planar keratoscope made of concentric rings that when reflected off the
cornea, permit evaluation of the smoothness and an estimation of the curvature of the cornea.
Placido Topography: Curvature based corneal topography which uses a modified Placido
disk, reflected off the corneal surface. The rings of the disk are digitally measured to create
“topographic” maps of corneal curvature.
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PPI or PI: Pachymetric progression indexes, are calculated for all hemi-meridian over the
entire 360 degrees of the cornea, starting from the TP. The average of all meridians is the (PPI
Ave) and the meridians with maximal (PPI Max) and minimal (PPI Min) pachymetric increase
are noted along with their axes.
Q-value: Also known as asphericity, this is the corneal shape factor of the cornea.
Quality Statement (QS): This is a check on the Pentacam image acquisition quality. Here
“OK” means the acquired image was of sufficient quality.
Radii Minimum (RMin): Gives the smallest radius of curvature over the corneal surface.
Reference Surface: A reference shape (sphere, ellipse or toric ellipse) mathematically
generated of which corneal elevation is measured.
Rm/Km: Mean central radius, arithmetic average of the flat (Rf) and steep (Rs) radii of
curvature of the cornea.
Rper: The mean radii of the peripheral zone between the 7mm and 9mm ring.
Sagittal Curvature: Also known as axial curvature, this is a measurement of curvature at
different points on the corneal surface and assumes that the radius of curvature is equal to the
distance from the corneal surface to the intersection with the line of sight (or measurement
axis).
Scheimpflug Principle: Principle of photography where the lens plane is not parallel to
the image plane. This technique is used to correct distortion and allows for accurate crosssectional images of the cornea.
Simulated Keratometry: Keratometry values as measured by a corneal topographer. Often
these are reported as always orthogonal regardless of the corneal shape.
Tangential Curvature: Also called the instantaneous radius of curvature or local curvature,
measures curvature of a single point by calculating the radius of a sphere which would
intersect that point.
Tomography: The recreation of a three-dimensional object by computer imaging utilizing
multiple images taken from different vantage points.
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Topographical Keratoconus Classification (TKC): Based on anterior corneal data, this
classifies keratoconus based on the Amsler/Muckenhirn staging. This classification ignores the
degree of thinning and ectatic changes on the posterior surface. This classification would
classify as normal eyes with significant posterior changes associated with thinning if the anterior
surface was uninvolved and is also prone to false positives in corneas with a displaced apex.
Topography: Topography implies surface contour. This term is commonly applied (and
incorrectly) to curvature maps which do not technically have true knowledge of surface
topography.
Total Cornea Refractive Power: Ray tracing calculation of the corneal vergence power,
considering the front and back elevation data along with corneal thickness.
TP: Thinnest Point or lowest pachymetric value on the map.
True Net Power: Corneal power calculation accounting for both anterior and posterior
corneal surfaces and their respective optical performance. This power measurement should
not be used in standard IOL calculation formulas.
Zernike Polynomials: In ophthalmology, Zernike polynomials are a mathematical way of
representing the wavefront of the eye and help quantify ocular aberrations.
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